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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with a quantitative study of intermixing in GaAs/AIGaAs 
and ZnSe/ZnCdSe single quantum well semiconductor structures.
In this study, a method of iterative isothermal anneals and photoluminescence 
used to characterize this phenomenon has enabled the evolution of the diffusion 
coefficients for the interdiffusion process with anneal time to be followed. The blue-shift 
emissions arising from this method are predicted by a model based on Fick’s law of 
diffusion. This model is developed in an attempt to relate the energy shift that is observed 
experimentally to the diffusion length. The mixing is modelled using an error function 
expression to solve the diffusion equation so as to describe the variation in well shape 
which is attributed to compositional disordering induced during thermal processing. Using 
this approach, where evidence of intermixing was monitored, the emission would be 
expected to shift measurably.
Data has been taken to cover a wide temperature range to establish values for the 
activation energy E a . From this data, it has been found that the diffusion coefficients at 
various temperatures are thermally activated with an energy of 3.6 ± 0.2 eV in 
GaAs/AIGaAs. The data is compared with the available literature data taken under a wide 
range of experimental conditions. We show that despite the range of activation energies 
quoted in the literature all the data appears to be consistent with a single activation 
energy. Departures from the ‘mean’ value are ascribed to experimental uncertainties in 
determining the diffusion coefficients for example, to fluctuations in the composition of the 
material, to techniques used, or to a wide range of perturbations.
Photoluminescence observations on ZnSe/ZnCdSe show that an improvement in the 
optical quality of these quantum well structures was found for anneals at temperatures 
(~500°C). A value of E a  = 2.9 ± 0.3 eV was derived from the experiments for the 
interdiffusion process over a 250 K temperature range and four decades of interdiffusion 
coefficient.
The interdiffusion process of both these systems was inferred to be Fickian with no 
dependence on alloy composition or strain.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
In this chapter an overview of the nature of low-dimensional semiconductor 
structures and the motivation for studying them are provided. It is important to highlight 
the reasons, both scientifically and technologically, for the progressive rise of research in 
the development of this field. The particular importance of interdiffusion studies is also 
outlined.
1.1 This Thesis
In this thesis, we will review the field in terms of a study of the thermal 
intermixing of semiconductor heterostructures, and consider the actual mechanisms 
responsible for the interdiffusion process; focusing in particular on the GaAs/AlGaAs and 
the ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum well systems studied in this research.
We begin this thesis, “Interdiffusion of Semiconductor Alloy Heterostructures”, 
with an introductory chapter. Some of the subsequent chapters are introduced by a brief 
historical review depicting the evolution of relevant concepts. After a preliminary chapter 
providing a general discussion of the topic, the following chapter 2 on theoretical aspects 
defines the basis of photoluminescence spectroscopy as well as characterising the 
properties of the quantum well heterostructures. The final section of this chapter covers 
the conceptual aspects of the pseudomorphic strain in lattice-mismatched materials. The 
physical principles underlying this chapter are referred to books on semiconductor physics, 
such as those by [3-5].
Chapter 3 presents a review of the open literature based on the research relevant to 
this project; the discussion will be directed to some of the findings on both III-V and II-VI 
materials made by previous researchers. Chapter 4 discusses the methods of growth, 
specifically the GaAs-AlGaAs and the ZnSe-ZnCdSe by MBE and MOCVD, respectively, 
before considering the structures of individual composite materials. The crucial role of cap
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passivation is also addressed in the context of encapsulation. Following this, the 
experimental details of this study will be described. An overview of the technique is first 
given, subsequent sections are concerned with detailed descriptions of the operational 
principles of equipment used.
Chapter 5 has been written to define the mathematical formulations of the model 
used in this study. In this chapter, the relevant concepts and relations for modelling the 
interdiffusion have been included, covering Fick’s laws of diffusion, the empirical band gap 
relationship with the alloy composition and the Schrodinger wave equation.
Some of the experimental results presented serially in chapter 6 of this thesis are 
analysed and discussed concisely in chapter 7. Comparisons with the published data are 
also outlined. The final chapter summarizes this field, and points to suggestions for further 
work. The references are then presented. Finally, the publications arising from this work 
are reflected in Appendix 1.
1.2 Intermixing in Low Dimensional Structures
Low-dimensional semiconductor structures (LDSs) constitute the basis of a 
considerable portion of today’s semiconductor physics and exploration of novel 
optoelectronic device concepts. The main impetus for a world-wide escalation in this field 
lies in the discovery of a number of phenomena in these structures, applicable both to 
science and to realize solid-state devices. The novelty and variety of physics that are found 
in low-dimensional systems is the consequence of what is known as spatial quantization. 
State-of-the-art optoelectronic systems now widely rely on the use of materials which 
exploit this quantum effect. An industrial product already in pervasive use is the quantum 
well laser. Its major applications range from optical communications systems to compact 
disc players [6], of which millions are produced every month.
One name coined for much of the research in quantum wells (QWs) is ‘band gap 
engineering’. With control over the composition and temperature during the growth of the 
constituent semiconductors the desired electronic and optical properties of the crystals can
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be attained. For example, in a QW laser the wavelength of the emitted light, and hence its 
colour, is determined by the band gap of the active layer, i.e., the quantum well.
Intermixing the adjacent layers of a quantum well (QW) system generally causes a 
spatial variation in its composition, which in turn, induces a blue shift, leading to regions 
of higher-energy emissions. This is due to an increase in the band gap of the intermixed 
alloy compared to that of the original well. As such, the effective band gap can be 
engineered to span a range of wavelengths that might be appealing to incorporate into 
devices. In particularly, interdiffusion of QW structures, and hence the possibility of locally 
tailoring the band gap, is showing promise as an emerging technology for photonic and 
optoelectronic integration using only a single step post-epitaxy process.
Interdiffusion in a semiconductor heterostructure is not necessarily deleterious 
from the point of view of making devices and a common method of introducing intermixing 
is by diffusion at high temperature. Conversely, should elevated temperature processing be 
introduced such that interdiffusion occurs, the structural and material properties can be 
altered substantially. At many steps of production, from crystal growth to device 
processing, numerous high temperature annealing environments are often applied. 
Significant short-scale interface mixing can occur at surprisingly low temperatures and at 
relatively short times and can even be critical at the temperature-time regimes normally 
encountered in epitaxial growth. Thermal diffusion and adverse interfacial mixing can 
prove highly undesirable in many applications. This situation is exemplified in the growth 
of quantum well lasers where the intermixing during growth of the active region layer can 
cause a change in the well shape and lead to a deviation in the emission wavelength of the 
laser from that nominally grown [7,8].
Clearly, an understanding and quantification of interdiffusion of heterostructures 
under thermal excursions is indispensable for good control process, or at the very least, to 
accurately predict its effect on device properties.
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1.3 Importance of Interdiffusion Studies
We have concluded that the effect thermal interdiffusion has on the physical 
properties of semiconductor heterostructures is of inevitable concern. However, 
intermixing can occur without major degradation of any characteristics of the devices if the 
amount and form of disorder introduced during semiconductor processing are predictable. 
It is apparent that the future viability of well-controlled devices with determined final 
characteristics require accurate knowledge of the relevant diffusion parameters. Although 
there has been a considerable literature over the past two decades on various 
measurements of diffusion parameters made for the heterostructures using a variety of 
methods available for measuring diffusion process, they all give information only on the 
diffusivity of the species that is being measured and usually provide no direct information 
about the mechanisms responsible for the process. Nevertheless, the often widely different 
results in the literature have led to a variety of widely accepted diffusion mechanisms 
being postulated. It is the subject of this thesis to address this problem in the III-V and II- 
VI systems.
1.4 Outline of our Method of Quantifying Interdiffusion
In this study, the thermal interdiffusion behaviour, i.e., diffusion coefficient and 
activation energy of III-V and II-VI single quantum well heterostructures have been 
quantitatively investigated over a wide range of temperatures. MBE grown 
GaAs/Alo.2Gao.sAs and MOCVD synthesized ZnSe/Zni-.tCdxSe (with cadmium compositions 
 ^of 11%, 20% and 21%) were studied.
In this work we have demonstrated the use of photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) 
at 80 K as a sensitive, powerful and non-destructive means of accurately characterizing 
interdiffusion. Luminescence also yields other information about the overall optical quality 
of the material. The PL signal changes following annealing and as a direct consequence, 
details on anneal time evolution of the intermixing are obtainable from iterative annealing
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experiment coupled with monitoring the PL. This method, in conjunction with a proposed 
model for the interdiffusion, is shown to be ideally suited for acquiring interdiffusion data.
For the modelling an initial assumption of Fickian diffusion is made and is 
subsequently verified from analysis of the experimental results. Using empirical band gap 
relationships obtained for the respective composite materials of interest as well as the 
Schrodinger wave equation, the lowest confinement energy bound states in the quantum 
well can be determined. From this it is possible to relate the experimentally observed PL
peak shift to its corresponding diffusion length, Ld. By plotting the data as Ld against 
anneal time at a fixed temperature, the gradient gives the diffusion coefficient, D, for that 
particular temperature. It has been shown that for a given anneal temperature all the data 
points lie on a straight line. This linearity implies that our initial assumption as to the 
diffusion equation is valid and infers that the diffusion is indeed Fickian in behaviour.
A collection of diffusion coefficients over a range of temperatures is then plotted on 
an Arrhenius plot. The data at different anneal temperatures can be described by an 
Arrhenius expression, D = D0 exp (-Ea /IzT) cm V1. The slope of this plot reveals the 
activation energy Ea of the interdiffusion process; where the term Ea is essentially a 
measure of the energy barrier an atom has to surmount to diffuse.
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical Aspects
Obviously, if slight intermixing in the original compound semiconductor can 
produce significant changes in its properties, then the nature of intermixing phenomena 
must be of critical importance. To understand the effect interdiffusion has on quantum 
well systems it is necessary to know the properties of these systems. Therefore, we begin 
our study of interdiffusion of quantum semiconductors with a brief discussion on some 
relevant theoretical aspects.
The basic principle of photoluminescence spectroscopy used for measuring the 
interdiffusion of a semiconductor is first given. A description of the quantum well structure 
is then provided, with an emphasis on the electronic properties of the quantum structure. 
The final section briefly covers the topic on the compressive and tensile pseudomorphic 
strains in lattice-mismatched materials. These fundamental concepts form the basis for 
later descriptions of changes in the structural disorder of a diffused single well with 
thermal processing. Of the ZnSe/ZnCdSe and GaAs/AlGaAs systems, the latter is more 
technologically advanced, and hence we will illustrate our discussion by reference 
primarily to this system. Many of the concepts and experimental results, however, are of 
more general validity.
2.1 Theoretical Basis of the Photoluminescence Process
Optical excitation of a semiconductor and subsequent emission of radiation 
(ultraviolet, visible or infrared) by this system is referred to as photoluminescence (PL) [9]. 
The PL technique has become a very powerful tool in detecting the emitted signal.
During a photoluminescence experiment on a semiconductor, the sample to be 
studied is irradiated optically with photons of selected energy greater than the band gap 
energy. In the process absorption of incident photons may excite valence band electrons 
across the band gap to the conduction band and net positive charges (holes) are left in the
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valence band. This creates electron-hole pairs (abbreviated EHP) which rapidly thermalise 
to the band edge and then recombine via any levels present in the material to give the 
observed photoluminescence spectrum.
In the case of a quantum well these carriers are effectively collected in the well 
where recombination of EHP takes place between the lowest confined electron and hole 
levels. Radiative recombination occurs when an excited electron in the conduction band 
minimum makes a vertical transition to an empty state (hole) in the valence band 
maximum, thus annihilating the pair. In the luminescence the recombining electrons and 
holes both have well-defined energies and this transition emits radiation at a 
characteristic energy that is inversely proportional to the square of the quantum well 
thickness. The radiation intensity as a function of wavelength (or energy), constitutes the 
photoluminescence spectrum of the given sample. Information on the changing quantum 
well profiles can be monitored in the photoluminescence spectrum. It is not only the peak 
energy position of the irradiated emission that evidences the changes in the sample, the 
line-shape, integrated intensity, and half-width of the photoluminescence peak are also 
useful as indicators for the strength and quality of the material structures.
2.2 Quantum Well
In this section a brief introduction to the structure of a quantum well and its 
corresponding confined energy levels is presented.
2.2.1 Band Structure
A single quantum well is formed when a semiconductor thin film is clad on each 
side by a thicker layer of a second semiconductor whose band gap is higher in energy than 
that of the film, confining the electronic wave functions and quantising the energy levels. 
These are artificially layered structures exemplified by the pair of interleaving AlGaAs 
and GaAs layers as shown in figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1 Square-well potential of an Al0.2Ga0.sAs/GaAs heterostructures.
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QW lasers enable the emission wavelength to be varied simply by varying the 
width of the well which form the active region. Hence, the modulated QW structure has its 
physical properties controlled by spatial variations in its composition. The ability to tailor 
the optoelectronic properties of multi-layered materials by altering band line-up, thickness 
and composition of the constituents is commonly termed fband gap engineering\ also called 
wave function or density-of-states engineering. This concept is put into good effect in 
improving the performance of the devices. The enhanced performance can be evidenced by 
studying the optical properties of the QW in terms of its quantum efficiency.
2.2.2 Energy Levels
For quantum well heterostructures, when the thickness of the well layer Lz is 
reduced and comparable to that of the order of the carrier de Broglie wavelength, 
( A = /?. / p, where h is the Planck’s constant and p is the momentum), the confinement 
quantises the electron and hole energies into discrete subbands [10,11]. This quantised 
effect results in a series of discrete energy levels given by the bound-state energies of a 
well. A schematic of the energy band diagram for a GaAs/AlGaAs QW heterostructures 
with a barrier layer composition of 20% is shown in figure 2-1, where Lz is of the order of 
100 A. Notice that the energy is quantised; the energy eigenvalues are designated by Ex 
and E2 for electrons; and by Ehhl and Elhl for heavy- and light-holes, respectively.
According to the Boltzmann’s distribution, the electronic transition that has a 
highest probability of occurrence is between the lowest energy states. The observed peak 
on the photoluminescence corresponds to the energy of the intersubband radiative 
transition ET from the ji = 1 confined energy states within the well region. This energy ET 
can be equated to the photon energy of hv, and is given by:
Et = Eg + E1 + Em [in units of eV] (2-1)
where Eg is the band gap energy,
E1 and Ehhl are the lowest confined electron and heavy-hole states, respectively.
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2.3 Strain in Lattice-mismatched Epitaxy
When the limitations in strained hetero-epitaxy technology have been overcome, it 
becomes possible to grow hetero-epilayers which are not lattice-matched to their substrate. 
While having to grow lattice-matched heterostructures imposes some restrictions on 
tailorability of material properties, another degree of freedom became available with the 
use of pseudomorphic growth heterostructures where the composite structure is coherently 
strained. This enables not only an additional strain parameter for the tailoring of band 
gaps over the visible to ultraviolet region with the flexibility in a much broader set of 
available material combinations and alloy compositions, but also offers the possibility of 
new physics and new devices along with their wide band gap characteristics and strained- 
related properties [12]. As will be discussed, it is possible to take advantage of that built-in 
strain to modify and improve the properties of the structures in order to enhance the 
device performances.
2.3.1 Pseudomorphic Growth
The mismatch in the lattice spacing between the lattice parameters of the material 
constituent and the substrate on which it is grown contributes to the strain taken by the 
growing hetero-epilayers. If the mismatch is only a few percent and the epitaxial layer is 
adequately thin, the layer grows with a lattice constant in compliance with that of the 
substrate {seed crystal). The resulting layer is in compression or tension along the surface 
plane as its lateral lattice constant adapts to that of the substrate. Such a layer is called 
pseudomorphic because it is not lattice-matched to the substrate without strain and the 
lattice mismatch is accommodated entirely by elastic strain. An example of incorporating 
elastic strain into a heterolayer through lattice mismatch is ZnSe/ZnCdSe semiconductor 
heterostructures.
The novel effects associated with the feasibility and usefulness of mismatched 
structures were directly attributed to the advantageous compressive or tensile strain 
produced during epitaxy while obeying the critical thickness (he) constraint and also
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maintaining an appropriate amount of alloy concentrations. The basic understanding 
underlying this pseudomorphic growth was well studied since the work of Frank and van 
der Merwe in 1949 [13]. These theories were extended by later workers [14-17]. Theoretical 
calculations indicated that it is possible to grow an epitaxial film which is in complete 
registry with the substrate (i.e. it is pseudomorphic up to he) if the lattice misfit is kept 
below -10%. Beyond this thickness, dislocations are produced and the strain relaxes. 
While structures that violate the he constraint are metastable against relaxation, thin 
strained-layers designed and grown to meet this he limit can accommodate mismatch 
without risk of producing the problematic misfit dislocations. These pseudomorphic films 
are thermodynamically stable, i.e. even though they have strain energy, the relaxed state 
with dislocations has a higher free energy and hence, there is no lower-energy dislocated 
structural states for the elastically strained layers to ‘relax’ to. This allows one to have 
large built-in strain without serious concern that the film will ‘disintegrate’ after some 
time.
2.3.2 Compressive or Tensile Strain
Pseudomorphic strain imposed by epitaxy can physically distort the lattice constant 
and band structure of a crystal. In this subsection some of the properties of the growth of 
strained layer are described in terms of its lattice parameter and valence band structure. 
Detailed discussion on the physics behind this is beyond the scope of this thesis but has 
been explained by a number of authors [18,19].
As discussed above, the growth of an epitaxial layer whose lattice constant is close, 
but not equal, to the lattice constant of the substrate can result in a coherent strain. 
Figure 2-2(a,b) illustrates the effect of strain on the lattice parameter of an overlayer as it 
is subjected to compressive or tensile strain, respectively. The lattice constant of the hetero­
layer takes the in-plane lattice constant of the substrate and relaxes along the growth 
direction if the elastic strain is incorporated into the layer coherently. That is, the parallel 
lattice constant is forced to shrink (expand) as a result of an applied compressive (tensile)
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strain so that it will be equal to that of the substrate. Conversely, the perpendicular lattice 
constant will increase (decrease) under compressive (tensile) strain.
Figure 2-2 The coherently compressive or tensile strained effect on the lattice constant 
of an epitaxial layer. Pseudomorphic strain imposed by epitaxy of an overlayer with a 
lattice constant (a) larger or (b) smaller than the substrate. Note that the epilayer with its 
in-plane lattice constant is matched to that of the substrate.
a L > a; a L < a s
O verlayer
Substrate
\ / / I \
Epilayer
Substrate
V . J
(a) (b)
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The most intriguing aspects of the coherently strained effects through compression 
or tension in lattice mismatched epitaxy is the strain-enhanced splitting of the light and 
heavy hole valence bands. For a layer under biaxial compression the mean band gap is 
found to increase and the first heavy hole band becomes almost parabolic and displays 
very little band mixing. This is because the strain causes enlarged separation of the heavy- 
hole and light-hole bands, thus reducing the heavy- and light-hole mixing. The top valence 
band mass near the band edge is considerably reduced as a result of strain which tends to 
reduce the Auger recombination rate in the laser structures made of these systems and 
lower the threshold current [20]. This effect is widely used in semiconductor lasers to 
produce low threshold devices. Under tensile-strain, the opposite effect occurs. With an 
appropriate amount of strain, the heavy-hole and light-hole band energies can almost 
coincide, which leads to a large level repulsion effect and gives rise to a negative effective 
mass for the hole near the zone centre. The result is an enlarged joint density of states for 
optical transitions, and it also has useful applications in laser structures [21]. Potential 
advantages for laser applications have become clearer when the experimental studies 
established improved performance of strained-QW lasers compared to similar unstrained 
QW lasers [22].
2.3.3 Summary
It has been remarked [13,15] that no misfit dislocations generated by the mismatch 
would occur if the epitaxial layers were sufficiently thin, allowing the mismatch to be fully 
accommodated by elastic strain. The advanced epitaxial growth techniques now allow the 
growth of very thin (-100 A) layers of lattice-mismatched crystals for strained hetero- 
epitaxial applications. It is identified that the pseudomorphic strain can have significantly 
impact on the physical properties of the semiconductors by altering the band curvatures 
and band structure of semiconductors. The feasibility and usefulness of coherently 
strained-layered material is determined by the level of strain introduced in the alloy, 
which may find application in electronic and optoelectronic devices.
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Chapter 3 
Literature Review
The interdiffusion of semiconductor heterostructures has long been a subject of 
much discussion. This chapter provides a review of the literature on this phenomenon in 
both III-V (GaAs-AlGaAs) and II-VI (ZnSe-ZnCdSe) systems. Since there has been much 
more material published on the Ga-Al system, most discussion is dedicated to diffusion 
experiments done on this system as compared to the Zn-Cd system.
3.1 Review of Intermixing in GaAs-AlGaAs
In this section, we begin our review by considering the key concepts underlying the 
rapid development of the study of interdiffusion in GaAs/AlGaAs and introducing some of 
the most important frontiers of the intermixing work on these systems. We will then go on 
to provide a bibliography of the past work in this field. In this review, only representative 
references will be given so that the current status and research trends concerning this 
subject can be identified. In addition, the activation energy data taken from these studies 
will be discussed in a comparative manner.
3.1.1 A Historical Perspective
Incipient suggestions of modulated structures can be traced back to a visionary 
address by R. Feynman at a meeting of the American Physical Society in 1959. A more 
concrete proposal of a semiconductor superlattice was introduced a decade later by Esaki 
and Tsu [23]. At almost the same time, the advent of epitaxial growth techniques opened 
the way to the mastery of atomic layer growth of semiconductors. It was undoubtedly the 
just-announced superlattice concept that spurred the demand for deposition of high quality 
films in the early 1970s [24]. Following this confluence of a novel concept and a modern
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epitaxial technology a rapid succession of milestone developments of low-dimensional 
semiconductor structures such as superlattice (SL) and quantum well (QW) structures 
occurred.
The first experimental III-V heterostructure on GaAs/GaAsi-xPx was produced by 
Blakeslee and Aliotta using chemical vapour deposition in 1970 [25]. In some early 
experiments, similar structures were studied and demonstrated by Cho [24] with 
GaAs/GaAlAs grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Many structures were then 
synthesized and used for device applications and fundamental studies. Amongst the most 
common studies is the thermal stability of semiconductor heterostructures and in 
particular their interdiffusion, because of its effects on the confined electron and holes 
states. While some early work on self-diffusion in semiconductors goes back to the 1960s 
with work on silicon and germanium [26], some of the pioneering work on interdiffusion of 
the GaAs/AlAs system has been done by Chang and Koma in 1976 [27] using Auger 
profiling. Interdiffusion was also studied optically by Dingle et al. [28,29], and by Fleming 
et al. [30] and Petroff et al. [31] using X-rays and TEM, respectively. In the optical method, 
one observes the upwards shift of the quantum confined energy levels as aluminium 
interdiffuses in the well material and the diffusion length can be determined from the 
energy shift of an irradiated sample. Dingle et al. [28,29] was able to determine a diffusion 
constant for Al, D -  5 x 10‘18 cm V 1 at 900°C, in good agreement with X-ray and TEM 
measurements. This justified the neglect of interdiffusion during MBE growth under 
standard conditions (Ts < 750°C).
Studies of thermal interdiffusion of GaAs-AlGaAs have since proliferated [27-90]. 
In parallel to this development, the development of rapid thermal annealing (RTA) 
systems used for the characterization of intermixing in semiconductors have evolved which 
allowed the qualitative study of thermal diffusivity but only very rarely could absolute 
values of fundamental diffusion parameters be determined. Data obtained on this system 
are summarized in table 7-2. Notably this reveals diversity in diffusion parameters among 
different groups studying the GaAs-AlAs system. This diversity has led to numerous 
suggestions with respect to diffusion mechanisms, as will be reviewed in this chapter.
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3.1.2 Thermal Diffusion of Undoped and Doped GaAs-AlGaAs
Interdiffusion has been much studied in the GaAs-AlGaAs materials system. To 
date, the most common experimental method for investigating the degree of intermixing 
has been photoluminescence.° In order to obtain a value for the diffusion coefficient D the 
analysis invariably assumes that Fick’s law holds and the diffusion coefficient is 
independent of time and concentration even though some early work showed that a 
concentration-dependent diffusion coefficient was necessary [27,30], and the effects of 
concentration-dependent interdiffusion have been modelled [32]. Chang and Koma [27] for 
example, used Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) to profile the effect of annealing, for 
times of up to 14 hours at 992°C, on intermixing in heterostructures consisting of a layer of 
AlAs, sandwiched between GaAs layers, each layer being 155 nm thick. When the layers 
intermixed, the resulting profile was compared with a linear profile derived from an error 
function approach [33]. A reasonable but not perfect fit was obtained, and this difference is 
attributed to a concentration dependency of D. They re-analyzed their data using a 
Boltzmann-Ma. tano that assumes that the diffusion constant depends on the 
concentration only and is not a function of time. Using this approach, they found that the 
activation energy varied with concentration as, EA — 4.3 — 0.7A' in eV, where x is the
aluminium mole fraction, over a temperature range of 850 - 1100°C. This result, that the 
diffusion constant is dependent on concentration, seems however to be in conflict with the 
findings of others [34,35]. While the fit of this model to their results showed very good 
agreement between the Auger profiles and the theoretical ones, it remains possible that 
the variations in the measured profile from the error function analysis could be due to 
collisional mixing during the sputtering process and the limitation of the sampling depth 
of the process inherent in the AES used rather than a genuine concentration-dependence.
O  Various techniques arising from this research have been reviewed in some detail in section 7.1.
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There is very little data concerning self-diffusion of gallium arsenide, [36-38]. To 
our knowledge, no such data is available for the ternary AlGaAs and AlAs. The self­
diffusion of gallium in GaAs has been studied by Palfrey et al. [36] and Goldstein [38], 
using similar methods to assess the mixing of the layers. Both their experiments were 
performed with the samples annealed in sealed quartz ampoules. A piece of arsenic was 
used to produce arsenic overpressures of 0.75 and 0.9 atm in the studies of Palfrey et al. 
and Goldstein, respectively. The measured data were analyzed using an error function 
approach. Palfrey et al. determined an activation energy Ea of 2.6 eV, whereas, Goldstein 
obtained a value of 5.6 eV. This difference could be due to the small temperature ranges 
(~100°C) over which the data were measured, to the differing residual impurity 
concentration in GaAs, and to the different annealing conditions. Moreover, Palfrey et al.’s 
measurements have been performed on non-stoichiometric material and therefore a direct 
comparison between the two sets of experiments could not be made. Recently, Wang et al. 
[39] studied gallium self-diffusion in GaAs using isotope heterostructures. Their results, 
collected over a large temperature range of 800 - 1225°C, produced an activation energy 
which, within experimental uncertainty, is identical to that which we find in this work.
The interdiffusion in the tetrahedral semiconductors is related closely to self­
diffusion. The relationship between interdiffusion and self-diffusion was noted by Tan and 
Gosele [40] who included on the same Arrhenius plot, the available data for gallium self­
diffusion in GaAs with the available interdiffusion data of the Ga-Al system. In addition, 
they plotted the data obtained from the silicon work of Mei et al. [41], having “corrected” it 
to take account of the effect of doping density, to be reviewed in more detail later. The 
three sets of data appear to lie on the same straight line which is given by the following 
Arrhenius expression,
D = 2.9 x  10s expr 6eV^
v
(3-1)
where D is the diffusion coefficient in cm 'V1, 
k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin.
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Tan and Gosele, through reanalyzing the silicon data of Mei et al’s [41], derived an 
activation energy of 6 eV for the interdiffusion. They suggested that it appeared to be in 
agreement with their predictions for the enhancement of the Ga diffusivity under both 
intrinsic and silicon doping, being mediated by triply negatively charged Ga vacancies. 
Tan and Gosele have later expanded this model to produce a universal theory for all n- and 
p-type dopants by considering the diffusion-dependence of dopants [42], This seemed to be 
a great success for the model and it has since been widely used as a qualitative 
explanation for many observations of enhanced diffusion in the presence of doping, with 
their papers being widely referenced. You et al. [43], for example, have stated that "... 
prevalent opinion concerning the point defect species governing Ga self-diffusion and Al-Ga 
interdiffusion is that they are dominated by the tidply charged Ga vacancies under intrinsic 
and n-doping conditions at high PaS4 values, and by the doubly positively charged Ga self­
interstitial under intrinsic conditions at low PaS4 values ...” They then proceeded to 
estimate activation energies of 6 - 7.34 eV for the vacancy mediated process and 3.37 - 4.71 
eV for the interstitial process. These activation energies indicate that prefactors ranging 
from ~10'4 to ~1012 cm V 1 are required although no mention is made to the physical 
significance of this range of prefactor.
Under more rigorous analysis the model put forward by Tan and Gosele [40] has 
been somewhat less successful. Following the earlier work on silicon doping of GaAs-AlAs 
superlattices, Mei et al. [44] repeated their experiments but using tellurium as a dopant in 
place of silicon. In this extended work of analogous experiments, they measured a lower 
value of 3.0 eV for the activation energy over a temperature range of 800 - 1000°C after 
both 30 minute and 3 hour anneals. This value is lower than that obtained for the diffusion 
(~4 eV) in the silicon doped samples. Also, the diffusion coefficient measured for the 
2 x l 0 18 Te cm"3 layer is two orders of magnitude less than that for silicon doping, 
indicating that there are correspondingly fewer vacancies being created. More 
significantly, rather than the cubic dependence of diffusivity on carrier concentration 
observed, they found only a linear dependence in this latter work on tellurium doping. The 
original Si data of Mei et al. [41] have been reinterpreted in terms of the triply charged 
nature of the gallium vacancy which explains why a log-log graph of the Ga-Al
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interdiffusion coefficient versus silicon concentration has a slope of 3. However, they 
noticed that the corresponding plot for the tellurium data has a gradient being unity which 
implies that the interdiffusion coefficient in tellurium-doped superlattice varies linearly 
with the impurity concentration, in contrast to that of silicon-doping which varies as the 
cube of the silicon concentration. These results seem to discriminate against the model as 
proposed by Tan and Gosele [42] and show that their theory is not as universal as its 
proponents suggest [44,45]. Tan and Gosele have qualitatively explained these differences 
by suggesting that not all of the Te present in the material was electrically activated 
during annealing due to effects such as cluster formation whereas all the silicon in the 
superlattice were activated, and that this was the cause of the discrepancy.
In the analysis described above, interdiffusion data are mostly available for 
temperatures in the mid-range (800 - 1000°C). At low temperatures (650 - 900°C) the data 
are those of Mei et al. [41] and at high temperatures (1000 - 1200°C) the gallium self­
diffusion data are measured. Referring to figure 3-3, if only a selective data set is used to 
calculate a value for the activation energy then large variations between the independent 
sets of data can be seen. At some temperatures (e.g. 850°C) there are nearly 3 orders of 
magnitude variation in the value of the interdiffusion coefficient obtained. It follows that 
more data at higher and lower temperatures are needed to obtain a more reliable value for 
the activation energy.
Conclusions
An account of the controversy on the interpreted activation energies is included. 
The establishment of a set of key parameters for the interdiffusion process has been a 
subject of much debate. Central to the debate are what values should be used to interpret 
the mechanism responsible for the process. As is evident from table 7-2, after years of 
intense research, the results emerging from various laboratories clearly indicate that 
proponents of different approaches have demonstrated an increasingly huge body of data 
without confirming the actual mechanism.
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3.1.3 Impurity Induced and Impurity-free Vacancy Disordering
Quantum well intermixing occurs when the matrix elements of a semiconductor 
interdiffuse. Since diffusion of elements proceeds via native crystal defects, the diffusivity 
will be effected by the diffusion rate of those defects and their concentration. The 
equilibrium number of defects is determined by the partial pressure of matrix elements (in 
particularly the group V elements). It is possible to incorporate an excess (non-equilibrium) 
concentration of defects. Thus one would expect to see a dependence of the interdiffusion 
coefficient on the presence of impurities, the arsenic overpressure during annealing, and 
the type of dielectric films used. These effects can be grouped under impurity induced 
disordering (IID) and impurity-free vacancy disordering (IFVD). In view of previous 
interdiffusion studies it is believed that the group III vacancies produced by such effects 
are responsible for the interdiffusion on the group III sublattice. Given a lack of a clear 
understanding of the diffusion mechanism in GaAs, the study of these effects on diffusion 
may serve to further our understanding of the diffusion processes. There are many groups 
who have carried out experiments with a variety of dopants and under different surface 
conditions to look for the effects that the doping, arsenic overpressure anneal and dielectric 
cap have on interdiffusion. In what follows, some comparison is given of the various 
capping technologies available and the effects that they have upon diffusion.
3.1.3.1 The Doping Effect
In 1981 Laidig et al. [46], while attempting to dope a GaAs-AlGaAs superlattice p- 
type by diffusing zinc into it, discovered by accident a phenomenon now well-known as 
impurity-induced disordering (IID). Wherever the zinc has diffused the resulting material 
is a ternary alloy and hence the interdiffusion of the layers has increased significantly. In 
this work, they showed that Zn diffusion into a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure caused 
interdiffusion of Ga and Al at temperatures much lower than for impurity free structures, 
but made no attempt to quantify the process.
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The feasibility of applying this effect in optoelectronics was immediately 
recognized. By selectively intermixing a quantum well useful changes in the band gap and 
refractive index can be achieved, and optical waveguides [47,48] and semiconductor lasers 
[49] manufactured. A range of techniques, based on IID and IFVD, have been developed to 
enhance the diffusion rate in selected areas of a wafer. The spatial selectivity inherent in 
such processes opened up the possibility of a simple fabrication route for photonic and 
optoelectronic integration such as wavelength division multiplexing components. The 
monolithic lateral incorporation of lasers, modulators and waveguides performing different 
functions on a single wafer necessitates the fabrication of different device structures with 
compatible band gaps to be created on adjacent regions within the same epilayer. The 
shifting of the band gap energies across a single wafer usually involves complicated etch 
and regrow techniques or analogous processes which are possible in principle but difficult 
in practice. QWI provides a means to locally tailor the effective band gap using only post­
epitaxy processing. For example, five distinguishable lasing wavelengths have been 
observed from five different intermixed regions of a single structure on a single chip [50]. 
Zn-assisted Al diffusion has also been used in the selective protection of laser facets, 
enabling higher optical powers without facet damage [51]. Although requiring higher 
temperatures and longer times, Si-assisted Al diffusion can also be observed [52]. Some 
impurities are better at inducing intermixing than others, e.g. Ar and Be [53] were 
reported as producing no enhancement of the diffusion process, while Si can cause 
complete disordering.
The enhancement of the interdiffusion of the group III elements can be achieved 
either from a grown-in source [54], or by in-diffusion of the silicon [55]. In 1987, Mei et al 
[41] performed the first systematic study of the effect of silicon doping, which was 
incorporated during MBE growth, on the subsequent intermixing of a GaAs/AL Ga i-xAs 
superlattice. In this work of Mei et al., SIMS was used to observe regions of a 10 nm AlAs - 
40 nm GaAs sample which were selectively doped and annealed. Thermal anneals were 
performed with the face of the sample contacting a GaAs wafer. The SIMS depth profile of 
the as-grown sample of differing silicon concentration is shown in figure 3-l(a). The Si 
doping composition levels were a doping staircase with 2 pm wide concentration plateaus
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of©  2x 10l?, (II) 5x 1017, (III) lx l0 18,(IV) 2x lO18, (V) 5x 1018and (VI) 2 x l0 18 Si cm'3. 
The SIMS profiles of their samples after 3 hour 700“C and 900°C anneals are given in 
figure 3-l(b) and (c), respectively. The doping level of the 2 x l 0 17 Si cm'3 showed little 
signs of disorder after the 3 hour anneal at either 700 or 900°C. This is in contrast to the 
doping level of 5 x l 0 ls cm'3 which showed significant disordering after annealing for 3 
hours at a 700°C anneal. A further 3 hour anneal at 900°C resulted in complete 
intermixing. Their results showed a clear dependence of the interdiffusion coefficient on 
the silicon concentration with an enhancement of the interdiffusion of the group III 
elements at high Si concentrations, as shown in figure 3-2. By measuring the peak to 
valley ratios of the SIMS profile, the diffusion coefficient value for each doping level at 
each temperature was obtained. Mei et al. [41] noted that the role of silicon in enhancing 
the interdiffusion is not lowering the activation energy but is in increasing the hopping 
probability. In order to account for this enhancement they proposed that the enhanced 
diffusion was due to the diffusion of silicon pairs which generate divacancies and that 
these are the cause for interdiffusion.
Figure 3-1 SIMS depth profiles of Al and Si concentrations in AlAs-GaAs superlattices; 
(a) as-grown, after 3 hr thermal anneals at (b) 700°C and (c) 900°C (after Mei et al. [41]).
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Figure 3-2 An Arrhenius plot of interdiffusion coefficient at several Si concentrations 
taken from Mei et al. [41]. The solid lines are their own fits showing that a single 
activation is responsible with a change in the prefactor causing the changes in diffusivity.
In contradiction to the work of Mei et al. [41] who observed enhanced intermixing 
with a silicon concentration as low as ~ 1017 Si cm'3, a majority of the authors [56-60] 
found that the intermixing is limited to a silicon concentrations > 1018 Si cm'3. An example 
of this is the work of Gillin et al. [56] who studied intermixing in both GaAs-AlGaAs and 
InGaAs-GaAs quantum well systems that had been doped with beryllium concentrations of 
1017 , 1018and 2.5x l O 19 Be cm"3 and silicon concentrations of 1017 , 1018 and 1019 Si cm'3. 
They showed that there was no measurable change in diffusion occurring in any of the Be 
doped samples or in Si doped samples with 1018 Si cm'3 or less. The samples doped with 
1019 Si cm'3 however, exhibited a serious degradation of its optical quality and the 
photoluminescence spectra showed peaks which reflected the presence of defects.
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In 1987 Kamata et al. [61] reported on the effect of growth temperature and 
beryllium doping on interdiffusion of GaAs-AlGaAs multi-quantum well structures using 
SIMS. Their results showed a dependency of the intermixing during growth on both the 
growth temperature and the beryllium doping density. The Be doping concentration varied 
between 2 X 1019 and 8 X 1019 cm'3 depending upon substrate temperature. Post-annealing 
at 750°C resulted in slightly further interdiffusion for a doping density < 3 x l 0 19 cm'3. 
Above this density, interdiffusion was only found to occur in the early stages of the anneals 
with a small difference in the measured diffusion length between the samples annealed for 
10 minutes and 2 hours. These results suggest that any enhancement may be due to 
defects introduced during growth which were being annealed out at these higher anneal 
temperatures. Their results agree with those of Kawabe et al. [54], who also used SIMS to 
study the intermixing of the GaAs-AlGaAs system being doped with beryllium. They 
observed that for doping concentrations o f 2 x l 0 19 Be cm'3 or less, there was no observable 
enhanced diffusion of the superlattice following a 2 hour 750°C anneal. However, for 
4 x l 0 19 Be cm'3 or higher, the annealed superlattice intermixes partially. A later 
publication presented by the same group [62] investigates the combined effect of Be and Si 
doping on the intermixing in GaAs-AlGaAs superlattice. The superlattice was uniformly 
doped with Si; the Be doping, however varied. In the co-doped region where the Be doping 
exceeds the Si concentration of 7 X 1018 cm'3, the intermixing was inhibited. In the other 
Si-doped regions without the presence of Be, in concentrations in excess of the Si 
concentration, the expected complete intermixing was observed. The reduction in 
intermixing that can be seen with high Be doping may be due to a trapping mechanism for 
the vacancies.
A more recent paper by Jafri and Gillin [57] showed that in the earlier study of 
Gillin et al. [56] the sample which was doped with silicon at 1019 Si cm'3, did undergo some 
transient enhanced diffusion during it’s first anneal but no further enhanced diffusion was 
observed with following anneals. They attributed this to some of the silicon atoms, which 
were originally on the group III sublattice (i.e. electrically active donor sites), changing 
lattice sites and creating group III vacancies. This process is related to the amphoteric 
behaviour of silicon in GaAs [57]. They suggest that this process may explain the
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behaviour of the samples of Mei et al. From this work of Jafri et al. [57] and from the work 
of Reynolds and Geva [60], it would be expected that region V in Mei et al.’s [41] samples 
would act as a source of vacancies and hence experience an appreciable amount of 
intermixing.
Further work by Mei et al. [45] who have performed similar experiments but at 
higher doping levels showed that in a region which was doped to 10l9Si cm'3 dislocation 
loops were seen in TEM pictures. For silicon concentrations ~ 1019 Si cm'3, the measured 
intermixing was found to saturate [41]. Indeed later work by the same group [44] 
demonstrated that in the higher Si doped region, the intermixing of this region was less 
than that in the immediate neighbourhood of the region which was doped with 1019 Si cm'3. 
Moreover, a high density of defect clusters were observed. One likely cause of the 
inhibition of the intermixing at very high silicon concentrations is that these loops may 
possibly act as a sink for vacancies. Another possible reason being that, it is well known 
[63] that at high silicon concentrations the electrical activity decreases. As they gave no 
electrical data for the silicon doped layers it is possible that whilst >1019 Si cm'3 were 
grown into the region, not all of these were electrically activated (i.e. on group III sites) 
and hence their subsequent behaviour on annealing may not create group III vacancies.
This observation was confirmed by Kahen and Rajeswaran [64], who also found 
that above an implant of silicon concentration of 6 X 1019 Si cm'3, the shift in the energy 
band gap saturates. They attributed this saturation to the formation of extended defects 
(vacancies coalescing) during the annealing process. Such defects have also been observed 
in boron implanted and annealed structures using TEM [65]. Studies of fluorine implanted 
samples have been made by Bradshaw et al. [66]. The authors reported that the presence 
of fluorine in an appropriate range can enhance the group III element diffusion rate by 
orders of magnitude. The optimum concentration of fluorine implant (around 1018 cm'3) 
gives the maximum energy shift. Implanting with fluorine greater than this inhibits the 
intermixing process. There exists an optimum dose for each implanted impurity for which 
the intermixing is a maximum, and the authors attribute this effect to damage during 
implantation which is determined by the concentration of the vacancies generated during 
implantation.
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C o n c l u s i o n s
It was an early discovery in the study of III-V interdiffusion, that doping could 
enhance the interdiffusion rate [46], consistent with early work on self-diffusion in bulk Ge 
[26]. Following this initial discovery, the QWI process as technology for monolithic 
integration was demonstrated [50]. The interdiffusion of semiconductor heterostructures 
has gained attention from the viewpoint of the study of the stability of these 
heterostructures and for the application to the fabrication of currently used devices such as 
lasers and waveguides.
Despite the amount of research using a variety of characterization techniques, the 
diffusion mechanism still remains quite controversial. It appears that many of these 
reports contradict each other and have been interpreted in terms of numerous models. The 
current status of the literature is that one model could just as well be applied to explain 
the observed effect but the other theories cannot be discounted. Clearly, these conflicting 
views need reconciliation. The first hint to reconciliation came from the observation that 
the effect of silicon doping on intermixing has been clarified to some extent using a vacancy 
model.
3.1.3.2 Dielectric Encapsulant Annealing
Impurity-free vacancy disordering is based on creating vacancies in the III-V 
semiconductor so that intermixing can take place. When GaAs is annealed at temperatures 
above ~635°C, it decomposes and arsenic atoms tend to evaporate from the surface. This 
loss of As is found to degrade the optical and electrical properties of the semiconductor 
[67], Many different methods have been used to preserve the stoichometry of the 
semiconductor during annealing cycles including the use of dielectric capping, proximity 
capping and annealing in an arsenic overpressure. Moreover, many different techniques 
have been used to deposit the dielectric films. These include r.f. sputtering, chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD), plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD), and 
electron beam evaporation. The wide variety of capping technologies and their relative
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effectiveness may be the other cause for large variations in the measured diffusion 
coefficients observed, rather than solely the differences in the substrate materials [68] that 
account for much of the random scatter seen in the data. The intention of this following 
review is to show that conclusive evidence concerning all the results from the studies of 
this wide range of perturbations can be explained by the diffusion in all cases being 
governed by a single mechanism.
It is now known that the type of dielectric encapsulants used in thermal annealing 
experiments critically affects the interdiffusion of the heterostructures. Different films 
have been investigated, these include Si02, Si3N4, WN*, SrF2, etc. Of these, the two most 
commonly used are silicon nitride (SiaNA and silicon dioxide (SiC>2). Furthermore, the 
ambient arsenic overpressure additionally affects the interdiffusion. These explain some of 
the discrepancies highlighted in figure 3-3. This figure shows the Arrhenius plot of the 
interdiffusion coefficient of GaAs/AlGaAs taken from the work of [27] [30] [41] [69-72], which 
includes data collected under different annealing conditions. We can see from the figure 3- 
3 that there was more intermixing under a Si02 cap than under a Si3N-i cap. Whereas, the 
samples capped with Si3N4 revealed comparable diffusion to those uncapped.
Figure 3-3 An Arrhenius plot of the interdiffusion coefficient of AlGaAs-GaAs. The data 
obtained from [27] [30] [41] [69-72] and denoted by (■) SiNx cap, (□) no cap, and (v) Si02 cap; 
Eq. 3-1 is represented by the line.
U 7T1 (eV"1)
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Guido et al. [72] showed that the interdiffusion coefficient of a Si-doped GaAs- 
AlGaAs single QW underneath a Si,3N4 layer was significantly less, by almost an order of 
magnitude, than that underneath a Si02 layer. In their work, they obtained activation 
energies of 3.42 and 3.61 eV for the Si3N4 and Si02 layers, respectively. Moreover, it can be 
seen from their data that the samples annealed under S13N4 caps had slightly lower 
interdiffusion coefficients than those under the arsenic overpressure. The dependence of 
the diffusion constant on the As vapour pressure will be discussed in more detail later.
In a study on the effects of annealing of GaAs under different encapsulants, 
Kuzuhara et al. [73] looked at the effect of outdiffusion of gallium from GaAs surfaces into 
silicon oxy-nitride SiOxNy films as a function of their composition using SIMS. In these 
experiments, the refractive indices were measured to determine the percentage of oxygen 
present in the caps. The change in refractive index of the SiOxNy from 1.45 (corresponding 
to SiC>2) to 2.01 (corresponding to SiNx) resulted in a reduction in gallium outdiffusion of 
103, indicating that Si02 films caused significant gallium outdiffusion whilst S13N4 films 
produced very little. They also found that for films with refractive index above 1.9, only 
relatively small changes in gallium outdiffusion were seen. This gallium outdiffusion is of 
interest in interdiffusion studies as it is equivalent to the injection of gallium vacancies 
which mediate diffusion. Another paper was that of Major et al. [74] whose results, similar 
to many workers, showed that a SiC>2 encapsulant enhances interdiffusion compared with 
Si3N4. Their results however, have diffusion coefficients which are nearly two orders of 
magnitude below those obtained under similar conditions by other groups (e.g., Raison et 
al. [70]). The reasons for this large discrepancy are not clear.
GaAs based QW material usually shows larger shifts for samples with S1O2 caps 
than with SiaN4 caps [70]. The use of a SiC>2 cap favours group III vacancy generation 
because Ga dissolves in the SiC>2 layer. Thus Si02 caps can be used to promote QWI rate 
with or without active dopants [75-78]. In our own work we have found that even for Si3N4 
the deposition conditions are very important. We routinely measure the refractive index of 
the PECVD nitrides we deposited and we have found that whilst nitrides with a refractive 
index of 2.1 produce reproducible low diffusion coefficients, nitrides with a refractive index 
<0.1 below this can enhance diffusivity by at least an order of magnitude. Similar effects
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may be present in the literature data comparing the performance of different 
encapsulants. Beauvais et al. [79] for example, compared Si02 and Si3N4 as dielectric caps. 
Their results seemed to be in conflict with the findings of other authors for which no 
difference in the diffusivity for heterostructures was shown between the two caps. This 
discrepancy could be caused by the different deposition conditions under which the nitride 
was grown.
The effect of capping the GaAs-AlGaAs with a few alternative materials has also 
been investigated. In the work of Beauvais et al. [79,80], for example, in addition to these 
two commonly used dielectric encapsulants, they also studied the use of strontium fluoride 
(SrF2) as a dielectric cap which is inert, well-matched to GaAs in its thermal and 
mechanical properties, and which protects the sample during annealing. By comparing 
IFVD in the GaAs-AlGaAs system using these three different caps, namely, Si02, Si3N4, 
and SrF2, they have shown that SrF2 almost completely inhibits intermixing under 
conditions where Si02, and to a lesser extent Si3N4, promote rapid intermixing. While their 
experiments showed that their SrF2 caused less diffusion than either their Si02 or Si3N4, it 
was still comparable to that produced by good quality Si3N4.
Allen et al. [81] reported that superlattices capped with tungsten nitride WNj 
showed little signs of intermixing following a 900°C anneal, when compared with those 
capped with Si02 and Si3N4, as observed by SIMS. The Si02 film showed the greatest 
intermixing, as would be expected from the results of Kuzuhara et al. [73]. The differences 
in enhancement of interdiffusion observed between Si02 and Si3N4 led to their postulation 
that this is proof for a higher interdiffusion coefficient under Si02 encapsulant than SisN4. 
This statement is not strictly true as what it shows is that both their Si02 and Si3N4 films 
caused vacancies to be injected from the surface, although their Si02 layers produced more 
vacancies. No mention is given of the refractive index of the Si3N4 cap. Again given the 
demonstration by other workers that SisN4 can result in negligible vacancy injection, 
under certain growth conditions, this is probably a demonstration that not all Si3N4 is the 
same. What these results do show however is that WN* is indeed an excellent means of 
suppressing vacancy injection, but whether it is better than good Si3N4 films is not clear.
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C o n c l u s i o n s
As is noted from the above review, while the experimental results observed are 
consistent with outdiffusion of gallium atoms into the SiC>2, producing group III vacancies. 
The effectiveness of different capping methods has not been properly quantified. One 
possible explanation for the large variations in the measured data has been identified from 
this review.
3.1.3.3 Arsenic Overpressure Annealing
In addition to various dielectric encapsulants, an arsenic overpressure has been 
used to prevent the evaporation of arsenic from the surface during annealing. There have 
been several reports of the effect of ambient arsenic overpressure on interdiffusion 
coefficient. Since most diffusion experiments have been done with solutes occupying the Ga 
sublattice under a As4 vapour pressure within range of 10'2 -10 atm, except for the study of 
[88], a restriction is made to a discussion of Vga and Iga under this particular range of 
ambient.
Annealing under a poor As ambient would result in a loss of As from the surface of 
a sample and this in turn would result in a surface region which is Ga rich. This excess Ga 
could then diffuse into the crystal increasing the Ga interstitial concentration. Therefore, 
the intermixing for samples which had a Ga-rich surface were expected to have smaller 
diffusion coefficients than those which were annealed under an As-rich ambient. Indeed 
this has been found to be the case [69,82,881. The Ga-rich results of Hsieh et al. [69], for 
example, showed a lower diffusion coefficient as compared to that under As-rich 
environments. By varying the As overpressure in sealed ampoules they could determine its 
effect on the diffusion coefficient measured. In their work, they obtained the activation 
energies of 4, 4.38, and 6.2 eV over a temperature range of 850 - 950°C under dissociation 
pressure, Ga-rich and As-rich conditions, respectively. The work of You et al. [43] gives the 
opposite results to those of Hsieh et al. [69]. You et al. have shown that the Ga-rich anneals
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give higher diffusion coefficients, although they observed no significant change in Ea with 
annealing ambient. This work was performed in collaboration with Holonyak [84] from the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
The dependence of the diffusion constant on the As vapour pressure has also been 
studied by Guido et al. [72]. In their experiments, the As overpressure vapour anneals 
were performed in a sealed quartz ampoule at 825°C for 25 hours with As partial pressures 
varied in the range of 0.1 -10 atm by enclosing measured quantities of excess elemental As 
in the ampoule. They observed that the diffusion coefficient of the uncapped samples, 
derived from their photoluminescence spectra, varied with the arsenic vapour pressure. 
This effect is clearly seen in figure 3-4.
Figure 3-4 Diffusion coefficient, D, as a function of arsenic overpressure taken from: (v) 
Guido et al. [72], (a) Furuya et al. [87], and (□) Olmsted et al. [88], The data of Olmsted et 
al. showed a clear reduction in D when the As overpressure is decreased. Apparent dips in 
diffusivity for high overpressures are probably the result of experimental scatter.
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From the work of Guido et al. [72], it was found that the diffusion coefficient D is 
dependent on the As overpressure, with an apparent local minimum occurring at a partial 
pressure of around 1 atm of arsenic. The increase in the diffusion as the As pressure is 
increased is consistent with the group III vacancies being responsible for the diffusion and 
is hence in qualitative agreement with the thermodynamic equilibrium model. Whereas 
the observed increase in diffusion with decreasing As pressure at low As pressures was 
attributed, in the original paper [72], to a possible role for group V vacancies on the group 
III interdiffusion. This behaviour has been explained by Deppe and Holonyak in a review 
the following year [83] as follows: the diffusion rate is controlled by the concentration of 
native defects which, in turn, is sensitive to the stoichiometiy of the cjystal. As the arsenic 
vapour pressure is increased, so are the defects associated with an excess of arsenic which 
controls the group III diffusion. In contrast, under a low arsenic pressure, the As-poor 
defects increase in concentration and become the dominant diffusioji mechanism. Of all the 
defects, the gi'oup III diffusion rate is determined principally by the group III vacancy VGa 
(under As-7'ich conditions), or by the gi'oup III interstitial Igo (under an As-poor ambient). In 
that paper they fitted the results to a model which appeared to fit the transition from 
vacancy to interstitial diffusion. However, they did not provide convincing evidence of the 
change in mechanism since the model they used was qualitative. It should be noted that 
the diffusion coefficient obtained by Guido et al. [72] lay between 7xl0~19 and 13xl0-19 
cm V 1 and such changes in D were only at most a factor of two. Considering the activation 
energy for the interdiffusion process, this could be caused by a temperature variation in 
annealing between samples of ~10°C. Furthermore, Bradley et al. [68] have demonstrated 
that even in carefully controlled experiments changes of a factor of four in diffusion 
coefficient were easily seen between two nominally identical samples.
In the theory of Tan and Gosele [40], the proposed defects that are responsible for 
the intrinsic interdiffusion in GaAs-AlGaAs are Vgf and I [I (in general it is the group III 
vacancy and interstitial). Under an As-rich ambient (1 atm of As overpressure) the 
dominant interdiffusion mechanism is . However, under Ga-rich surface condition the
interdiffusion occurs via /£*. Although different degrees of ionization have been suggested
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for the two point defects the behaviour appeared to be qualitatively similar. Moreover, they 
have derived expressions for the interdiffusion coefficient via both point defects when there 
is 1 atm of As overpressure and when the surface is Ga-rich [851. This model [41] is in 
agreement with the experimental results of Hsieh et al. [69] but not with the Ga-rich 
results of Olmsted and Houde-Walter [82]. The theory also predicts that annealing in a As- 
poor ambient produced a lower interdiffusion coefficient than in an As-rich ambient. This 
prediction is observed experimentally in both sets of data [69,82].
In later studies, Guido et al. [86] have investigated the interdiffusion of a lightly p- 
doped quantum well. It was found that the interdiffusion of the well was independent of 
the arsenic overpressure. This is not surprising since the type of doping and annealing 
condition will both affect the interdiffiision coefficient. The model of Deppe and Holonyak 
[86] explains the effects of the type of doping (n- or p-type) and the As overpressure on 
group III diffusion rate. In their model, the equilibrium vacancy concentration is derived 
from thermodynamic considerations. They claimed that intermixing takes place in p-type 
QW structures under Ga-rich conditions and in n-type structures under As-rich conditions 
because the concentrations of group III interstitials and group III vacancies are raised in 
the respective cases. It was therefore suggested that the dependency of diffusion coefficient 
on arsenic overpressure is genuine.
The variation of the GaAs/AlGaAs diffusion coefficient with As overpressure was 
also observed by Furuya et al. [87] whose-photoluminescence spectra have revealed that 
the emission efficiency decreases with increasing As overpressure. This work covered the 
As pressure range of ~10‘2 to 1 atm and once again, showed the presence of an apparent 
dip in diffusivity, although in this experiment the diffusion minimum occurs at -10 '1 atm. 
The positions of these minima vary from study to study, though they seem to lie within a 
factor of five changes in As pressure.
Rather more convincing evidence for an effect of As overpressure on diffusion 
coefficient was the report of Olmsted and Houde-Walter [88] in 1992, who have studied in 
more detail the interdiffusion under both the As overpressure and Ga-rich conditions. The 
effect was observed over an eight order of magnitude variation in As pressure from 10"7 - 
10 atm. Similar to the experiments of Guido [85] and Furuya [87] with appearance of a
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small dip, at ~1 atm, but much more significantly, the result has shown a two order of 
magnitude drop in diffusivity from an As pressure of 1 atm to a pressure of 10'7 atm. This 
drop is strong evidence for the diffusion being controlled by vacancies on the group III 
sublattice over the entire As overpressure range. Given Olmsted et alls very low As 
pressures data it is not justifiable to attribute these dips to a change-over in mechanism 
from a vacancy to an interstitial controlled process. If the intermixing effect was due to the 
group III vacancy and interstitial, as proposed by Tan and Gosele [40], then one would 
expect the amount of intermixing to increase with decreasing As pressure, which is not the 
case. The results have shown a steady drop for these low As pressures instead. Olmsted et 
al., in their paper [88], tentatively suggested that some other point defects, such as the 
group V vacancy, could play a role in the interdiffusion process and account for the 
observed dips. Given the strong evidence (the considerable drop) for vacancies dominating 
diffusion this seems unlikely. It is likely that given the amount of scatter seen in the 
Olmsted et alls data at high As pressures the dip may be purely an effect of this scatter. 
Further work is required to clarify this before any firm conclusions can be drawn.
Thus it can be seen that while the As overpressure results provide strong evidence 
that a single mechanism (group III vacancies) is responsible for group III diffusion they 
do not give any evidence that the vacancy concentrations are at thermal equilibrium 
values. In order to determine if the data were in thermal equilibrium, the temperature 
dependence of vacancy concentrations present in GaAs and in epilayers grown on GaAs 
has to be measured. This would also allow us to directly measure the activation energy for 
vacancy formation if there is a measurable change in concentration.
There is relatively little work on the concentration of point defects in GaAs. The 
vacancy concentrations in commercial semi-insulating GaAs has been investigated by 
Dannefaer et al. [89], who used positron lifetime spectroscopy and measured vacancy 
concentrations of the order of 1017 cm'3, at temperatures up to 600°C. More recently, Khreis 
et al. [90] measured both the vacancy concentrations and their diffusivity, over a 
temperature range of 800 - 1000°C, in a single experiment using PL. They found that the 
background concentration of vacancies present in epilayers grown on GaAs invariably 
remained at a constant value of ~ 2 x 1017 cm"3. This value, as compared to that obtained by
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Dannefaer at al. [89] at 600°C, being effectively the same and independent of temperature 
is very significant in the light of the work described above. They observed evidence that 
the intermixing is a thermal equilibrium defect concentration-independent process and the 
data is very strong evidence that the vacancy concentrations in GaAs are fixed at a “grown- 
in” value, most probably during growth. In the same work, Khreis et al. [90] derived an 
activation energy of 3.4 ± 0.3 eV for diffusion of these vacancies, which, within 
experimental uncertainty, is the same as the value for GaAs/AlGaAs interdiffusion. It thus 
appears that the interdiffusion of the group III sublattice in GaAs-based materials is 
controlled by the concentration of vacancies incorporated in to the material during growth.
Given that the interdiffusion is not dependent upon thermal equilibrium defect 
concentrations it is necessary to account for the As overpressure results. From Omsted et 
al.’s work [88], it was found that the interdiffusion coefficient at ~850°C was of the order of 
2 x Hr17 cmV1 for As overpressures greater than ~10'2 atm, which is comparable with most 
of the values in the literature, but reduced by two orders of magnitude as the As 
overpressure was reduced to ~10'7 atm. If this value is directly proportional to the grown-in 
vacancy concentration then the two orders of magnitude drop in diffusivity equates to a 
two orders of magnitude decrease in vacancy concentration during annealing. The very low 
As pressure would be expected to result in large As evaporation from the surface of the 
sample, leaving behind the excess Ga in the surface region. It is not implausible that some 
of this excess Ga would exist as Ga interstitials which could react with Ga vacancies 
causing them to annihilate through the reaction IGa +  VGa <=> 0 . Thus the Ga-rich ambient 
can reduce the Ga vacancy concentration responsible for the intermixing and hence reduce 
Do without changing Ea.
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3.1.3.4 Conclusions
The observation that the intermixing of the GaAs-AlGaAs systems depends on the 
crystal stoichiometry has extended our understanding of the interdiffusion process. 
Furthermore, the arsenic overpressure data has contributed significant details to the 
understanding of the diffusion mechanism. The arsenic overpressure results [88] suggest 
that group III interdiffusion is controlled solely by vacancies diffusing on their own 
sublattice and with recent results [90] which show that these vacancies are not thermally 
generated, but probably frozen into the GaAs when the wafer is manufactured. However it 
is still unclear how the vacancy diffuses. There is still much work to be performed before 
the mechanism through which the transport of the vacancy can be fully understood.
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3.2 Review of Intermixing in ZnSe-ZnCdSe
As yet, there are far fewer studies of the interdiffusion of the strained II-VI 
ZnSe/ZnCdSe material than in GaAs/AlGaAs system in the literature, and that which does 
exist provides scant information on the Arrhenius parameters of the species that is being 
measured. The device of greatest potential interest and that has stimulated the revived 
interest in wide band gap II-VI materials is probably the “blue” laser. We will start our 
review by briefly considering an overview of the history of the development of the device 
and then go on to provide a review of the literature regarding the interdiffusion of II-VI 
semiconductors.
3.2.1 Resurgence of II-VI Strained-layer Research
Recent interest in ZnSe dates back to the 1960’s. ZnSe is a direct band-gap 
semiconductors having a wide-gap, which is ideally suited for applications involving the 
emission and detection of light in the blue and blue-green regions of the visible spectrum 
[91], In 1960s, laser action was demonstrated in several of the wide-band-gap II-VI 
semiconductors using electron beam pumping [921, but aside from further demonstrations 
of photopumped and electron beam pumped lasing [93-98], little progress had been made 
toward the demonstration of a diode laser.
One of the main problems in the development of devices based on II-VI materials 
was the difficulty in controlling n- and p-type conductivity of II-VI materials because of the 
residual impurities and the self-compensation effect [99]. The breakthrough came in the 
1980s, when Yao et al. [100] and Matsumura et al. [101] developed molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE) growth of high quality ZnSe-based compounds. This development has made 
practical n- and p-type doping of ZnSe possible as demonstrated by Okawa et al. [102-105]. 
Since then, there was a boost in research activities in the study of II-VI materials, in 
particular, the selenide compound semiconductors. This great interest on II-VIs has paved 
the way for the realization of light emission in the blue-green region and several blue
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luminescence light-emitting diodes (LEDs) made from ZnSe p-n junctions have been 
obtained.
The striking progress in the development of II-VI heterostructures, coupled with 
seminal advances in doping, has led to the first demonstration of blue-green laser diodes 
(LDs) using ZnSe-based II-VI material at cryogenic temperatures in 1991 [106]. Haase et 
al. [106] obtained an emission wavelength of 490 nm under pulsed current injection at 77 
K. However, the lifetime of Haase et alls ZnSe-based LDs was only a few hours under 
room-temperature operation which is still too short to prevent its commercialization at 
present [107]. Although further advances are needed to improve the characteristics of 
ZnSe-based LDs, this key breakthrough demonstrates applications of these materials 
beyond that of blue and green LDs. In the same year, laser action in the blue-green from 
(Zn,Cd)Se quantum wells within ZnSe/Zn(S,Se) heterojunctions has been reported by Jeon 
et al. [108] up to a temperature of 250 K. While in pulsed operation, output power 
exceeding 0.6 W  has been measured in these devices. Continuous wave (CW) emission has 
been achieved at liquid nitrogen temperature.
It has taken just a year to progress from pulsed to continuous operation of blue 
laser diodes, while the same advance for conventional laser diodes based on III-V 
compound semiconductors has generally taken over 10 years. Despite these important 
demonstrations of lasers in the laser laboratory there are still many practical problems to 
be solved before commercial devices can be realized. For example, other potential problems 
such as interdiffusion. Many properties of ZnSe-based heterojunctions are strongly 
dependent on the interfacial quality and particularly on its abruptness, which in turn 
depends on the preparation method and subsequent treatments. High-temperature 
thermal anneals, in particular, has been shown to produce thermal intermixing in these 
structures due to the large concentration gradient. The topic of this thesis has yet to be 
investigated in detail.
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3.2.2 Interdiffusion Studies of ZnSe-ZnCdSe
One of the first reports to study diffusion of group VI metal into ZnSe was by 
Martin in 1973 [109], who studied the effect of cadmium diffusion into single-crystal zinc 
selenide using a method of photoluminescence and chemical etching. In this work, 
annealing was carried out in a sealed-ampoule for 3 hours over a temperature range of 700
- 900°C, using either cadmium metal or CdSe powder as dopant sources. Following 
annealing, photoluminescence was performed on the annealed sample at liquid nitrogen 
temperature, before and after etching in 0.5% bromine-methanol. The etched sample was 
weighed and the thickness of the material removed was calculated. Assuming a 
complementary error function shape for the cadmium profile, the edge emissions were 
modelled to produce diffusion coefficients of the diffusion of cadmium into ZnSe under 
saturated metal vapour conditions. These were found to be between 10'10 - Iff13 c m V 1, and 
an activation energy of 1.87 eV was determined for the diffusion process.
Up to now Cd diffusion in ZnSe was measured only in the temperature range of 700
- 950°C [109], and also in the lower range of 340 - 400°C [110]. In the paper of Rosenauer et 
al. [110], they showed that interdiffusion of ZnCd/ZnSe single quantum well structures in 
the range of a few monolayers (MLs) occurs already at 350°C. In their experiments, their 
uncapped samples were annealed within this temperature range of 340 - 400°C directly 
after MBE growth of a 2 monolayers CdSe quantum well in the growth reactor for 1 hour 
and then rapidly cooled to room temperature. However, no mention was given of the 
treatment of ramp up time. The cadmium concentration profiles of the as-grown and 
annealed quantum wells have been measured by observing the reflection high energy 
electron diffraction (RHEED) oscillation behaviour in situ. These were then compared 
against the HRTEM lattice images obtained from annealed samples. The local cadmium 
concentration defines the local lattice parameter which was determined from the digital 
analysis of the HRTEM lattice images. They reported that the dark region which 
corresponded to the ZnCdSe active layer showed the sharpest appearance in the sample 
kept at 337°C, where the annealing effect was negligible and the quantum well structure 
broadened significantly with increasing anneal temperature. By fitting the measured
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average displacement values to that of the calculated profiles, they determined diffusion 
coefficient values which are fitted by D -  1.9 x 10'4 exp (-1.8 eV / kT) c m V 1.
3.2.3 Conclusions
As noted from the above review, studies of ZnSe/ZnCdSe interdiffusion are rather 
scarce. Further studies are needed to make more conclusive statement regarding the 
interdiffusion phenomena of the II-VI system. However, from the limited results obtained 
so far, it is worth to note these activation energies have been measured over only a small 
temperature range, the maximum being 250°C. Although the absence of any effect of 
dielectric encapsulant annealing on diffusion coefficient rules out any significant 
contribution of the outdiffusion of group II from the surface, it seems quite probably that 
surface passivation would effect diffusion coefficient. This issue has been proven to be 
significant in III-V interdiffusion. In our study we used a plasma assisted silicon nitride 
cap since it seems the best means of suppressing preferential outdiffusion of gallium from 
the surface [111], thus preventing creation of group III vacancies. And it appears 
reasonable to assume that the same will be the case for ZnCdSe system. We have shown 
that silicon nitride (SisNd) is indeed a suitable encapsulant for the ZnCdSe material, as 
will become evident in the later part of this thesis.
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Chapter 4 
Experimental Details
In this chapter, the experimental details used in this study are discussed. Firstly, 
the growth and preparation of the samples are given. The method of quantifying diffusion 
is then outlined and followed by a description of each piece of equipment in further detail.
The method introduced here concerns photoluminescence and consecutive rapid 
thermal annealing on a single sample which allow us to probe the fine detail of the 
interfacial diffuseness of semiconductor structures by monitoring the energy shifts. In 
principle, photoluminescence measurements can provide information for each stage of the 
energy shift which is characterized by dynamic process such as diffusion. This work has 
clearly demonstrated its considerable potential in the evaluation of key interdiffusion 
parameters for quantum well heterostructures. The emphasis here is therefore placed on 
illustrating how the method has evolved as a major tool in this study.
4.1 Starting Materials
Crucial to the epitaxial synthesis of thin-film deposition of semiconductors has been 
the use of advance materials preparation techniques, in particular by the epitaxial growth 
of quantum well structures by MBE and MOCVD. This section provides a brief account of 
the growth details of the materials used and presents a description of the sample 
structures. Details of these growth techniques are dealt with elsewhere [112-115].
4.1.1 Expit axial Growth Techniques
Epitaxy is a term applied to processes used to grow thin layers with ultra sharp 
interfaces on the surface of a substrate. In the epitaxial process the substrate wafer acts as 
a seed crystal. The thin layer is called an epilayer, giving the name epitaxial growth.
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The underlying basis of a successful semiconductor device technology is a reliable 
and controllable epitaxial growth process, where control is achievable with nanometer- 
scale precision on the atomic layer (monolaye?') limit. After two decades of intensive 
research, both molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal organic chemical vapour 
deposition (MOCVD) emerged as important epitaxial growth techniques. The MBE process 
uses an evaporation method while MOCVD is a form of cracking of gases in a chemical 
reaction. The flexibility of the former makes it ideal as a research tool while the latter has 
advantages for production of large batches, such as those found in development 
laboratories. High mobilities and sharp luminescence peaks attest to the high quality of 
MOCVD [116] and MBE grown [117] materials. While it is appreciated that semiconductor 
layers can be formed by other methods, liquid-phase epitaxy, vapour-phase epitaxy and 
lithography, for example, the samples used in this work were all grown by either MBE or 
MOCVD on (100) oriented GaAs substrates.
4.1.2 MBE Growth and Structure of GaAs-AlGaAs
When GaAs epitaxial layers are grown on GaAs substrates, there is a natural 
matching of the crystal lattice, and high-quality single crystal layers result. Since GaAs 
and AlAs both have comparable lattice constant of about 5.65 A, as shown in figure 4-1, 
hetero-epitaxial layers of the ternary alloy AlGaAs can be grown on GaAs throughout the 
entire composition range from AlAs to GaAs with high crystal quality and little lattice 
mismatch. A particularly interesting and useful feature of the compound semiconductor is 
the ability to vary the mixture of elements on each of the two sublattices of the crystal. In 
AlGaAs, it is possible to vary the composition of the ternary compound by choosing the 
fraction of Al or Ga atoms on the column III sublattice. An appropriate Al mole fraction 
concentration, x, of the ALGai-xAs alloy, allows for materials with a range of band gaps 
(1.43 to 2.15 eV at 300 K), which corresponds to a spectrum of wavelengths range from 577 
to 867 nm, to fit for the particular device requirement. The optical band gaps of GaAs- 
AlGaAs compounds make them suitable for fabricating efficient red- and yellow-emitting 
devices. For shorter emission wavelengths, the suitable materials are the II-VI selenides.
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The GaAs-AlGaAs samples used in this study were grown by molecular beam 
epitaxy (MBE) at the University of Sheffield growth facility using a Vacuum Generators 
V80H reactor. This technique permits very precise control over the film thickness and 
uniformity [118-120]. And because of the ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) environment of the 
MBE process, it makes it also possible to undertake surface in situ using diagnostic 
techniques such as reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) to assess the 
efficacy of the MBE process by monitoring the growth in real time.
The MBE process involves the generation of constituent matrix and dopant fluxes 
(molecular beam) inside the growth chamber and their reaction at the substrate to form an 
ordered overlayer (epitaxy). In the growth of AlGaAs layers on GaAs substrate, the Al, Ga 
and As components, along with any dopants if required, are heated in separate cylindrical 
cells, termed effusion cells, for flux generation in MBE. Figure 4-2 shows a schematic of a 
III-V:MBE system. Growth is initiated by raising the temperature of the substrate in an 
arsenic atmosphere and then opening the shutters. The rates at which these fluxes strike 
the substrate surface can be closely controlled, and growth of very high quality crystals 
results. Using deposition rates centred around one atomic layer (a monolayer) per second, 
it is possible to make composition changes of well widths on the scale of the lattice 
constant.
The samples used in this study consisted of a pair of GaAs and AlGaAs interleaved 
layered structures, as shown in figure 4-3. They were 100 A symmetric single quantum 
wells of GaAs in 1000 A Al0.2Ga0.sAs cladding layers with a 20% concentration of 
aluminium grown on a GaAs substrate. A 2500 A buffer layer of epitaxial quality GaAs 
was originally grown to ensure that there is no interaction between the substrate and the 
successive layers. In addition, a further 500 A GaAs cap was grown on the surface. The 
main reason for the top layer is to provide protection for the upper barrier and indirectly 
protect the well, from the ambient which would otherwise oxidize on contact with the air.
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Figure 4-2 A schematic representation of the III-V:MBE process [121]. Collimated 
beams of these constituents transfer from an array of these effusion cells and are impinged 
on the heated substrate upon which the layers are to be grown, via the vapour phase. The 
individual fluxes can be modulated either by adjusting the evaporation conditions, or by 
interrupting the molecular beams using mechanical shutters which are located between 
each effusion oven and the substrate.
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Figure 4-3 The structure of the GaAs/Alo.2Gao.8As single quantum well (QW) sample 
used to determine the effect of the annealing on the interdiffusion.
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4.1.3 MOCVD Growth and Structure of ZnSe-ZnCdSe
To achieve a wider range of available materials combinations, it is often desirable 
to obtain an epilayer that differs from the substrate. The variation of compositions on 
variant sublattices, such as column II and column VI sublattices, provides flexibility in 
choosing an energy band gap over the blue-green region of the spectrum. However, due to 
the mismatch in lattice parameters of the epilayer and the substrate on which it is grown, 
II-VI alloys pose severe limitations on hetero-epitaxial applications, as discussed earlier in 
section 2.3. A vivid manifestation of this limitation is revealed in the first blue-green laser 
diodes reported in 1991 [106] made of a ZnSSe-ZnSe-ZnCdSe separate confinement 
heterostructure (SCH) where only the thick ZnSSe (S -6%) cladding can be lattice-matched 
to GaAs substrate. These devices were not pseudomorphic, and arrays of misfit 
dislocations occurred at the interface between the ZnSSe cladding and the ZnSe 
waveguiding layers.
Pseudomorphic growth of ZnSe and its related alloys offers potential device 
applications in the blue emission region which is not feasible using GaAs-based materials. 
The lattice misfit between ZnSe and GaAs is only 0.25%. This feature proves to be 
particularly important in achieving ‘lattice matching’ to commercially available GaAs 
substrates. Due to its strong variations in lattice parameters as a function of alloy fraction, 
see figure 4-1, tailoring of the band gap and the lattice constant can be attained by adding 
Cd into ZnSe. Specifically, the capability of preserving lattice coherence to GaAs, while 
having band gap tunability to blue and UV, enables the growth of a broad range of 
heterostructures. Whereas most of the early work on epitaxial growth structures used 
MBE, MOCVD has, in recent years, found increasing use and some limited work on 
MOCVD material shows a very similar quality of such material and interfaces as 
compared to the best MBE material [122-124]. The MOCVD growth of ZnSe on GaAs, 
which is the most basic II-VI structure in the present studies, was first reported by Stutius 
[125] and Blanconnier et al. [126] in 1978.
The ZnSe/ZnCdSe samples studied in this thesis were supplied by the University of 
Montpellier, a collaborating laboratory in France. These samples were synthesized by 
metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD).
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The MOCVD growth of ZnSe-ZnCdSe compounds is achieved by introducing source 
materials and the radicals into a reactor chamber that contains a substrate placed on a 
heated susceptor. The hot susceptor has a catalytic effect on the decomposition of the 
gaseous products and growth therefore takes place primarily at this hot surface. Alkyls of 
the group II metals and hydrides of group VI elements are used as precursors in MOCVD. 
The MOCVD process involves a chemical reaction between these precursors. Dilute 
vapours of these chemicals are transported at or near room temperature using H 2 as a 
carrier gas to a hot zone (heated substrate) where a pyrolysis reaction occurs. A simplified 
schematic diagram of an MOCVD reactor is shown below in figure 4-4.
Figure 4-4 A schematic diagram of an MOCVD reactor [115].
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In this study, all the ZnSe/ZnCdSe samples were grown using an ASM O M R  12 
low-pressure metal MOCVD equipment with a classical horizontal reactor fabricated on 
semi-insulating epiready (100) GaAs substrates provided by MCP, Ltd. These substrates 
exhibit low dislocation densities as revealed by the etch pit density (EPD) technique with 
an EPD ~104 cm'2. These samples were grown using hydrogen selenide 25% in hydrogen 
(EbSe), dimethyl-cadmium (DMCd) and triethylamine:dimethyl-zinc adduct (TEA:DMZn) 
as precursors. The metal-organic precursors were supplied by Epichem Ltd. Prior to 
growth, the substrates were loaded into the growth chamber without any chemical 
treatment and were deoxidized by thermal treatment at 580°C for 10 minutes in an H 2 
ambient. The samples were grown at a temperature of 300°C with a molar VI/II ratio of 5:1 
under an overall reactor pressure of 40 torr. The growth rates were 0.35 pm/h for the ZnSe 
and 0.5 pm/h for the ZnCdSe. A growth interruption of 20 seconds was introduced at each 
interface in order to improve the interface abruptness.
The sample structure shown in figure 4-5 consisted of a well embedded in ZnSe 
barriers. In these structures, the layer of Zni-.xCd.rSe formed a single quantum well. The 
barriers were a 1000 A cap layer and a 2000 A buffer layer of ZnSe with wells of 90 A and 
100 A of ZnCdSe for the two different cadmium compositions of 9% and 20%, respectively. 
While the nominal structures of the samples expected from the growth parameters are 
tabulated in table 4-1. More accurate structural parameters deduced from the fit of 
luminescence and photoreflectance data as shown in table 4-2 were given by our 
collaborators at Montpellier, in France.
The samples used in our earlier work were also grown in the same reactor using 
similar growth parameters. They were a 100 A ZnSe/ZnuxCcLSe quantum well, with x 
either 0.11 or 0.21, embedded between a 3000 A thick ZnSe buffer layer and a 2000 A thick 
ZnSe cap layer.
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Figure 4-5 The samples consisted of either (a) 90 A with x = 0.09, or (b) 100 A with x =
0.20 ZnSe/Zm-A-CdxSe single quantum well.
ZnSe 1000A
Zm-^CdrSe 90A, x
100A, x
ZnSe 2000A
GaAs Substrate
=0.09 or 
=0.20
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Table 4-1 The nominal structures of the ZnSe/Zni-xCcLSe quantum well samples 
expected from the growth parameters.
Sample Cd concentration ZnSe cap ZnCdSe well ZnSe buffer
95A87 10% 1000 A 100 A 2000 A
95A88 10% 1000 A 100 A 2000 A
95A89 20% 1000 A ioo A 2000 A
95A90 20% iooo A ioo A 2000 A
Table 4-2 The actual structural parameters of the ZnSe/Zni-xCch-Se quantum well 
samples deduced from the fit of luminescence and photoreflectance data.
Sample Cd concentration ZnSe cap ZnCdSe well ZnSe buffer
95A87 9% 1000 A 90 A 2000 A
95A88 9% 1000 A 90 A 2000 A
95A89 20% 1000 A 100 A 2000 A
95A90 20% iooo A ioo A 2000 A
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4.2 Encapsulation
As will be pointed out in section 4.3, our experiments involved using rapid thermal 
processing (RTF) to process the samples. When the sample is annealed at relatively high 
temperature, loss of arsenic or selenium (in the case of GaAs or ZnSe) tends to occur, and 
this would degrade the surface of the sample. In order to preserve the stoichiometry of the 
semiconductor, dielectric capping is used. Possible encapsulants include SiC>2, Si3N 4, WN*, 
SrF2, etc., coupled with different techniques. Currently, there exist no universally accepted 
encapsulants for III-V or II-VI semiconductors.
In this work the surfaces of the wafers are encapsulated with films of Si3N 4 after 
growth. The technique that has been utilized to introduce thin-film dielectric 
encapsulation of alloy onto the epitaxial layers is plasma enhanced chemical vapour 
deposition (PECVD) in a DP80 plasma technology system. In the subsequent sections, the 
characteristics of an ‘ideal’ dielectric film for encapsulating the compounds is first given 
and the two most common encapsulants, silicon dioxide and silicon nitride are then 
compared. The rf and dc glow discharges (PECVD) are also discussed along with the 
details of surface preparation of S13N4. In parallel with annealing using dielectric capping, 
some work on capless annealing was carried out. However, the experimental results with 
capless annealing show that rapid quenching of the luminescence was found after a few 
anneals and high value of diffusion coefficients were obtained.
4.2.1 Comparison Between SisN4 and S1O2 Caps
Of importance to the efficacy of a capping layer particularly for III-V and II-VI 
compounds is the type of encapsulant. It should be capable of preserving the stoichiometry 
of the semiconductor by providing an impervious and stable protective layer for the sample 
against the loss of constituent atoms during thermal processing. The ideal film for 
encapsulating semiconductor III-V and II-VI compounds for annealing should have the 
following properties [127]:
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1. It should be capable of deposition at temperatures below that of any evaporation of 
substrate elements.
2. Interdiffusion or chemical reaction between substrate or growth atoms and encapsulant 
should not take place during encapsulant deposition or annealing.
3. It should be uniform and adherent at room temperature and elevated temperatures.
Early experiments on capping the samples demonstrated that Si3N4 cap has 
provided the most effective surface sealing against ambient stimulated layer interdiffusion 
in comparison with SiC>2 layer [128]. By comparing the two dielectric caps for the 
GaAs/AlGaAs system, it has been shown that GaAs based Q W  material usually shows 
larger shifts for Si02 capped samples than for Si3N4 capped samples [70], The use of Si3N 4 
as a cap causes minimal interdiffusion under conditions where Si0 2 promote rapid 
intermixing [72]. This is because gallium is known to dissolve in the Si02 dieletric cap. If a 
GaAs semiconductor wafer is coated with Si02, then heated, Ga can migrate into the cap, 
creating group III vacancies which then diffuse through the quantum well structure 
resulting in intermixing. Thus Si02 caps can be used deliberately to promote intermixing. 
Low-loss waveguides in both the GaAs/AlGaAs [129] and in the GalnAsP/InP [130] 
systems, and lasers and band gap shifted modulators [131] have been produced in this 
way. It was found that in the GaAs/AlGaAs system, Si02 is generally used as a cap to 
promote disordering the cap whilst SialNL is used to prevent disordering. In the P- 
quaternary system, however, Si3N4 has been found to perform an opposite role to promote 
disordering instead, and has been applied in forming an integrated extended cavity laser 
[130].
Use of a Si02 film is a particularly serious problem with Al-containing 
semiconductor alloys because Al is a very effective reducing agent. When an Si02 cap is in 
direct contact with an Al-containing alloy, reaction of the type occur:
3Si02 + 4A1 2AI2O 3 + 3Si (4-1)
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Such interaction between the SiC>2 and Al can engender the formation of a native 
oxide, the thickness and composition of which are strongly dependent on the ambient 
oxidizing conditions. The resulting free Si can then act as an impurity induced disordering 
(IID) species. Any excess Si present in the dielectric film itself resulting from non- 
stoichiometric deposition can also act as an impurity induced disordering species. As a 
result, it is believed that Si3N4 is better than Si0 2 as a cap to provide a better protection 
during annealing cycles.
The following section describes the sample preparation of the GaAs/AlGaAs and the 
ZnSe/ZnCdSe wafers.
4.2.2 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition
Si3N4 capping layer was deposited onto both the front and back surfaces of the 
wafers using a PECVD technique in a reactor containing silane (SiH4) and ammonia (NHs). 
Plasma aided depositions produce SisN4 layer at temperatures below 400°C. A vacuum 
pump reduces the pressure in the chamber, and the radio-frequency (r.f.) voltage applied 
between the cathode and the anode produces a plasma. In this plasma, Si3H 4 can be 
formed using r.f. glow-discharge decomposition of SiH4 and NH3 due to the following 
chemical reaction between them:
3SiH4 + 4NH3 -> SisN4 + 12H2 (4-2)
This reaction, if not plasma assisted, requires about 700°C, a temperature at which 
interdiffusion can occur in compound systems. However, with plasma enhancement, the 
deposition temperature can be reduced to 300°C.
Prior to deposition, the wafers to be capped with Si3N 4 were cleaned to remove any 
grease and dirt using acetone, propan-2-ol and de-ionised water, and blow dried with 
nitrogen gas. Hydrofluoric acid was then used to remove any native oxide layers.
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A calibration capping layer was first grown on to a pure crystalline silicon wafer 
and its uniformity, thickness and refractive index were measured using ellipsometry. The 
composition of the silicon nitride layer is crucial for diffusion experiments. A refractive 
index of 2.0 ±0.1 was considered satisfactory [132]. To ensure that the silicon nitride film 
can stick to the surface, additional tests were performed by depositing the film on semi- 
insulating GaAs and annealing at 950°C for 10 seconds. Following this, the deposited Si3N 4 
film was checked by visual inspection for evidence of decomposition. Electrical 
measurements were also made to determine if GaAs had become conducting due to silicon 
indiffusion from the Si3N4. After the properties of the dieletric film were ascertained, the 
discharge was carried out on the GaAs/AIGaAs and ZnSe/ZnCdSe wafers. Both the wafers 
were capped on the front and back surfaces with -300 A of Si3N 4 layers. The film 
properties were again checked before the capped wafers were cleaved into approximately 5 
m m  x 5 m m  squares in order to perform individual anneals on the samples at different 
anneal temperatures.
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4.3 An Overview of Experimental Procedure
The way photoluminescence (PL) was carried out in our experiments was to first 
cool the sample to be measured in a liquid nitrogen cooled cryostat, and then to excite it 
using a laser source with photon energy higher than the band gap. The laser energy was 
absorbed, principally by excitation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction 
band. Some of this input energy was converted to lower energy photons by radiative 
recombination; this constitutes the photoluminescence signal, which was detected and 
analyzed.
A first use of the photoluminescence on each as-grown sample prior to any anneal 
was to assess the initial spectrum as a reference to which succeeding spectra recorded 
after each anneal could be compared. A series of isothermal anneals were then performed 
for an individual sample in a graphite strip heater with the photoluminescence 
measurements recorded between each anneal. The spectra were compared to monitor the 
effect of the evolution of the diffusion as a function of anneal time. The samples, upon 
removal from the cryostat, were immediately flushed with dry helium gas to reduce 
condensation on the sample which may affect the efficacy of the encapsulant. The 
photoluminescence measurements were performed on various spots of the sample so as to 
obtain a batch of spectra from sets of neighbouring points on an individual sample at a 
particular anneal time and anneal temperature. In this way an average peak shift was 
secured.
The sequence of photoluminescence and anneal was repeated many times for each 
sample until complete vanishing of the characteristic luminescence occurred. This allowed 
us to acquire a number of data points for a cumulative anneal time. From which, the 
diffusion coefficient was calculated for that given anneal temperature. Subsequently this 
method was repeatedly carried out for a number of anneal temperatures over an extended 
temperature range so that much greater accuracy for determining the activation energy 
can be achieved.
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4.3.1 Photoluminescence Technique
Photoluminescence experiments are generally performed below room temperature. 
Lower temperatures (typically 80 or 4.2 K) are used to prevent the thermal quenching of 
spectral features and to reduce the thermal broadening of the excited carrier energies, 
which at temperature T is ~kT. This gives a significant broadening that at room 
temperature is 25 meV, but reduces to 7 meV at 80 K  and less than 1 meV at liquid-helium 
temperature. Cooling of the semiconductor samples results in narrower line-width, sharper 
and more readily identifiable peaks.
In all our measurements samples were cooled down to close to liquid-nitrogen 
temperature at 80 K, by suspension in an Oxford Instruments CF1204 cryostat with 
continuous flow of nitrogen vapour. The temperature of the cryostat was regulated using a 
Proportional-Integi'al-Derivative (PID) temperature controller in a closed or feedback loop 
arrangement. The temperature controller consisted of a rhodium-iron resistance 
thermometer and was computer-controlled. A schematic of the photoluminescence 
experimental setup used in obtaining PL measurements is shown in figure 4-6.
A Spectra Physics 2025 cw argon ion laser was used to optically excite the sample. 
An argon ion laser was used as a source because it can deliver watts of power in many 
lines from ultraviolet to the green end of the spectrum. The PL measurements were 
performed using the UV 350 nm or visible 488 nm line from the laser, operating at 
continuous output power ranging from 100 to 300 mW. The laser beam was passed through 
an optical chopper with an operating frequency of about 300 Hz, a reference signal from 
which was fed to a phase sensitive amplifier (EG&G lock-in amplifier). The beam was then 
directed into a line-pass filter to discriminate any unwanted plasma lines. It was then 
focused upon the sample using lenses. Luminescence was excited at near normal incidence 
to the surface plane of the sample and was then adjusted to an angle of about 60°. This 
sample orientation is to ensure that the direct reflection of the laser was not collected by 
the collimating lenses.
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Figure 4-6 A schematic of the photoluminescence setup for the photoluminescence 
measurements.
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The dispersed luminescence from the sample was collimated and focused by lenses 
upon the entrance slits of a Spec 1704 (1 meter grating) spectrometer. The slit width was 
adjustable and was varied in accordance to the resolution required. It was manually 
adjusted to 1000 pm. The signal was collated and spectrally analyzed with the 
spectrometer equipped with a sensitive detector which was appropriate for the spectral 
region of interest. The detection was limited to a certain wavelength window by the 
response of the detector. Depending on the sample studied either a liquid-nitrogen-cooled 
germanium PIN diode or a silicon avalanche photodetector was used for the detection of 
the output signal from the spectrometer. To improve signal to noise ratio the reference 
signal from the chopper was modulated and the detector output signal was processed with 
the lock-in amplifier.
Data acquisition was automated using a computer program written in Microsoft 
QuickBasic language and implemented on an IBM compatible personal computer. This 
computer system, with the built-in software, not only enabled data to be acquired from the 
lock-in amplifier via an IEEE-488 bus, but also regulated the temperature controller and 
drove the spectrometer.
4.3.1.1 System Response
In order to compensate for the system response an appropriate correction curve was 
used to correct the recorded photoluminescence spectra. The experimental method used to 
derive this correction curve was to determine the radiance from a light-emitting object over 
the wavelength range of the applied detector and divide it by the radiance of a black body 
within the same scale. This experiment was done by using a tungsten halogen lamp 
positioned at the front of the entrance slits to the spectrometer and measuring a spectrum, 
and then calibrating the spectrum against the evaluated black body radiant energy 
distribution. Ignoring the variation in wavelength of the emissivity of tungsten, the lamp 
was assumed to be an ideal black body so that Planck’s radiation law as stated in Eq. (4-3), 
could be applied to describe the spectral distribution of the radiant energy.
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p(v) = |V^r — 1 j [in unit of eV] (4-3)
where h is Planck’s constant, 
v is the frequency of emission, 
c is the speed of light,
k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the filament temperature.
The exponential term exp (- E /kT ) is commonly known as the Boltzmann factor 
and E = hv = he / A.
Once the forms of the measured system response and the calculated black body 
energy distributions have been determined, a correction factor can then be obtained by 
dividing at each point on the calculated black body distribution by the measured response. 
The series of correction factors across the specified wavelength X constituted the correction 
curve for the detector used. The sample spectra can then be compensated for the system 
response by multiplying each point by the correction factor at that X.
4.3.1.2 Summary
After epitaxial growth the wafers were encapsulated with Si3N 4 and were then 
cleaved into many samples. Each time, a single sample was annealed in stages, coupled 
with PL measured between anneals. The initial PL transition energy provided a reference 
against which the blue-shifts of succeeding spectra recorded following rapid thermal 
processing on each sample could be calculated. These shifts were obtained by comparing 
differences between the transition energies of a single sample. For such a procedure many 
data points can be obtained from an individual sample as intermixing proceeds. The 
diffusion coefficients can then be calculated for various temperatures using the theoretical 
model of interdiffusion, to be described in the next chapter.
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4.3.2 Rapid Thermal Annealing
For the post-growth anneals rapid thermal annealing (RTA) on a time scale of tens 
of seconds and tens of minutes was carried out in a helium ambient at temperatures 
ranging from 400 - 1150°C. Early work used a double-graphite-strip heater (DGSH); later 
work has made use of a triple-graphite-strip heater (TGSH). The latter system has the 
advantages over the former in that automation of the thermal process control was 
implemented through the use of a computer and the temperature was measured and 
controlled using an Optical Fiber Thermometry (OFT) system. As a result of the digitally- 
controlled processing and measurement, the errors can be significantly minimized. 
Preliminary results undertaken using the DGSH were repeated in the TGSH. A brief 
account of the DGSH is first described here which is then followed by a detailed discussion 
on TGSH.
In a DGSH the sample was kept between two graphite strips. Temperature control 
was by means of an Ircon Mode 3 dual colour optical pyrometer as part of a feedback loop 
linked to the transformer supplying power to the graphite strips. Due to the low thermal 
mass of this furnace design, the rise and fall times between 700 and 1000°C are ~5 
seconds. The system was calibrated against the melting points of gold and silver and was 
always found to be within ± 5°C. A schematic of the heater is shown in figure 4-7.
The TGSH consisted of three graphite strips with a tight fitting end-cap (removable 
for sample loading). The middle strip sandwiched between the top and bottom strips has a 
circular space in its center. This comprised of a hollow receptacle within which the sample 
was encased in order to simulate a Planck’s black body cavity. Figure 4-8 depicts the 
cutaway illustrations of the heater and a basic schematic of graphite strips (without 
showing the top graphite strip).
When the cavity was resistively heated, it emitted radiant energy, which was 
measured and controlled via an Accufiber Model 10 Thermometry system. This system 
incorporated both a thermocouple and a single crystal sapphire (aluminium oxide) light­
pipe sensor. The siting of the thermocouple and sapphire crystal rod was a critical factor in 
obtaining close control over temperature. In the case of the design of our annealer system,
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Figure 4-7 A schematic diagram of (a) cross section of a double-graphite strip heater;
(b) the sample in the double graphite strips.
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Figure 4-8 A schematic diagram of (a) a cross section of a triple-graphite strip heater;
(b) graphite strips used to hold the sample. (In this case, two graphite strips are shown.)
(a)
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the sensor were placed in close proximity with the graphite receptacle, ensuring effective 
intimate thermal contact; this arrangement minimized the lag between a change in the 
temperature of the source material and the sensing response. The thermocouple was 
clamped to the fitted end-cap assembly and used only to measure the temperature of the 
power feedthrough.
The optical light-pipe sensor is carefully positioned (about 0.5 cm away) in line-of- 
sight between the sensor and receptacle to encompass an optimum cone of radiant heat. 
The radiant energy was then transmitted to the low temperature optical fiber, which in 
turn relayed it to a remote optical detector. At the detector, the radiation is converted to an 
electrical signal, linearly amplified and digitized. A microprocessor is used to convert this 
signal into the actual temperature. The thermometry system registered the temperature 
and can, via a feed-back loop, regulate power to the heater. Control over the heater power 
was achieved by supplying an alternating current using a TRIAC in response to a sensor- 
derived error signal (feedback from the output of the sensor) and thus the temperature of 
the source material. The controller was based on a PID control algorithm, the values of 
which were optimized to match the thermal characteristics of the system under control so 
that the overshoot was minimized without the penalty of too slow a response. Automatic 
thermal processing achieved regulation through the use of a Basic based software with an 
IBM compatible PC over the RS-232 serial link interfaced to the OFT system.
In the operation of the light-pipe sensor for measuring anneal temperatures, some 
care was essential to achieve clean conditions. In particular, to preclude “fogging” of the 
sensor port caused by deposition from background pressures of, for example, high vapor 
pressure material, arsenic in III-V thermal ambient, or from materials sublimating from 
the graphite strips which obstructed the radiated light signal. Any contamination on its 
polished surface will affect the accuracy and repeatability of the optical signals. Hence, the 
cleanliness of the sensor was maintained in order to promote reliable and sustained 
operation of the annealer system. The surface of the sensor was thoroughly degreased and 
cleaned using a solvent. This was then followed by burning of any residual contamination 
in a flame of about 1000°C until the entire rod burned clean.
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The pump was used to achieve and maintain the chamber under quiescent 
conditions and provided pumping appropriate to the process by eliminating the gaseous 
components and compressing the vacuum gas to a vented outlet. A pirani gauge was fitted 
to the chamber to cover the atmospheric to 10'2 torr pressure range. After evacuation of 
vacuum systems to 10'1 torr or below, the chamber is backfilled with helium gas. The use of 
helium in the chamber ensured the fastest heating rate for the sample due to its high 
thermal conductivity. The OFT system will then actuate thermal processing cycle and 
controlling to the set temperature defined by the program.
In this system a constant ramp up time of 15 seconds was used. A run-to-run 
reproducibility entailed the calibration of the thermocouple and light-pipe sensor to 
several metals temperatures. The annealing furnace was regularly calibrated against the 
melting points of gold, silver, aluminium, and zinc wires embedded onto the centre of 
graphite strips and the plateau anneal temperature readings held to an accuracy of ± 1°C. 
The anneal time refers to the time interval from the moment the thermometry indicated 
the set temperature to when the current to the strips was switched off. The control set 
point refers to the temperature the system tries to control at any given time. The system 
was used here to perform anneals with a temperature between 300 and 1200°C.
4.3.2.1 Temperature Control
It is necessary to regulate the temperature of the annealer to within an acceptable 
uncertainty, say ± 1°C or less if a stable and reproducible anneal temperature were to be 
obtained. Three-term or PID closed loop control systems are normally used to meet these 
requirements. The principals of PID control are described below. The accurate control over 
the anneal temperature of resistively-heated graphite strips by thermocouple or optical 
sapphire pyrometer feedback is used as an illustration here.
Proportional control causes the heater current to vary linearly with the difference 
between the desired or “setpoint” temperature and the sensor or “system” temperature. If 
the system temperature is very much less than the setpoint temperature, the heater is
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supplied with full power. Conversely, no power is supplied if the system temperature is 
considerably above the setpoint temperature. The range of temperatures over which the 
heater current is proportional to the system temperature is known as the proportional 
bandwidth, which is often expressed as a percentage of the temperature range accessible 
using a given controller and is one of the parameters which must be adjusted in order to 
obtain close control. Using too narrow a bandwidth results in an unstable system so that, 
for example, the temperature of the graphite strips would tend to oscillate in response to 
the change in heating the graphite strips. However, using too broad a bandwidth gives an 
unnecessarily slow response to changes in setpoint.
The differential control term adjusts the current setpoint by the proportional 
controller to oppose rapid changes in temperature. This effect becomes greater as the 
differential time constant is increased. Differential action opposes instability and, when 
optimized in conjunction with the proportional bandwidth, allows a system to respond as 
rapidly as possible to changes in setpoint while preserving a critically damped response.
The integral control term corrects for offset, a condition where the system 
temperature stabilizes at a fixed interval below (or above) the setpoint temperature. This 
situation arises because the output of proportional and “PD” control systems tends towards 
zero as the system temperature tends to maintain the required temperature. Integral 
action is usually implemented by adding an (internal) offset to the setpoint. A time 
constant determines how rapidly the integral error term is updated. If too small a time 
constant is used, the offset updates more rapidly than the system temperature can come to 
stability and oscillation results. Contrary, using too long a time constant increases the 
time taken for a system temperature to settle after changing the setpoint or thermal load.
Interaction between the PID weighting factors is inherent to three term control. 
Several techniques have been developed to facilitate correct adjustment of the PID factors 
[133-134]. The procedure of the closed-loop method for our RTA system application is as 
follows:
1. Set the temperature of the controlled component within its normal operating range.
2. Disable the integral and derivative actions of the controller - this usually requires the 
UF  and “D ” terms to be set to zero.
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3. If the system temperature starts to oscillate, increase the proportional bandwidth to 
achieve stability.
4. Slowly decrease the proportional bandwidth until the system temperature just starts to 
oscillate, and measure the period of oscillation.
5. Set the proportional bandwidth to twice the value where oscillation began, the integral 
time constant to the period of oscillation and the derivation time constant to one fifth of 
the period of oscillation.
Further empirical fine-tuning has been performed to optimize PID values in order 
to acquire optimum weighting factors for stable and reliable control. It is not intended 
within the scope of this section to present a detailed discussion of control theory or the 
principles of establishing and optimizing control. Various books and papers listed [133, 
134] are recommended as further reading.
4.3.2.2 Conclusions
RTA was carried out in a helium ambient using a resistively heated triple-graphite- 
strip heater. Temperature measurement was monitored by a optical sensor and controlled 
via a highly reliable digital thermometry system. The system was configured with the 
built-in high speed and high resolution three-term PID controller. The complexity of the 
modern control algorithm required cannot be achieved manually, and therefore the use of 
automated process control was used during RTA. This enabled repeatable temperature 
settings to be made for every anneal, and hence, a reduction in process error. More precise 
measurement and control of the anneal temperature and time were practicable with the 
system which should lead to improved accuracy and reproducibility with which the value 
of the diffusion coefficient can be determined.
The reliable and sustained operation of the furnace aspect entailed cleaning 
procedures. The effects of fogging which causes blockage of the radiated light signal from 
transmission can be compensated for by decontaminating any dirt and grease residing on
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the aperture of the optical sensor. The furnace was regularly calibrated and always found 
to have a high degree of accuracy and high resolution over most of its range,
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Chapter 5
Model for Interdiffusion
5.1 Introduction to Theoretical Model
Knowing that the PL peak energy shifts can be obtained with increasing anneal 
time as described in chapter 4, these shifts have to be converted into a parameter of 
physical interest, namely the diffusion length LD, so that the interdiffusion parameters can 
in turn be evaluated quantitatively.
To make these experimental results plausible on physical grounds, a theoretical 
model of intermixing must be devised to explain the observations on interdiffusion for both 
the GaAs/AIGaAs and the ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum wells subsequent to annealing. This 
model would yield a formula leading to the production of a calibration curve, of diffusion 
length against the shift of the PL energy peak, for each material of interest. From this 
graph, the shift in transition energy can then be converted into a characteristic Ld-
In this chapter, the application of the linear Fickian diffusion equation, the 
empirical relationship of the energy band gap and the Schrodinger wave equation will be 
demonstrated.0 From these equations, the concentration profile of the well after any 
anneal can be predicted, the conduction and valence band diagrams determined, and the 
Schrodinger equation for the square well and diffused well solved as a function of diffusion 
length. Subsequently, the calibration curve is generated.
O  A  discussion o f  the evaluation o f  the mathematical equations described is given by Crank [33], Cussler [135], and 
Shewmon [136]; in this chapter, no attempt is made at completeness.
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5.2 Diffusion Equations
In order for the intermixing in heterostructures to be modeled quantitatively, it is 
necessary to determine the relevant diffusion equation and then develop a method that can 
predict the change of the concentration profile after any anneal. The description of 
diffusion involves a model based on a fundamental hypothesis or “law”. Fick’s law of 
diffusion, using a diffusion coefficient, is commonly cited by many authors [27] [137]. Our 
approach is to introduce the theory of Fields diffusion equation and consider its application 
to solve various diffusion problems. Diffusivity of an element can then be determined from 
its solution and the experimental measurements.
According to Fick, solute atoms in an annealed inhomogenous single-phase alloy 
will move from a region of high concentration to a region of low concentration by the 
process of diffusion. The distribution of solutes throughout is governed by Fields laws of 
diffusion, and therefore, it is possible to define the transfer of solute atoms per unit area in 
a one-dimensional flow as a first order differential equation known as Fick’s first law:
/ = (5-1)
d z
where / is the transfer of solute per second through 1 cm2,
D is the diffusion coefficient and has the dimensions of area per unit time, 
c is the concentration of solute (is dependent on both time and distance), 
z is the coordinate axis through which solute flows, 
t is the time at which diffusion occurs, and 
d c{z,t)!d z is the concentration gradient.
This equation fits the empirical fact that the solute approaches to zero as the solid 
becomes homogenous. The rate at which the solutes diffuse per unit time per unit area is 
proportional to the concentration gradient of the solute. This flow rate is reflected in the 
proportionality constant and is defined as the diffusion coefficient, D, of which its quantity 
is experimentally accessible.
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To obtain a more useful form of Fick’s law in terms of correlating our analyses with 
experimental observations, it is necessary to start with a second-order partial differential 
equation. It is obtained by using Eq. (5-1) and a continuity equation which stems from the 
law of conservation of matter. If the diffusant concentration is c, then the diffusion can be 
described by Fick’s second law.
^ =  D —  
d t d z
— £^rr (5-2)
This can also be referred to as the diffusion equation.
5.2.1 Diffusion in Solids
Armed with this law, we consider the first of the problems of concern here which is 
the simplest case of diffusion from a finite source. Following this problem, we turn to a 
discussion of diffusion in a step function. The analysis of the two cases of diffusion from a 
thin film and in a step forms a framework within which the more difficult problem of 
diffusion in a single quantum well can be formulated.
5.2.1.1 Thin Film
It is useful to begin with the simple case in which an initially uniform and isotropic 
thin film with a mathematically sharp surface is held in a thermal atmosphere and is 
allowed to diffuse. The simplicity of the mathematics can be made by assuming that Fick’s 
law is being obeyed with a constant diffusion coefficient, D. Under these conditions the 
distribution of a thin film would be that given by the Gaussian expression:
c(z’0=dferexp 4  D t r
where C0 is the initial concentration, z is the distance, and t is the time.
(5-3)
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5.2.1.2 Semi-infinite Solid
When two pure dissimilar materials are joined together without intermixing, the 
initial distribution which results from these materials resembles that of a step function. By 
modeling the region of z ^  0 of the step function as consisting of a series of plane parallel 
thin films adjacent to one another, the solution to the diffusion equation can be given by a 
superposition of the gaussian distributions from the individual films, as shown below.
Figure 5-1 The concentration profile for the diffused step function is the summation of 
the exponential curves which represent the solute diffusing out of each film A a thick.
c(z)
0
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Hence, the composition profile due to diffusion is given by an equation which 
expresses an integral over a series of Gaussians:
/*! Z
c(z, t) = —j2= J2^  exp(~7 f  ^ jdrj (5-4)
where Tj = (z - C0) / 2-f Dt
The integral given in Eq. (5-4) cannot be simplified any further, but this type of 
integral is mathematically identical to an error function which is defined as:
erfiz) = 4 =  J__ exp(-?72 )dt] (5-5)
Using the following identities,
eif(oo )  =  1,
erf(-z) = -erffz)
(5-6)
The diffused concentration profile can be rewritten as:
c(z, t) = -y-
2-Zd F (5-7)
The error function expression is generally used in the numerical solutions of 
problems, and its values are available in tabular form.
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5.2.1.3 Quantum Well
In this problem, we first choose the origin of our coordinate system at the center of 
the well. The well now effectively contains two semi-infinite slabs joined together at 2: = 0. 
A quantum well can be represented by a step function adjacent to a mirror image of the 
step function itself. Therefore, the concentration profiles established in the diffused well 
closely approach the profiles determined for a step function. By arguments analogous to 
Eq. (5-7), the mathematical form of the solution can be retained. The solution for a well of 
GaAs in AlGaAs gives the spatial profile [33]:
Cm (z ,t) ~Cb + ( Civ - Cb erf (  w - z  
Ld
I +  erf w +  z 
Ld
(5-8)
where C a i( z ,0  is the aluminium concentration after diffusion,
Cb and Cw are the aluminium concentration in the barrier and well, respectively,
2w is the well width, with 2w — Lz ,
z is the distance along the growth direction, with z = 0 at the well center, and 
Ld is the diffusion length, with LD — 2-J jjt.
Similarly for ZnSe/ZnCdSe, where the cadmium diffuses from the well to the 
barriers, the concentration after annealing can be derived from Eq. (5-8):
„ , N Cw
Cc<i(z,t) = --
2
erf ( w - z A
Uvd/J
+ erf ' w +  z 
f2^jD t)_
(5-9)
where Ccd (z ,t) is the cadmium concentration profile after diffusion and 
Cw is the cadmium concentration in the well.
These profiles are used subsequently to calculate local band gaps and effective 
masses from which the PL transition energy is calculated.
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5.3 Variation of Energy Bands with Alloy Composition
Having the diffusion equation for the quantum well solved for any given diffusion 
length, L d ,  the diffused band diagram of the heterostructures can then be developed by 
determining the difference in energy between the conduction band minimum and the 
valence band maximum at each point across the calculated concentration distribution. The 
band alignment on an absolute energy scale can be established accordingly using the ratio 
of conduction to valence band offsets.
The band gap of the compound semiconductor varies with the composition of the 
alloy. Therefore, the band gap energy can be obtained from the aluminium concentration in 
AL-Gai-xAs alloy, using an empirical relationship [138]:
AEg (ALGai-xAs) = 1.516 + 1.360 x + 0.220 x2 [in units of eV] (5-10)
The conduction and valence band offset ratio is taken to be 60% and 40 % of AE
for GaAs/AlGaAs.
The material parameters used in the concentration dependence of the energy band 
gap profile of the bulk strained Zni-xCdxSe were the strained electron and heavy hole 
potentials of 0.925 x and 0.435 x respectively, and the strained band gap discontinuity 
[1391:
AEg (Zni-sCd*Se) = 2.820 -1.530 x + 0.510 x2 [in units of eV] (5-11)
The linear relationship between the band gap and the alloy compound coupled with
its band offset gives a trial diffused band structure profile such as that shown in figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2 The band structure and confined energy levels of a GaAs/AIGaAs quantum 
well before (dotted line) and after (solid curve) it has been diffused.
AE = AE j +AE hhj
1
5.4 The Schrodinger Equation
Once the variation of band structure with composition has been determined, it is 
necessary to solve the Schrodinger equation for both the conduction and valence bands in 
order to obtain the energies of the lowest confined (n -  1) electron and hole levels. To 
perform these calculations, it is necessary to know the effective masses of the material 
system being studied which can be extracted from a linear extrapolation [140].
The one-dimension time-independent Schrodinger wave equation can be written as:
EnVn(z) =
n2 d \ n(z)
2m* (z) dz2
+ V(z)Y„(z) (5-12)
where En is the confinement energy of electron or hole, 
iJfn(z) is the electron or hole wave function, 
z is the distance in the growth direction, 
h = h / 2n by definition, and h is the Planck’s constant, 
m (z) is the effective mass of electron or hole, and
V(z) represents the potential energy function which describes the forces acting on 
the electron or holes.
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For a square well, the Schrodinger equation is solvable in analytical form using a 
simple numerical method. However, for a non-square well, a numerical “shooting” method 
has to be used. The computation involves a looping algorithm underlying this shooting 
method. To illustrate the principle of this method, the profile of the wave function and 
allowed energy are to be found. The positions of the evaluated and the actual lowest 
electron energy level in the conduction band are designated by E a and E ci,  respectively.
For an infinitely deep potential square-well, the wave functions have a minimum 
(zero amplitude) at the edges of the well; see figure 5-3(a). Whereas, a well of finite-barrier 
depth has its wave functions coupled to the decay exponential tails within the barriers; 
figure 5-3(b). Therefore, the numerical solutions are not evaluated directly and we need to 
take into account in our calculations that at Ej the y/(z) converges towards zero but never 
approaches it.
Figure 5-3 (a) Infinitely deep quantum-well energy levels and wave functions.
(b) First two allowed levels and wave functions in a finite quantum well. 
Note that extends into the barriers.
oo
(a) An infinitely deep well.
Lz
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5.4.1 Calculation of the Confined Energy Levels
Because of the symmetry identity of the potential well centred about the point z -  0 
the envelope wave functions in the well region would be characterized by an inversion 
symmetry under space reflection. These symmetric properties enable us to solve for the 
confined energy level more simply, where we only have to deal with z > 0  in our 
calculations. The potential across the positive plane of the z axis is first divided into a 
number of points, in our case 700, each being 1 A wide. The value of y/ is calculated at 
each point on the well. By plotting the calculated wave function point by point, the general 
shape of the wave function profile in layers can be determined. The direction whereby the 
wave pattern propagates across the well-barrier interface into the barrier region provides 
an indication as to whether another energy quantity used as the next guess for Ea should 
be > or < than the last recorded energy. Thus, it is made possible to assess an energy which 
should reduce the errors in y/ and E a.
In order to solve the second order differential Schrodinger equation, two coupled 
first order equations are applied in the program:
M  = & +
p v ;
U z  J « ( d z V i U z J
(5-13)
=Sz
d yf
dz
+  yf(z)i (5-14)
where i is the initial value and n is the new value of the wave function.
Before doing the calculation, an initial guess as to the value of Eci is made equal to 
zero, and the initial values for variables such as yr and dyr/dz are set equal to 1 and 0, 
respectively, at the first point.
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Figure 5-4 Possible solutions to the Schrodinger equation.
In this situation whereby the initial speculated energy of zero used is smaller than 
the n -  1 confinement energy, Ed, the generated curve will show a solution which is 
unacceptable as wave function. For various energies relatively lower than Ed, the curves 
will diverge to + oq as 2 —> 00. This is exemplified in figure 5-4, curve a\ Similarly, for the 
energies higher than Ed, we reach the situation shown in curve a+ of the above figure, 
whereby ly -» -0 0 00. But at one specific energy, when Ea = Ed , see figure 5-4,
curve a, the calculated values of ly coalesce to produce a wave profile that propagates 
asymptotically to zero asz-> 00, and this energy Ea corresponds to the n = 1 confinement 
energy of the electron, Ed. Thus, either of the three exponents is acquired from the 
computation for the barrier profile. But only one exponent can be retained, as we require 
that the y/ remains finite (but ~ 0) as z 00. Based on these circumstances, we can
assume the starting values for y/ and its derivative dy/ldx at any point, estimate an 
energy Et for Ed then find the value of d2 y/ldx2 at that point. The value of ly at z + Sz is 
then given by Eq. (5-14), and the new value of dyrldx is determined from Eq. (5-13). This 
procedure is reiterated with successive increments in z of 0.1 (5z = 0.1), until the set upper 
limit of 700 is reached. This enables the y/ values to be found progressively across the
entire potential profile. If the curve reveals an inadmissible wave function with y/ —> +°° 
as z -» 00, the value of Ei is changed slightly and the calculation repeated to determine the 
change in the error in ly. From this, it is possible to calculate a new value of E which 
should give a zero error in ly .
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Using this approach, the minimum error in y/ is obtained after a few iterations and 
the final calculated value of Ei = Ea. Similar steps follow for holes, for a given Ld, and are 
not restated here. This approach is not confined to finding the n — 1 lowest confined wave 
function, the array of higher quantised energy level speetrums in the subbands of the well 
will be an exact analogue of the procedure described above. For example, the next higher 
allowed n -  2 energy level can be determined by having the starting values of yr -  0,
dy/ld z = 1 and Ei = Ea at z = 0.
The calculations discussed were carried out for a particular diffusion length, Ld. In 
order to obtain a graph of photoluminescence energy peak shift versus L d, the computation 
of the lowest confined bound states is repeated for a number of L d.
5.5 Conclusions
During the regression analysis the energy is allowed to vary until the bound state 
is found for a given Ld. Once both the electron and hole lowest confinement energies are 
known with varying L d, the photoluminescence transition energy is obtained by taking the 
difference between the two on an absolute energy-scale for each L d. A s  a result, calibration 
curves of the photoluminescence energy shift against L d  can be plotted and are shown in 
figure 5-5. This logic leads to the conclusion that using the constructed band diagram 
together with the Schrodinger equation, it is possible to model how we would expect the 
well to diffuse. As will be shown in chapter 6, the agreement between theory and 
experiment is excellent for transitions and well within the experimental error.
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Figure 5-5 The graphs of photoluminescence energy peak shift against diffusion length 
calculated for (a) GaAs/Alo.2Gao.8As and (b) ZnSe/Zno.8Cdo.2Se single quantum well systems.
Diffusion Length (A)
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Chapter 6 
Results
This chapter presents the results from a photoluminescence study on the thermal 
interdiffusion of GaAs/AIGaAs and ZnSe/ZnCdSe single quantum well structures. Firstly 
the validity of the diffusion model is given. Then the results of calibrating the annealer 
system and the effect of ramp phases on intermixing are presented. Finally, the results 
obtained from the photoluminescence measurements for both the systems are presented. 
The analysis and discussion of the results are compiled in the next chapter.
6.1 Introduction
A full series of isothermal anneals were completed for each individual sample with 
the PL recorded before and after each anneal to study the progression of the intermixed 
well with time. For such a procedure the appearance of a distinct emission in PL revealed 
the n = 1 energy-state transition. The luminescence peak is characteristic of a given well. 
Shifts of the PL existed for the quantum well when subjected to intermixing and the 
emission bands spectrally broadened and migrated to the blue with time. The strength of 
the respective transitions were also progressively weakened. We experimentally monitored 
the intermixing in the quantum well using photoluminescence lines between the subbands 
and correlated it with the theoretical predictions as described in chapter 5. In this model 
the interdiffusion process was considered concentration independent and the diffusion 
coefficient D was constant with anneal time, these assumptions were later verified.
In sections 6.5 and 6.6 the PL spectra obtained from the materials are first given. The
raw data taken from the variation of L d  with time are then arrayed in tabular form.° From 
each data-set a graph of L d 2 against time is plotted, the slope of which yields D. By plotting D 
versus inverse temperature on an Arrhenius plot the activation energy is obtained.
O  In order to keep the size o f  this chapter within reasonable bound, only some o f  the spectra and data-sets are shown here.
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6.2 Validity of the Model for Interdiffusion
Theoretically, intermixing of a single quantum well was formulated by diffusion 
theory and was then experimentally investigated by photoluminescence spectroscopy. 
Rapid thermal annealing was used to evaluate the effects of high temperature processing. 
From this method an upward energy shift of the quantum well levels was observed after 
each time-temperature anneal cycle as aluminium diffuses into the GaAs well, and in the 
case of a ZnCdSe well, cadmium diffuses out from the well. This thermal process brought 
significant modification in the shape of the well from an initially abrupt potential profile to 
that of a graded-profile through intermixing and consequently shifted the luminescence 
band towards the blue region (smaller A.) of the emission spectrum.
Having knowledge of the diffused well profile coupled with the information on the 
transition from the ground state to excited state it is in principle possible to predict the 
structural changes in the well due to intermixing. Such predictions for how the confined 
states within the well should vary with diffusion can then be used to correlate the changes 
in the real quantum well that have been monitored as blue-shifted luminescence following 
thermal treatment. This theoretical model was developed with the aim of relating the 
experimentally observed peak energy shift to its respective diffusion length L d .  The 
underlying principle for the modeling was to assume that the diffusion process is Fickian 
with a concentration-independent diffusion coefficient and to rely on the experimental 
results that it predicts to justify the postulates. In this model the composition profile as a 
function of the diffusion length was first determined, this can be used to calculate the 
conduction band and valence band energy profiles and then the Schrodinger equation can 
be solved to find the confined eigenstates within the well and hence the photoluminescence 
transition energy. This leads to the production of a calibration curve, of diffusion length 
squared against the shift of the peak PL energy for the sample of interest. Using this 
approach, where evidence of intermixing was manifested, the emission would be expected 
to shift measurably and blue-shifts recorded between each consecutive anneals can be 
converted into a corresponding L d  by the use of the calculated calibration curves such as 
those in figure 5-5(a, b).
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Before a calibration curve was applied to the experimental results the solutions to 
the equations used in the model were verified. As discussed in section 5.2.1.3, one way of 
solving the diffusion problem for a diffused single quantum well is the error function 
approach whereby the integrals in Eqs. (5-8) and (5-9) were numerically calculated. For a 
substantial number of points taken in the calculation, a comparison between the results of 
calculation with the results of simulation was found to be in agreement to better than 
0.1%. Both the results computed were within 0.5% agreement with the computational time 
curtailed reasonably at the expense of a reduction in the precision with which the results 
were evaluated. The experimental observation of the theoretically predicted confining 
energies was acquired from the transition energies which serves as a means of checking 
the solution of the Schrodinger equation and was found well within experimental error. In 
order to give further confirmation of the model used to interpret the data higher energy 
confined states can be measured using a number of techniques such as photoluminescence 
excitation spectroscopy, photoconductivity spectroscopy or absorption spectroscopy, and 
compared with the same model. This has been done for the InGaAs/GaAs system using 
reflectance spectroscopy and has shown excellent agreement with the predictions [141],
As the diffusion length, LD = 2^[Dt, where D is the diffusion coefficient and t is the 
anneal time, the photoluminescence peak shift can therefore be converted directly into a 
diffusion coefficient D. This method of performing only a single anneal and calculating the 
diffusion coefficient would, however, appear to have the same potential for error as the 
destructive methods. Moreover, it provides no means for checking the validity of the initial 
assumption that Fick’s Law is being obeyed. In order to overcome these deficiencies it is 
necessary to perform sequential photoluminescence measurements and anneals at a given 
temperature, on a single sample. As the assumption used in the model is that the diffusion
length is a square-root function of anneal time it is possible to verify the postulation by
2 • plotting Ld against time and checking for a linear dependence. As well as providing a
consistency check on the experimental method this approach gives statistically more 
reliable data.
With these, the validity of our proposed model for interdiffusion has been 
unambiguously confirmed.
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6.3 Calibration of The Annealer System
While the previous section has proven the validity of the model proposed for 
assessing diffusion it is only part of the procedure for obtaining reliable diffusion data. 
Probably the key stage in a diffusion measurement and one which rarely receives much 
attention is the annealing. In section 6-2 we have discussed that it is plausible to use a 
method of PL and RTA to determine the linearity of the interdiffusion process by 
monitoring how the transition energy changes as intermixing proceeds and then 
comparing this change with the calculated change. Such an experiment required both 
accurate and reproducible control of anneal temperature and time which are also vital to 
the calculation of the activation energy Ea .
In order to obtain an accurate activation energy for diffusion process it is necessary 
to measure diffusion coefficients over as wide a temperature range as possible. Likewise, in 
order to obtain reliable diffusion coefficient D it is essential to perform as many anneals as 
possible, on one sample, at a given temperature. This is most commonly achieved by using 
RTA systems for anneals in the range of seconds to tens of minutes and conventional 
furnace systems for long anneal times, up to even weeks [142]! However, the use of RTA 
systems in particular can cause serious problems for temperature calibration depending on 
the design of the system. It is not unknown for RTA systems to have greater than 50°C 
errors and for these errors to be a strong function of the annealing temperature. Thus, 
even if the measurement technique was otherwise perfect, significant errors in the values 
for activation energy and prefactor can occur. Hence, identifying the temperature 
measurement errors is an integral part of the derivation of the activation energy for 
diffusion.
The anneal temperature T can have a significant effect upon the diffusion through 
the exponential term in the Arrhenius expression,
D = D0 exp [- E a / kT] (6-1)
where D is the diffusion coefficient in cm2s'1.
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As the anneal time t is inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficient given in 
the following equation (6-2), a small deviation from the set time could also place an error in 
the value of D determined.
t ~ L D I AD (6-2)
where L d  is the diffusion length.
In our study, the triple-graphite-strip heater was exploited to satisfy the required 
degree of accuracy and reproducibility. RTA was carried out in a helium ambient for 
anneal times ranging from 5 seconds to 90 minutes. Tests performed to compare helium 
and nitrogen annealing showed that the use of helium in this system ensured the faster 
heating rate for the sample due to its high thermal conductivity. By using digitally- 
controlled processing and measurement, it has been possible to obtain the same 
temperature settings for every anneal, thus minimizing any errors in temperature 
measurements. This has brought considerably improved accuracy and reproducibility to 
the system.
In this annealer system a “black cavity” was formed by the three graphite strips to 
produce an enclosed receptacle for the sample so that it can respond swiftly and efficiently 
to any variation in temperature. In order to ascertain if the temperature within the 
enclosure was the same as the indicated (or setpoint) temperature the instrument was 
calibrated against the melting points of several metal wires. These metal wires were made 
of gold, silver, aluminium, and zinc. Each wire has a diameter of 0.5 m m  thick and was cut 
into strips of about 5 m m  long. Table 6-1 lists available information on melting points 
(m.p.) of these metals taken from [1].
Table 6-1 The melting points of relevant metals [1].
Metal Melting Point (°C)
Gold (Au) 1064.43
Silver (Ag) 961.93
Aluminium (Al) 660.37
Zinc (Zn) 419.58
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During the calibration experiment any sudden rise in the anneal temperature can 
cause significant impact on the accuracy with which the temperature can be measured. As 
the diameter of the metal wire used was small a transient “spike” caused by an overshoot 
might exceed the melting point of the metal wire and cause it to melt at a set temperature 
below its melting point. Therefore it is necessary to attempt to reduce or eliminate the 
amount of overshoot (or error in the anneal temperature) prior to performing calibration. 
One way of achieving this is by increasing the ramp-time of the furnace. While it is 
appreciated that slower ramp-rate can also induce an undesirable effect on the annealing 
process the importance to obtain precise and accurate temperature prevails over error 
introduced by a gentler slope in such an experiment. In order to find out how the overshoot 
of the system will respond to the variation in the ramp-time, the ramp-time was employed 
as a variable while keeping the anneal temperature and time constant at 900°C and 30 
seconds, respectively. The results of varying the ramp up time from 15 to 200 seconds are 
given in table 6-2 and plotted in figure 6-1. It is obvious from this graph that the overshoot 
decays exponentially with increasing ramp-time. To minimize the overshoot while 
optimizing the step response of the system the optimum ramp-time being 100 seconds was 
considered here and was used throughout the calibration experiment.
Table 6-2 The effect of the ramp-time on annealing temperature.
Ramp-time (seconds) Highest Anneal Temperature (°C)
15 904.37
30 902.65
45 901.70
60 901.17
80 900.81
100 900.63
120 900.55
150 900.48
200 900.46
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Figure 6-1 The dependence of the measured annealing temperature on ramp-time. 
Circles: experimental data. Solid line: Exponential decay lit
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Having determined the optimum ramp-time, the calibration was then carried out 
against the reference temperatures of several metal wires. This was done by applying the 
thermal treatment on each wire placed at the sample position and employing the 
temperature as a variable. The ramp-time and anneal time remained constant at 100 and 
30 seconds, respectively. Firstly, the anneal temperature was set close to but less than (<) 
the melting point of the metal. For example, a temperature of 958°C was set for the Ag 
wire with a melting point of about 961.93°C. After annealing for 30 seconds the wire was 
removed from the furnace and checked if it had melted. In all cases except Al, melting will 
cause the wire to transform its form. For Au and Ag wires, its strip-like form will turn into 
a ball-shape when melted. Zn wire will become flattened but remain strip-like on melting. 
Upon checking, if the annealed wire maintained its original strip-like form the anneal 
temperature was increased by a small degree. On the other hand, if the annealed wire 
appeared round in shape, the anneal temperature was reduced slightly and the wire was 
replaced by an unannealed strip of the metal wire. This procedure was repeated until the 
required resolution was obtained. Similar calibration steps follow for the Ag and Zn wires. 
All the calibration results are given in descending order of the melting points in tables 6-3 
to 6-6. As the Al metal wire was coated with an outer layer of oxide, melting of an 
overheated metal will not result in it transforming its form into a ball-shape. Therefore the 
oxide layer was first removed using hydrochloric acid before the Al wire is subjected to any 
thermal annealing. The results for the Al wire are presented in table 6-5. These results 
show that the annealing furnace was accurate to ± 1°C throughout the entire temperature 
range undertaken in this work.
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Table 6-3 The calibration of the furnace against the gold wire with a melting point of
1064.43°C. An anneal time of 30 seconds and a ramp-time of 100 seconds were used.
Set Temperature (°C) Peak Overshoot (°C) Wire Status
1062.0 1062.87 Not melted
1062.5 1063.10 Not melted
1063.0 1064.12 Not melted
1063.2 1064.39 Not melted
1063.3 1064.23 Not melted
1063.5 1064.44 Not melted
1063.8 1064.54 Not melted
1064.0 1064.70 Melted
1064.2 1065.48 Melted
Table 6-4 The calibration of the furnace against the silver wire with a melting point of 
961.93°C. An anneal time of 30 seconds and a ramp-time of 100 seconds were used.
Set Temperature (°C) Peak Overshoot (°C) Wire Status
958.0 958.91 Not melted
959.0 959.49 Not melted
960.0 960.91 Not melted
960.5 960.96 Not melted
961.0 961.68 Not melted
961.2 961.73 Not melted
961.5 961.86 Melted
962.0 962.43 Melted
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Table 6 -5  The calibration of the furnace against the aluminium wire with a melting
point of 6 6 0 .3 7 °C . An anneal time of 3 0  seconds and a ramp-time of 1 0 0  seconds were used.
Set Temperature (°C) Peak Overshoot (°C) Wire Status
652.0 652.20 Not melted
655.0 655.62 Not melted
657.0 657.24 Not melted
658.0 658.35 Not melted
658.5 658.89 Not melted
659.0 659.52 Melted
660.0 660.46 Melted
662.0 662.39 Melted
Table 6-6 The calibration of the furnace against the zinc wire with a melting point of 
419.58°C. An anneal time of 30 seconds and a ramp-time of 100 seconds were used.
Set Temperature (°C) Peak Overshoot (°C) Wire Status
400.0 400.17 Not melted
415.0 415.24 Not melted
419.0 419.19 Not melted
419.5 419.70 Not melted
419.8 420.01 Melted
420.0 420.16 Melted
450.0 450.23 Melted
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6.4 The Effect of Ramp Phases On Intermixing
As a constant ramp time of 15 seconds was used for our annealing furnace, some 
effect of the ramp phases were evident for the short-time anneals. In general, temperature 
measurement errors such as ramp phases showed that samples diffused more than 
indicated. And if they are present in a diffusion experiment it would result in a higher 
diffusion length being measured throughout an annealing cycle. For high-temperature 
anneals (e.g. 1150°C), anneal times of 5 to 15 seconds are usually applied. The time 
dependence of diffusion coefficient D will influence the measured temperature dependence, 
because the lower-temperature data are of samples annealed for longer times in order to 
resolve the photoluminescence shift. For low-temperature anneals with relatively longer 
anneal times, the ramp phases do not contribute as large an effect on interdiffusion as it 
does for short-time anneals and their effects may be neglected even for the shortest 
anneals applied.
From this it may be possible to see that the results of diffusion experiments based 
on short-time anneals (relative to the ramp-times) have the potential to produce a positive 
y-intercept of a certain amount of diffusion length squared LD2 on the graph of LD2 versus 
time. This effect has been recognized in this study and our approach is to attempt to 
determine its effect on the observed LD2 and to determine by how large this error affects 
the value of diffusion coefficient D.
In order to determine the ramp error we have used our activation energy and 
prefactor of 3.6 eV and 0.2 c m V 1, respectively, for the AlGaAs interdiffusion, to calculate 
the diffusion coefficient for a given anneal temperature, and as the anneal time is known 
this can be converted into a LD2 at that temperature. We should mention that the AlGaAs 
interdiffusion was considered in this case because the AlGaAs data were of samples 
subjected to higher temperature heat treatment than that of the ZnCdSe. By calculating 
the over the plateau annealing region for a set anneal time, it is possible to obtain 
what we refer to here as theoretical data with no error contribution from the ramp. This 
data was used as test data against which our subsequent data can be compared. At that
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same temperature, the LD2 is estimated from both the slopes of the annealing spectrum 
(which correspond to the rise and fall times). From these calculations, the actual I'D* could 
be approximated by including this additional LD2 due to the ramp phases to the theoretical 
data. The error for each anneal interval at one particular temperature can then be 
obtained by taking the difference between the “actual” and “theoretical” LD2 values. The 
calculations of percentage errors in diffusion coefficient contributed by the ramp phases for 
various anneal temperatures and times are given in table 6-7. The errors obtained using 
short time anneals are found to be higher for all anneal temperatures than longer time 
anneals. It is also found that the error reduces by a factor of ~2 as the anneal time 
increases by a factor of 2 and that the data approximately follow a linear relationship. In 
addition, it can be seen that as the anneal temperature is decreased, the error reduces, but 
only by a small percentage.
Table 6-7 The calculations of a percentage error in the measured diffusion coefficient 
value contributed by the ramp phases for various anneal temperatures and times.
Temperature (°C) Error (%)
5-sec 10-sec 15-sec 30-sec 60-sec
1150 13.75 7.38 5.04 2.58 1.31
1100 13.57 7.28 4.97 2.54 1.28
1050 13.42 7.17 4.91 2.52 1.28
1000 13.30 7.12 4.86 2.51 1.28
950 13.22 7.08 4.85 2.47 1.25
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Having obtained the errors contributed by the ramp, they were used to calculate 
the effect of aluminium diffusing into the well on the observed diffusion coefficient. The 
first step in evaluating the error was to compare the values of diffusion coefficient obtained 
from the calculated values of the actual and theoretical LD2. The results of applying 
different anneal times at various anneal temperatures to AlGaAs/GaAs samples are 
summarized in table 6-8. From this table, it has been found that there is indeed a 
dependency of the diffusion on anneal temperature and time due to the ramp. It is 
observed that there is an error which appears systematically in the results for all five 
anneal temperatures. This is that the results for high-temperature short-time anneals 
produce slightly higher diffusion coefficient values than lower-temperature longer-time 
anneals. However, it should be noted that in all cases, the changes in D due to the ramp 
phases, as compared to the theoretically calculated D, are considered to be relatively small.
Table 6-8 A comparison of the values of calculated diffusion coefficients for different 
anneals over a range anneal temperatures. DTheory and DActuai are the calculated theoretical 
and actual diffusion coefficients, respectively.
Temperature
(°C)
DTheory
(cmV1)
DActuai (cmV1) Scale
Factor5-sec 10-sec 15-sec 30-sec 60-sec
1150 3.65 4.23 3.94 3.84 3.75 3.70 IQ-14
1100 1.25 1.45 1.35 1.32 1.29 1.27 10-14
1050 3.97 4.59 4.28 4.18 4.08 4.03 10-15
1000 1.15 1.33 1.24 1.21 1.18 1.17 10-15
950 3.01 3.47 3.24 3.17 3.09 3.05 10-!6
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The experiment procedure was conceived to follow the temporal evolution of the 
diffusion by performing a number of anneals on a single sample rather than performing a 
single anneal. In order to determine the errors associated with the warming up and cooling 
down of the sample during an anneal schedule, the effect of ramp error on the observed 
diffusion coefficient with a number of anneals has been calculated. This time the values of 
Lfr (actual) and LD2 (theoretical) calculated for several anneals of equal and different 
times, were plotted against t. If there is no contribution from the ramp phases and if the 
diffusion coefficient is constant with anneal time and temperature, then one would expect 
to see the intercept of the LD2 against t passing through the origin, i.e., this graph should 
give a straight line of gradient 4Z) which has LD2 = 0 when t = 0. These theoretical data 
points are denoted as the solid symbols as shown on the plot of LD2 versus t in figures 6.2 
and 6.3. However, as the sample diffuses during the ramp phases, there will be some 
diffusion contributed to the overall LD2 being measured. This means that our actual data 
points on this plot will lie above the theoretically expected ones. It can be seen in figures 6- 
2 and 6-3 that the actual data points indeed lie above the test data points upon their 
corresponding straight lines. These straight lines, except the fit to data for the anneal 
series of one 5-second anneal followed by another 25-second anneal, are found to pass 
through the origin. The inset of figure 6-3, which is an expansion of the small data, 
indicates clearly that there is a non-zero intercept for this anneal series. From the slopes of 
all these straight lines, the values of D are obtained and compared. These comparisons 
show that in all cases, the difference in D is not more than a factor of 2. Figure 6.4 shows 
the result of LD2 of the well for this anneal series for different temperatures. It can be seen 
that the intercept value decreases with decreasing anneal temperature, consistent with the 
above results that the ramp error decreases with anneal temperature.
From these results, it is observed that the ramp error does not significantly affect 
the absolute value of the D measured, we can therefore conclude that the measured D are 
reliable and can be used in the determination of the activation energy.
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Figure 6-2 The variation of diffusion length squared with anneal time for a GaAs 
quantum well annealed at 1150°C, 1100°C and 1050°C. Dt and Da are the calculated 
theoretical and actual diffusion coefficients, respectively.
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Figure 6-3 The time dependence of diffusion length squared for a GaAs well annealed
at 1150°C for different time schedules. The inset is an expansion of the small diffusion
length squared data. The non-zero intercept is due to ramp effect.
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Figure 6-4 The time dependence of diffusion length squared for a GaAs well annealed
at 1150°C, 1100°C and 1050°C. The inset is an expansion of the small diffusion length
squared data. The y-intercept increases with increasing anneal temperature.
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6.5 Intermixing of a GaAs/AlGaAs Single Quantum Well
This section presents the results on GaAs/Alo.2Gao.8As single quantum well 
systems. In figures 6-5 and 6-6, we show the spectra measured before and after annealing 
over a temperature range from 750 to 1150°C for various anneal times. These spectra are 
presented in descending order of the anneal temperature, some of which are scaled.
From these spectra it can be seen that the photoluminescence peak moves to higher 
energy (or lower wavelength) as the anneal time increases. By subtracting the energies of 
the luminescence peaks of the annealed sample from that of the unannealed sample 
various peak shifts were obtained. Besides revealing an energy shift between luminescence 
the effects of half width at half maximum (FWHM) line broadening and integrated 
intensity under the peak reducing after each annealing treatment were also exhibited. 
These effects are interpreted as being due to variations of the confined energies and are 
further discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 6-5 The photoluminescence spectra for a 10 nm GaAs single QW in Al0.2Ga0.sAs
barriers annealed at (a) 1150°C, (b) 1100°C, (c) 1050°C, and (d) 1000°C for various times.
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Figure 6-6 The photoluminescence spectra for a 10 nm GaAs single QW in Al0.2Ga0.aAs
barriers annealed at (a) 950°C, (b) 900°C, (c) 850°C, and (d) 750°C for various anneal times.
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anneal times is compiled as a data-set. Over a temperature range between 750 and 1150°C, 
there are altogether eight data-sets from which two data-sets taken from the GaAs/AIGaAs 
samples annealed at 850 and 1000°C are shown in tables 6-9 and 6-10, respectively. These 
tables have been reduced to an abbreviation which itemized only the annealed duration, 
accumulated time and average Ld\
These data-sets are then plotted on the corresponding graphs as a function of 
anneal time as given in figures 6-7 to 6-8. In these graphs, the data points shown are the 
experimentally determined average diffusion lengths squared for various anneal times and 
the solid lines are the best theoretical fits to these points. The diffusion coefficient at a 
particular temperature can be directly obtained from the gradient of each straight line. 
The values of the diffusion coefficient measured over this temperature range (750 - 1150°C) 
are presented in tabular form in table 6-11 and also in the form of an Arrhenius diagram 
in figure 6-9.
Using figure 5-5(a) it is possible to obtain a diffusion length L d  for each observed
transition energy. For a given anneal temperature, a collection of L d2 for a number of
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Table 6-9 The effect of annealing time on the diffusion length squared for a 100 A
Alo.2Gao.8As/GaAs single quantum well at an anneal temperature of 850°C.
Anneal Time (sec) Total Time (sec) Average LD2 (A2)
0 0 0
300 300 82
300 600 256
480 1080 601
360 1440 3649
360 1800 37882
Table 6-10 The effect of annealing time on the diffusion length squared for a 100 A 
Al0.2Ga0.sAs/GaAs single quantum well at an anneal temperature of 1000°C.
Anneal Time (sec) Total Time (sec) Average LD2 (A2)
0 0 0
10 10 381
10 20 748
10 30 1101
10 40 1371
10 50 1754
10 60 1982
15 75 2402
20 95 3222
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Figure 6-7 The variation of diffusion length squared with anneal time for a 100 A GaAs
single QW annealed at 1000°C, 1050°C, 1100°C and 1150°C.
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F ig u r e  6 -8  T h e  v a r ia t i o n  o f  d i f f u s io n  le n g t h  s q u a r e d  w i t h  a n n e a l t im e  f o r  a  100A G a A s
s in g le  Q W  a n n e a le d  a t  8 5 0 °C , 9 0 0 °C  a n d  9 5 0 °C .
Anneal Time (seconds)
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T a b le  6-11 T h e  e f fe c t  o f  t e m p e r a t u r e  o n  d i f f u s io n  c o e f f ic ie n ts  f o r  a  100 A G a A s
q u a n t u m  w e l l  w i t h  1000 A A l 0.2G a 0.sAs b a r r ie r s .
Temperature (°C) 1000/T (K 1) Diffusion Coefficient (10'16cm2s"1)
1150 0.7027 686.3 ± 64.8
1100 0.7283 206.0 ± 16.2
1050 0.7559 54.3 + 4.0
1000 0.7855 8.0+ 0.2
950 0.8177 5.0 ±0.4
900 0.8525 1.1 ±0.2
850 0.8905 0.1 ±0.04
750 0.9775 0.01 ±0.003
These are the diffusion coefficient data from which the activation energy is derived. 
Figure 6-9 shows the Arrhenius plot of diffusion coefficient against inverse temperature. 
This Arrhenius plot shows a straight line being the least squares fit to the data and the 
gradient of which reveals an activation energy of 3.6 ± 0.2 eV.
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6.6 Intermixing of a ZnSe-ZnCdSe Single Quantum Well
In order to study the effect of cadmium composition upon the intermixing process, 
ZnSe/Zni-xCdxSe wafers of the same compound, yet with different cadmium contents x of 
9% - 21% were used, hence distinct photoluminescence emission lines are expected to be 
observed in the spectra. Our earlier studies were based on ZnSe/ Zm-.xCd.xSe, with x = 0.11 
and 0.21; our present work were on two nominally identical ZnSe/Zno.8Cdo.2Se materials, 
grown sequentially in the same MOCVD reactor, capped at the same time with silicon 
nitride and annealed together. Only the results of our present studies of ZnSe/Zno.8Cdo.2Se 
are presented here. In what follows we will refer to the two samples as 95A89 and 95A90 
throughout the rest of this thesis.
Figure 6-10 presents the photoluminescence spectra for the as-grown 95A89 and 
95A90, providing a reference point from which the shift in PL peak energy following each 
anneal can be calculated using a single sample. Figures 6-11 and 6-12 show the PL spectra 
measured before and after annealing from 95A89 and 95A90, respectively. These spectra 
are scaled accordingly by factors as indicated and are also arranged in descending order.
For low temperature anneals at 600°C and 650°C, it can be seen from figure 6-12 
that the intensity of the samples initially increases after annealing. We have observed this 
phenomenon for even lower temperature anneals at 500°C. Efficiencies of optical emission 
up to a factor of three higher than for the unannealed samples have been observed for 
these quantum well structures. However, at these low temperatures, the annealed samples 
show no significant shift in the photoluminescence peak energy for short anneals so little 
interdiffusion occurred in the growth direction. ZnSe-ZnCdSe system exhibited opposite 
effects of line narrowing and integrated intensity under the peak increasing with early 
thermal treatments as compared to the GaAs-AlGaAs system. This point is discussed in 
the next chapter.
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Figure 6-10 The photoluminescence spectra for the as-received (a) 95A89 and (b) 95A90
ZnSe/Zno.8Cdo.2Se samples.
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Figure 6-12 The photoluminescence spectra for 95A89 and 95A90 (ZnSe/Zno.8Cdo.2Se)
samples with 20% cadmium at various stages of annealing at 650°C and 600°C.
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On further annealing, the situation changes as can be seen in the quenching of the 
luminescence signal accompanied by measurable shifts as a result of intermixing, see 
figure 6-12. Also, it is observed that the emission band spectrally broadens to higher 
energies with anneal time. This is the situation as would be seen for ZnCdSe samples 
annealed at higher temperatures (700°C and 750°C) in figures 6-11, as well as for spectra 
measured from GaAs samples as given in figures 6-5 and 6-6.
By using the calibration curve given in figure 5-5(b), the photoluminescence peak 
shift can be converted into a diffusion length LD. Tables 6-12 and 6-13 presents the two
data-sets of the variation of LD2 with anneal time obtained from the 95A89 sample
annealed at 650°C and 750°C, respectively. For the same temperatures, the data-sets of 
95A90 are given in tables 6-14 and 6-15. Plotted in figures 6-13 to 6-15 are the time 
dependence of diffusion length squared LD2 observed in the photoluminescence of a 10 nm 
Zno.8Cdo.2Se quantum well samples. The solid symbols (e.g. ■, ▼, etc.) given in these figures 
correspond to data obtained from the 95A89 samples while the open symbols (e.g. □, v, etc.) 
as shown represent the data taken from 95A90. These observations make it possible to 
determine the diffusion coefficients.
Over a 250 K temperature range, three decades of interdiffusion coefficients 
associated with each anneal temperature are measured and presented in table 6-16. These 
values are then displayed in figure 6-16 on an Arrhenius plot along with two of the 
straight lines that could be drawn through the data.
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Table 6-12 The effect of anneal time on the diffusion length squared for a 100 A 95A89
single quantum well at an anneal temperature of 650°C.
Anneal Time (sec) Total Time (sec) Average LD2 (A2)
0 0 0
5 5 1024
5 10 1410
5 15 1643
5 20 1961
5 25 2217 1
5 30 2500
5 35 2956
Table 6-13 The effect of annealing time on the diffusion length squared for a 100 A 
95A89 single quantum well at an anneal temperature of 700°C.
Anneal Time (sec) Total Time (sec) Average LD2 (A2)
0 0 0
5 5 2158
5 10 3044
5 15 5650
5 20 6011
5 25 7433
5 30 10164
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Table 6-14 The effect of anneal time on the diffusion length squared for a 100 A 95A90
single quantum well at an anneal temperature of 650°C.
Anneal Time (sec) Total Time (sec) Average LD2 (A2)
0 0 0
5 5 1102
5 10 1362
5 15 1442
5 20 1672
5 25 1763
5 30 1929
5 35 2250
Table 6-15 The effect of anneal time on the diffusion length squared for a 100 A 95A90 
single quantum well at an anneal temperature of 700°C.
Anneal Time (sec) Total Time (sec) Average LD2 (A2)
0 0 0
5 5 2516
5 10 3557
5 15 4238
! 5 20 5006
5 25 5521
5 30 6198
5 35 7408
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Figure 6-13 The variation of diffusion length squared with anneal time for a 10 nm
Zno.8Cdo.2Se/ZnSe single quantum well annealed at 750°C.
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Figure 6-14 The variation of diffusion length squared with anneal time for a 10 nm
Zno.8Cdo.2Se/ZnSe single quantum well annealed at 650°C and 700°C.
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Figure 6-15 The variation of diffusion length squared with anneal time for a 10 nm
Zno.8Cdo.2Se/ZnSe single quantum well annealed at 600°C.
Anneal Time (seconds)
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Table 6.16 The effect of anneal temperature on the diffusion coefficients for a 100A
Zno.8Cdo.2Se single quantum well.
Tem perature (°C) 1000/T (K 1) Diffusion Coefficient (cm V 1)
95A89 95A90
600 1.145 (2.6 ± 0.1) x 10'16 (1.7 ± 0.3) x lO’16
650 1.083 (1.8 ± 0.2) x 10-15 (1.3 ± 0.2) x lO'15
700 1.028 (7.9 ± 0.6) x 10-15 (4.9 ± 0.2) x lO'15
750 0.978 (1.3 ± 0.3) x 10'13 (8.1 ± 0.8) x 10"14
From the table, it can be seen that the diffusion coefficients obtained for the two 
samples vary by less than a factor of two at any temperature, and it is suggested that these 
values are the same, within experimental error. The Arrhenius plot in figure 6-16 shows 
two data sets, one for the data collected for 95A89 and the other for 95A90. The straight 
lines being the least squares fit to the data and from which diffusion processes for the 
samples are both thermally activated with an identical activation energy of 3.1 ± 0.4 eV.
If we use all our previous and present data from three different cadmium 
compositions Or = 11%, 20% and 21%) of this ZnSe/Zni-xCdxSe quantum system and draw a 
best least squares fit through these data, then overall the interdiffusion coefficient can be 
described as D -  7.9 exp (- 2.9 eV / kT) cm V 1. This result will be discussed in more detail 
in chapter 7.4.3.
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Figure 6-16 An Arrhenius plot of the data given in table 6-25 for the 100 A Zno.8Cdo.2Se
single quantum well. The straight lines are weighted least squares fit to the data.
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6.7 Comparison of GaAs-AlGaAs and ZnSe-ZnCdSe Intermixing
The results for the thermal interdiffusion of both GaAs/AlGaAs and ZnSe/ZnCdSe 
single quantum well systems are presented as an Arrhenius plot in figure 6-17. For each of 
the two data sets, the theoretical fits through the data points produce E a  of 3.6 eV and 2.9 
eV for Ga-Al and Zn-Cd systems, respectively. The data for ZnSe/Zni-xCdxSe are taken from 
different cadmium compositions of 11%, 20% and 21%.
From this figure 6-17, it can be clearly seen that the diffusion coefficients in this 
temperature regime for cadmium diffusing out of ZnCdSe active region is around 4 - 5  
orders of magnitude higher than the aluminium diffusing into AlGaAs well layer. This 
disparity in the mobilities (diffusion rates) of Al and Cd suggests that ZnCdSe/ZnSe 
system will result in more diffusion observed than GaAs/AlGaAs system for the same 
anneal time-scale at any given temperature. This would suggest that interdiffusion of II-VI 
devices during the processing may be a more serious problem than in the III-Vs. The use of
II-VI compounds in the fabrication of low-dimensional structures suggested a need for 
processing at much lower temperatures compared with III-V materials. For example, in a 
process of 103 seconds (e.g. growth of a multiple quantum well (MQW)) diffusivities must 
be < 10'18 cm V1 if diffusional spread should not exceed -10 A at a given temperature.
Despite differences in diffusion coefficients evident from the results, the activation 
energies measured for two materials of differing compounds are found to be somewhat 
similar. This result may simply mean that the basic diffusion process is similar for the two 
types of compounds and that there is a common mechanism for the two structures. On 
currently available interdiffusion data for II-VIs, evidence of diffusion mechanism 
governing the intermixing in II-VI is lacking, it is therefore not possible to decide on this 
point.
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Figure 6-17 An Arrhenius plot of our data for GaAs/AlGaAs interdiffusion (solid
squares) and for ZnSe/ZnCdSe interdiffusion (open symbols); and the fits to each of the two
data sets are shown as the solid line and the dashed line, respectively.
1000/T (K'1)
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Chapter 7 
Discussion of Results
Reports on photoluminescence emissions from GaAs/AlGaAs and ZnSe/ZnCdSe 
quantum well structures were presented in chapter 6. In this chapter these results are 
analyzed and discussed with reference to the findings of other authors.
In the first three sections of this chapter, we summarize the experimental methods 
used to measure interdiffusion and highlight the factors necessary for obtaining reliable 
diffusion data. We then go on to discuss the effect of thermal annealing on the intermixing 
of Ga-Al and Zn-Cd systems in section 7.4. In the concluding section 7.5, we begin with a 
review of the literature regarding the controversial activation energies for interdiffusion of
III-V heterostructures and then show how all the observed data can be described using a 
single activation energy in spite of this controversy.
7.1 Methods of Measuring Diffusion Coefficients
In order to resolve the disparity in the observed activation energies a range of 
techniques has been used which have however frequently produced conflicting results. 
Because of this there have been a number of theories proposed to explain the differing 
experimental observations. None of these theories however have been able to explain all 
the data and the reason behind this failure may be seen in part due to the variations in 
diffusion coefficient obtained by different groups using different techniques with their 
associated models. This section provides an overview of the methods used and discusses 
how the problems specific to using them will affect the data analysis.
The numerous techniques that are realized experimentally in measuring diffusion 
coefficients in III-V semiconductor structures can generally be classified into two methods; 
direct compositional mapping and indirect compositional determination.
Direct compositional mapping is a method in which the concentration profile can be 
directly measured and fitted with a diffusion model. Probably the first technique to study
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intermixing in III-V heterostructures was Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), pioneered 
by Chang and Koma [27] in 1976. They used AES to profile a pair of GaAs and AlGaAs 
layered structures following annealing. However, this technique is not commonly used to 
measure diffusion in III-V’s. This is partly due to the fact that relatively thick layers are 
required, rather than the routinely grown quantum well and superlattice structures.
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) which has been employed by a number of 
groups, offered the additional advantage that it can be used to study the depth dependence 
on intermixing which is relevant to implanted samples [143] and that it can also be used to 
correlate the diffusion of impurities with interdiffusion. It has been used to monitor 
diffusion in the presence of impurity or dopant atoms and diffusion following ion 
implantation [143]. One of the most widely quoted examples of this technique is the work 
of Mei et al. [41] who studied the effects of dopants such as silicon and tellurium on the 
diffusion of GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices.
Both of these techniques do, however, suffer from a mutual difficulty in obtaining 
qualitative measurements of the well profiles following annealing. It has been known that 
with AES and SIMS, the profiling is achieved through sputtering the surface with an ion 
beam, a process by which some intermixing between the ion beam and the profiles will be 
induced before measurements can be taken. In order to minimize such effects, collection 
and analysis of the data should be treated with care. In addition to this, SIMS has a 
further limitation that it is often complicated by the calibration of the SIMS yield with 
composition. Nevertheless, neither of these problems are a fundamental obstacle and can 
be overcome with good experimental practice to obtain reliable data.
Other direct compositional mapping techniques which have been applied to the 
study of III-V interdiffusion are Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) [57,144] 
and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) [145]. RBS is not a very good technique for 
accurate measurements of diffusion due to its limited resolution. It can however, be used 
in certain situations where other techniques are not applicable in order to compare 
diffusion between samples [144], The latter technique, TEM, has good resolution and has 
been shown to yield extremely precise information on a microscopic scale. In theory, it is 
possible to measure a wide range of diffusion lengths. However, the application of TEM to 
interdiffusion requires excellent high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) combined
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with image analysis [110,145] so as to obtain compositional maps; and this, coupled with 
the difficult sample preparation needed and that this is time consuming, has limited its 
application.
This range of techniques is in principal, because they directly measure composition, 
the best method for characterizing interdiffusion as the results they produced should be 
able to firstly determine the Fickian behavior of the diffusion process and then the 
diffusion parameters for the process. All of these techniques, however, has a definite 
weakness for accurate determination of diffusion coefficients due to the fact that, with the 
possible exception of RBS, they are destructive. This implies that a sample can have its 
diffusion measured after the first anneal, but in order to follow the temporal progress of 
diffusion in a single sample, a number of samples must be used each of which has been 
annealed at a given temperature for different times. Following the time dependence in this 
manner is very time consuming and in consequence has only been done by a few workers. 
A failure to look for time dependent effects, however, can seriously affect the diffusion 
coefficient measured. As an example of this one can refer to the literature on the effect of 
gallium implantation on III-V diffusion. As gallium can be used in focused ion beam 
systems, for direct writing onto surfaces with fine feature sizes, it received much attention 
as a potential candidate to use for selective area enhanced diffusion [53]. Consequently 
there have been a number of reports on gallium implantation studies in interdiffusion of 
quantum wells [146,147] and some of these studies observed that implant of gallium ion 
induced an enhancement of the interdiffusion. When the time dependence of the 
interdiffusion was measured following annealing [68] it was found that diffusion coefficient 
for intermixing has remained unchanged following gallium implantation as compared with 
the unimplanted control value but that the implantation damage caused a rapid transient 
interdiffusion. Furthermore this damage related interdiffusion was not confined to gallium 
implants but was present following any implant. It should be noted also that the direct 
techniques often lack the sensitivity inherent in other albeit indirect techniques.
The diffusion coefficients have also been obtained by a second range of techniques 
such as optical characterization techniques and X-ray diffraction [148]. Among the optical 
techniques, photoluminescence is the most widely used [56,68,149] although absorption 
[150], reflectance [141], cathodoluminescence [151], and Raman Spectroscopy [152,153]
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have all been used. With the exception of Raman Spectroscopy, which observes the changes 
in the phonon energies with interdiffusion, all of these techniques monitor the changes in 
the n -  1 electron to heavy hole transition in quantum well systems as a function of anneal 
time for a given temperature and correlate these changes with a theoretical model that 
predicts how the transition energy should vary as mixing proceeds.
In contrast with the direct compositional mapping method, this method yields the 
compositional profile indirectly by assuming that the diffusion obeys Fick’s law with a 
concentration-independent diffusion coefficient so as to apply the error function solution to 
the compositional profile. Once the compositional diffused well profile for a particular 
diffusion length is determined, this can be used in the calculation of the conduction band 
and valence band energy profiles. When the band structure for the diffused well is known, 
the Schrodinger equation can then be solved, by use of a shooting method, to evaluate the 
confined energy levels for the well with graded interfaces. On the basis of this model, it has 
been possible to convert the energy shift in the luminescence transition peak energy 
following annealing to a diffusion length, using the calibration curves in figure 5-5. From 
the plot of Ld2 against time, D can be obtained directly from the slope of this plot.
These techniques stand out because they require little and often no sample 
preparation. Also, they can be very sensitive to small amount of interdiffusion, thus 
extending the temperature/time range over which measurements can be obtained. The 
optical beam, which generally is a laser beam, can easily be manipulated. In general, the 
sample is left unaltered and the measurement itself does not cause damage. Therefore it 
has been possible to establish an anneal series at a given temperature, on a single sample, 
vital to the study of intermixing. In fact, a method of photoluminescence between 
consecutive isothermal anneals has been applied in this work to explore interdiffusion. 
There are many advantages of following the dependence of the measured diffusion 
coefficient on the annealing time over a single anneal and these are discussed further in 
the following section.
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7.2 Temporal Evolution of Diffusion Coefficient
One way of probing the electronic structure of a quantum well semiconductor is to 
optically investigate the intersubband transitions. Critical parts of the band structure are 
seen as a distinct line shape and photon energy dependence in the optical spectra. In this 
section, it is explained how photoluminescence can be used to provide information of the 
band structure, and when coupled with repetitive annealing and a statistical model, also 
give an understanding of the structural changes in a quantum well system. The factors 
necessary for obtaining quantitative diffusion data will also be discussed.
In the photoluminescence experiment, a semiconductor is optically irradiated by an 
incoming photon where the energy quantum separates the charge carriers within its band 
structure. The excited electron occupies an energy state higher than it would under 
equilibrium conditions and consequently makes a transition to an empty lower-energy 
state and the energy difference between these two states can be emitted as radiation. This 
recombination produces a characteristic emission as revealed in the photoluminescence 
spectrum.
During annealing there is some changes in the composition in the ternary alloy 
well due to intermixing. This has the effect of increasing the confined energy levels in 
which the electrons and holes are experiencing recombination and thus shifting the 
transitions which are observed. This effect can be clearly seen in figure 6-5(a) where the 
photoluminescence peak moves from 1.5381 eV (-806 nm) for the unannealed sample to 
1.6832 eV (-737 nm) after annealing at 1150°C for 5 seconds. As the amount of diffusion 
increases so the confined energy levels in the well increase and thus the transition energy 
also increases. The main feature of the photoluminescence experiment following annealing 
is the obtained blue shift between the transition peak energies occurring after intermixing.
In order to make an inference of the observed increase in blue-shifting with anneal 
time, the effect of variation in the depth of the confining potential on the confining energy 
levels must be considered. The first step in analyzing the blue-shifting peak is to model the 
photoluminescence emission from a gaussian distribution of well shape as its confining 
potential is made shallower from interdiffusion. The usual principle for the modeling is to
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assume that the diffusion process is Fickian with a diffusion coefficient that is constant, a 
condition that is also referred to as the linear diffusion process in this thesis. In order to 
perform these calculations, it is necessary to know the band-gap, band offset ratios and 
effective masses of the material system being studied as a function of the composition. The 
graph of the calculated change in transition energy against the diffusion is shown in figure
5-5. From this, a diffusion length can be obtained. As the assumption used in the model is 
that the diffusion length is a square-root function of time and since the time is known, it is 
possible to calculate the diffusion coefficient at that anneal temperature.
Because there is some evidence in the literature that suggests a non-linearity of the 
GaAs/AlGaAs diffusion process [27,30], it would be necessary for the workers who have 
analyzed their data by assuming that the diffusion obeys Fick’s law to prove its validity. 
However, a number of previous studies have only fitted a single transition energy obtained 
after annealing and thus their results failed to show if the diffusion profile could be fitted 
by a solution to Fick’s law. The fact that the transition energy is not uniquely defined 
means that probing the n -  1 electron to heavy hole transition for a single anneal reveals 
no information on the well shape. The resulting activation energy measured from a single­
valued diffusion coefficient obtained using this method consequently can be in error by a 
large amount. Quite obviously, it is not possible to prove the validity of the model if only a 
single measurement has been made since any single observed diffusion length can always 
be obtained using any assumption about the well shape, provided that the transition 
energy following annealing is higher than that from the original well. In all cases, the 
transition energy has been modulated to a higher energy, with the start position being 
equivalent to that of a square well, and ending, at that of a diffused well.
As such, a method of performing many anneals on a single sample coupled with 
photoluminescence as a means of measuring interdiffusion in a sample as a function of 
time has been developed in an attempt to provide a larger data set for each measured 
value of the diffusion coefficient. In this method many transitions were obtained at a given 
temperature, and in turn, converted into many diffusion lengths. These results were then 
plotted as L d  squared versus anneal time. Thus if the diffusion coefficients were constant 
with anneal time and temperature (i.e. the diffusion process was obeying Fick’s law) this
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graph should produce a linear plot with a gradient of 4D. Hence it is possible to check the 
assumption by looking for a linear dependence on this graph.
This method of measuring diffusion coefficient has two other advantages. Firstly, 
one gets statistically better data as we are in effect averaging a number of measurements 
from an individual sample, and secondly, by following the evolution of the diffusion length 
squared with time, we are able to observe any unexpected variations in diffusion 
coefficient. For example, we have had samples where after several anneals the capping 
layer was seen to have failed which had caused the surface to start decomposing. In some 
cases before the failure had been severe enough to quench the photoluminescence. This 
would enhance the diffusion coefficient, presumably by the injection of diffusion-mediating 
point defects from the surface. In addition to this, it also allows for other effects such as 
post-implant diffusion behaviour to be observed, as discussed earlier. These effects are 
generally not noticed if only a single anneal is performed but are clear from following the 
time dependence.
It might be argued that the results shown do not absolutely prove that the diffusion 
model used for our materials is the only unique solution that would produce a straight line 
fit to the experiment data. An additional confirmation of the model used to interpret the 
data is by looking at the higher energy transition and comparing the measured values with 
the same model.
To summarize, in order to prove that the diffusion process is indeed linear it is 
necessary either to study the change in the confined states of the well as mixing proceeds 
to see if these changes can be predicted using a linear diffusion model or to probe the well 
shape accurately after diffusion has occurred. In the absence of following the progress of 
diffusion in a single sample, a single-valued diffusion coefficient measured after annealing 
has not proved that the diffusion obeys Fick’s law and the final results obtained can be 
inaccurate due to the significant errors in the diffusion coefficients measured. We arrive at 
the conclusion that monitoring the temporal evolution of the diffusion is an important 
factor in the accurate characterization of the diffusion process.
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7.3 Temperature Measurement Technique
The temperature measurement errors present in a diffusion experiment include 
errors in anneal temperature and time as well as the contribution of the rise and fall times 
in the anneal to the diffusion process.
The results of Kothiyal and Bhattacharya [150] obtained values of diffusion 
coefficient of 10'16 - 10'15 cm V 1 over the temperature range 850 - 950°C with an activation 
energy of 1.2 eV for the interdiffusion of AlGaAs-GaAs system. These values of diffusion 
coefficient are an order of magnitude higher than the results present here and the 
activation energy is also significantly lower. In their experiments, they used a halogen 
lamp furnace for their anneals with anneal time of 5 to 25 seconds. These short anneal 
times will mean that the effect of the rapid initial diffusion can be very pronounced in their 
work. In this case, it would possibly result in an observed diffusion coefficient significantly 
greater than the actual value. No mention was made by Kothiyal and Bhattacharya as to 
how the temperature in their furnace was measured or calibrated. This could be significant 
because it has been found that there are significant differences in anneal temperature 
between different instruments and between instruments of the same type but in which 
different temperature measurement techniques were used [154]. In general, rapid thermal 
annealer systems which had temperature measurement errors such as this showed that 
samples reached higher than indicated temperatures for low-temperature anneals while 
the results from different systems converged around 950°C. If temperature errors like 
these were present in an experiment such as this it would result in lower apparent 
activation energies being measured. There appears to be a consistent error with data for 
low-temperature anneals in these systems. This suggests that Kothiyal and Bhattacharya 
[150] would expect their activation energy to be lower than its actual value.
In order to better quantify the diffusion parameters, it is necessary to determine if 
such temperature measurement errors were present in the annealing system we used. In 
section 6.3 the results performed on our RTA system were derived using different metals 
each of a different melting point so as to extend the range of temperature calibration. 
These results showed that the plateau anneal temperature readings were held to an
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accuracy of ± 1°C over the entire temperature range used in this study. It can therefore be 
concluded that the contribution from the temperature measurement errors such as that 
mentioned above can be ruled out in our system. Although there are still differences in 
anneal temperature due to this ± 1°C uncertainty, the variations appear random.
It is known in section 6.4 that the sample has undergone some diffusion during the 
ramp phase annealing. In figure 6-7 an important effect can be observed. At first the 
graphs of Ld2 against t in this figure suggest that as the anneal temperature is raised so is 
the y-intercept and that the initial diffusion observed with the straight line fit to the data 
crosses the y-axis at -32 A is the result of diffusion over the ramp phase annealing. It is 
possible to get a straight line which has a positive intercept when the values of the actual 
Ld2 are found to be higher than those of the test data during the first few anneals of short 
anneal times, then reduce, tending towards the values obtained for the test data during 
the last few anneals of longer anneal intervals. The result of Ld2 of the well after a 5- 
second anneal then a 25-second anneal in figure 6-3 shows that there is indeed a finite Ld2 
value at t = 0. From the inset of figure 6-3, the y-intercept is found to be around 20 A. It is 
therefore suggested that the observed intercept of Ld2 against t in figure 6-7 is very likely 
to be due the ramp. While the errors at high temperatures can have high enough Ld2 for 
their contribution to the diffusion process to be seen as an intercept of Ld2, this apparent 
error is seen here as an offset in Ld2, indicating that the value of D for the diffusion process 
is comparable to the theoretically calculated D. It should be noted that there are also 
errors present in the diffusion experiment which include variations in photoluminescence 
transition energy across a sample.
Contrary to the above result which produced a non-zero intercept, the other results 
of Ld2 of the well presented in figures 6-2 and 6-3 show that all the data points lie very 
accurately upon their corresponding straight lines which pass through the origin. It can be 
seen in figure 6-2 that the error causes a slight increment in the gradients of these plots 
but does not contribute to the y-intercept value. As expected, increasing the temperature 
increases the slope of the straight line plot. However, no significant difference in the 
diffusivity for the well was shown between these anneal temperatures and times.
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It appears that in order to reduce the effect of ramp phase annealing longer anneal 
times should be used for the experiments. However, based on these results, we have found 
that even for the highest-temperature of shortest-time anneal, the effect of ramp error is 
not very significant. The time and temperature dependence of the measured D on the ramp 
phases are found to be sufficiently weak that they can be neglected without significantly 
influencing the quantitative results. It should be noted that while the effect of the error 
induced by the ramp is seen here as either an offset in Ld2 or an increased slope of the 
straight line plot, or both, the error appeared to be a systematic error that produces only a 
very small changes in D. It has been found for the worst case that ramp error does not 
affect the measured absolute value of D by more than a factor of two.
From this it is found that the nature of the ramp error can be revealed from the 
time dependence but cannot be observed if only a single anneal is used. It is possible to see 
that the results of diffusion experiments based on the optical characterization of quantum 
systems after annealing have the potential to produce a quantitative measure of the 
diffusion coefficient and the activation energy of the diffusion process.
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7.4 Photoluminescence from Diffused Single Quantum Wells
The basis of modeling the diffusion process was discussed in the previous section. 
In this section, the effect of intermixing upon photoluminescence spectra will be discussed 
in detail.
7.4.1 Introduction
In this work we concentrate mainly on III-V and II-VI semiconductor structures 
consisting of binary and ternary compounds, GaAs/AIGaAs and ZnSe/ZnCdSe, respectively, 
both of which have applications to lasing devices. While GaAs/AIGaAs quantum wells 
produce luminescence emission in the red, the higher bulk band gaps of both the well and 
barrier materials in coherently-strained ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum well result in emission in 
the visible region. Hence, the emissions were measured at 80 K in the wavelength range 
from 0.42 pm and 0.82 pm.
Samples were made which contain a single quantum well embedded in higher 
energy gap barriers, where the carriers are efficiently collected. In all cases, measurements 
were made on samples having a narrow single well (Lw = 10 nm), which were known to 
exhibit distinct emission. This emission stems from the confined electron-hole-pair 
transition, whose intensity, width, and energetic position varied with the annealing 
conditions.
The lowest-transition dominates the spectrum of these quantum systems. Since the 
confinement energy is a sensitive function of the well thickness, the transition energy 
reflects the average thickness of the well region where the recombination event occurs. The 
peak transition energies are typically shifted to higher energies as intermixing proceeds 
with time. We observe that, where there is intermixing, there is detectable broadening of 
the well, and thus there is measurable shift of the photoluminescence, so that the diffusion 
coefficient D can be measured with time.
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7.4.2 Interdiffusion of GaAs/AlGaAs
During annealing some of the aluminium from the barriers diffused into the GaAs 
well. This has the effect of increasing the aluminium concentration at the well center in 
which the electron and holes are experiencing alloy disorder. Thus, one observes the 
general trend in the upwards energy shift of the quantum well levels as the time proceeds. 
This effect, as shown in figures 6-5 and 6-6, is a direct evidence for the thermally driven 
nature of the interdiffusion process. Towards higher anneal time, the luminescence bands 
with weaker and broader emissions appearing at higher energies, which correspond to the 
well being consecutively annealed at a given anneal temperature. The broadening of the 
photoluminescence transition mainly reflects the broadening of the confined energy states. 
This is due to the local inhomogeneities of the well or statistical fluctuations in the layer 
thickness and ternary alloy composition term caused by the Al-Ga interdiffusion. The well 
broadening leads to a diminishing confinement potential for the lowest energy states, 
causing the carriers to be weakly confined. This explains why the integrated intensity 
under the photoluminescence peak gradually reduces as the peaks broaden since carriers 
are more easily emitted out of the well. It is appreciated that the quenching of luminosity 
may also be due to poor surface encapsulation. Another possible cause of the decrease in 
integrated intensity could be the presence of non-radiative recombination centres which 
would compete with the observed transition in removing carriers.
As has been shown for the GaAs samples when the anneal temperature was 
increased to 1200°C, the photoluminescence from the well was seen to have vanished after 
a single anneal and no diffusion coefficient could then be obtained. In this case, a 
photoluminescence peak from deep centres was then observed. It was found that annealing 
at temperatures greater than or equal to (>) 1200°C resulted in deep level generation and 
the samples were notably degraded. The presence of the deep level transition would 
indicate that the materials were now of poor quality. However, this topic is beyond the 
scope of this study and will not be discussed further.
Although the annealing time is varying at an equal step interval, non-equal energy 
shifts between luminescence peak positions are obtained due to the non-linear relationship
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between photoluminescence peak shift and diffusion length, see the calculated curve given 
in figure 5-5(a). This phenomenon is clearly depicted in figures 6-5(a) and (b). By means of 
this curve in figure 5-5(a), diffusion length Ld can be obtained for each shift. From figures
6-7 and 6-8, it can be seen that the graphs of Ld2 against t for the GaAs samples give 
straight lines of gradients 4D; and thus a least squares method can be used to calculate the 
value of D and the associated uncertainty. The fact that we obtain straight lines on the Ld2 
against t plot confirms that our initial assumption that Fick’s law is being obeyed is 
correct. These results show that the diffusion coefficient from the first anneal onwards is 
constant over the entire excursion of the interdiffusion and that there is no dependence of 
diffusion coefficient on the Al concentration.
It can be observed from figure 6-8 that the least squares fits pass through the 
origin for the anneal temperatures between 850 and 950°C, and that variations appear on 
different samples taken from different points on the wafer. From other plots in figure 6-7 it 
can be seen that the straight lines crosses the y-axis at some positive value of Ld2, equating 
to a Ld of -32 A. It also appears that there is a dependence of the y-intereept on 
temperature and that the intercept tends to be larger the higher the temperature. These 
differences could be due to variations in the initial transition energies of the well taken 
from different points across the wafer rather than any real effect on the diffusion [68]. It is 
however, more likely induced by the ramp phase affecting the measured D for high 
temperature anneals. From the results of a study of ramp effect presented in section 6.4 
these can be attributed to a rise in ramp error with increasing anneal temperature.
From the linear time dependence of Ld2, a single D at a given temperature can be 
determined directly from the gradient of the respective straight line. The D from which the 
activation energy Ea was derived are plotted on an Arrhenius diagram [155] as a function 
of inverse temperature in figure 6-9, along with a best fit straight line that could be drawn 
through the data. It can be observed that the higher anneal temperature results in a larger 
diffusion rate. The D of (1.0 ± 0.3) x 10'18 cm V 1 being lowest at 750°C and (6.86 ± 0.65) x 
10"14 cm V1 being highest at 1150°C. Over this temperature range, the slope of this line 
yielded an Ea of 3.6 ± 0.2 eV and the prefactor of 0.2 (with uncertainties of 0.04 to 1.1) 
cm V1. These results were compared with whose obtained for GaAs/AlGaAs interdiffusion
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7.4.3 Interdiffusion of ZnSe/ZnCdSe
In this subsection, the results of a study of the interdiffusion in ZnSe/Zni-xCdsSe 
single quantum well structures are analyzed and discussed with reference to the data 
available in the literature. The experimental procedure used here to measure 
interdiffusion is essentially the same as that employed for GaAs/Alo.2Gao.8As, and the 
results obtained have also been analyzed by assuming that the interdiffusion process obeys 
Fick’s law of diffusion. As the composition of the Zni-*CcLSe quantum wells of these 
samples spans the range from 0.09 to 0.21, changes in the composition will cause 
variations in the depth of the quantum well and in the value of the elastic strain within 
the epilayers, which are all expected to be pseudomorphically strained to the ZnSe buffer.
It can be observed in figure 6-11 that the photoluminescence emissions measured 
from ZnSe/Zno.8Cdo.2Se behave in a way similar to the GaAs/Alo.2Gao.8 case, and are seen to 
move to a higher energy with time at anneal temperatures of 700 and 750°C. From the 
same arguments presented in the previous subsection, this shifted emission is attributed 
to the effect of a rise in the confining energy levels due to the intermixed well-shape. In 
this case, there is cadmium diffusion from the well to the barrier material while zinc 
diffuses in the opposite direction across the interface.
An interesting feature of the spectra presented in figure 6-12 is the significant 
increase in the integrated intensity of the luminescence emission from the 100 A well 
following annealing at low-temperatures of 600 and 650°C. We have observed this 
phenomenon for even lower temperature (500°C) anneals in our early work [156] and is 
evidence that the optical quality of ZnSe/ZnCdSe well has been improved by annealing. 
The photoluminescence measurements performed on these samples indicate that the 
initial thermal treatments enhance the optical efficiency of the well by up to threefold
in section 7.5. It was found that there are some differences between our result and those
reported in the literature and their significance was then discussed in detail therein.
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more than the corresponding values of the unannealed well. However, annealing at higher 
temperatures degraded the material's optical quality.
Plotted in figure 7-1 is the dependence of normalized integrated intensity on the 
annealing time at different temperatures for the 95A89 (the same will be the case for the 
95A90). We observe that the intensity decreases as the anneal time is increased at anneal 
temperatures of 750 and 700°C below which the intensity measured is found to be higher 
initially then reduces, tending towards zero. It can be seen that the well was undergoing a 
gradual improvement during the first few anneals at 650°C. Therefore, it is known that for 
this well which is seen to brighten significantly, there exists an intermediate anneal time 
for which the obtainable enhancement in optical strength of the photoluminescence is 
maximized. This effect is most readily seen in figures 6-12(a) and (b).
These data are re-plotted with the x-axis plotted as a function of diffusion length 
rather than anneal time, depicted in figure 7-2 . From the similarity of the lines given in 
this figure, it is suggested that the decrease in normalized integrated intensity for anneal 
temperatures of 700 and 750°C is probably related to changes in the well profile. As 
discussed earlier on, as the quantum well becomes shallower and wider with increasing 
time, the carriers are more likely to be thermally excited out of the well resulting in less 
photoluminescence from the well. This has been reflected in figure 6-11, showing that the 
integrated intensity under the peak reduces after each anneal at 700 and 750°C. Whereas, 
the clear contrast in the form of the increase in intensity at 600 and 650°C suggests that 
this initial increase in the intensity is not related to the change in the well profile. While 
the optical improvement was evidenced in these wells during the early stage of heat 
treatment at these low anneal temperatures, the usual decreased intensity and broadened 
line-width associated with interdiffusion were not observed. There is no significant shift in 
the photoluminescence peak energy at low temperature of ~500°C so little interdiffusion 
can have taken place in the growth direction. From figure 5-5(b), it can be seen that ~1 nm 
of diffusion could have occurred before photoluminescence emission would be expected to 
shift measurably. This finding, together with the narrowing FWHM and increasing 
integrated intensity, have been observed previously in the III-Vs [141] and have been 
attributed there to the smoothing action of annealing on the interface roughness as a
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Figure 7-1 The dependence of normalized integrated intensity on the annealing time at
temperatures of 650, 700 and 750°C.
Anneal Time (seconds)
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Figure 7-2 The dependence of normalized integrated intensity on the diffusion length at
temperatures of 600, 650, 700 and 750°C.
Diffusion Length (A)
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consequence of small-scale local lateral diffusion. This may lead to a reduction in the 
interface recombination and therefore carriers accumulate in the region of the well 
resulting in a higher integrated intensity and narrower line-width. The increase in 
intensity could also be due to the non radiative defects that are annealed out during the 
first few anneals for the lower anneal temperatures used in this study. Another possible 
cause of the initial increase in the intensity could be the surface passivation due perhaps 
to changes in the chemistry at the ZnSe/encapsulant interface as the sample is first 
heated. This phenomenon is not pursued further in this thesis but we note that it may be 
of considerable technological interest in itself and will be the subject of further work.
After this initial annealing stage, PL measurements for these low-temperature 
annealed samples show a shift of the PL line towards higher energies by the intermixing 
process as time proceeds. The emission now shows a degradation of intensity with a 
broadened full-width at half-maximum, FWHM, which can be clearly seen for the 
Zno.8Cdo.2Se wells in the lower wavelength (or higher energy) of the spectrum in figure 6- 
12, these are typical of those measured for high-temperature annealed Zno.sCdo.2 Se sample 
(figure 6-11).
Figures 6-13 to 6-15 show the dependence of the measured diffusion length squared 
on the anneal time for the 95A89 and 95A90 at several anneal temperatures. For all the 
temperatures, it can be seen that over our range of anneal times we obtain a straight line 
fit to the data and the gradient of which directly gives the diffusion coefficient, D. The 
straight-line profile which has been reasonably described by the error-function expression 
for the diffusion process confirms that the model we used is correct. It follows using the 
same reasoning that the diffusion coefficient is found to be independent of alloy 
composition and invariant throughout the process, consistent with the assumption made of 
a linear diffusion process governed by Fick’s law.
According to the data compilation given in table 6-16, the difference in the 
measured diffusion coefficients between the 95A89 and 95A90 (identical ZnSe/Zno.sCdo.2Se 
samples), is almost always constant at approximately a factor of 1.5. This variation is less 
than that found between nominally identical III-V(GaAs/InGaAs) samples taken from 
different wafers and annealed under the same experimental conditions [68]. From the 
corresponding Arrhenius plot of diffusion coefficients for these two ZnSe/Zno.8Cdo.2Se
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materials (see figure 6-16), it was found that the straight lines are parallel. This suggests 
that the activation energies measured for the zinc-cadmium intermixing are identical. The 
slopes of those lines give the same activation energy value of 3.1 ± 0.4 eV for these 20% 
samples. This therefore allows for an average value of 3.1 ± 0.4 eV to be calculated.
The diffusion coefficients taken from these ZnSe/Zni-.vCdxSe samples (re = 11%, 20% 
and 21%) are also plotted on an Arrhenius plot, as shown in figure 7-3. The solid line 
through these data points is the best straight line fit to our composite data. The data taken 
from the (20%) 95A89 and 95A90 samples over a temperature range of 600 to 750°C are 
represented by up and down triangles, respectively. The circles are those of 21% samples 
which cover the widest range of temperatures to establish value for the activation energy. 
For the 11% samples, a smaller set of diffusion coefficients is measured, but sufficient to 
establish the composition trend. It is note-worthy that the diffusion coefficients obtained 
for the 20% samples, compare favorably with our early results for those with 21% cadmium 
concentration. The diffusion coefficients measured for these two compositions lie within a 
factor of four and are also found to be within the variations seen from wafer to wafer. For 
all cadmium compositions of the samples, the differences in the measured diffusion 
coefficient between the (11%, 20% and 21%) samples differ by approximately an order of 
magnitude. It is suggested that the variations in diffusion coefficient were attributed to 
differences in the growth conditions of the layers. The activation energy values for these 
quantum wells, along with their uncertainties, are summarized in table 7-1. We note that 
the activation energies for the ZnCdSe materials of three differing compositions is 
identical, within experimental error. Using a least squares fit to the average of this data 
produces an activation energy of 2.9 ± 0.3 eV. It was found that all the data is consistent 
with a single activation energy process and therefore the Arrhenius dependence of the Zn- 
Cd interdiffusion coefficient for three different compositions can be represented by a single 
activation energy throughout the temperature range studied. In all cases, the 
interdiffusion coefficient, D , for the composite data in this system is activated and given by 
D = 7.9 exp (- 2.9 eV/ kT) cm V 1.
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Table 7-1 Activation energies along with their corresponding experimental
uncertainties determined from the experimental data observed in the ZnSe/Zni-xCdaSe
samples using a least squares fitting routine.
Sample E a (eV)
11% samples 2.7 ±0.7
21% samples 2.4+ 0.2
20% (95A89) 3.1 ±0.4
20% (95A90) 3.1 ±0.4
20% and 21% samples 3.0 ±0.3
11% and 21% samples 2.3 ±0.2
11%, 20% and 21% samples 2.9 ±0.3
The other data (squares), shown on the same plot, are from a high resolution 
transmission electron microscopy study of interdiffusion of a MBE grown single CdSe 
monolayer in ZnSe over a 50°C temperature range (340 - 390°C) near to the growth 
temperature, due to Rosenauer et al. [110]. They reported that for the sample annealed at 
367°C, it is considerably broadened as seen from the HRTEM lattice images of the 
interlayer regions of the sample. However, the digital analysis of the sample for the one 
annealed at 394°C shows indiscernible images. In their study, they obtained an activation 
energy of 1.8 eV for the Cd interdiffusion in CdSe/ZnSe single QW. If we fit a line through 
their data points taking our Ea of 2.9 eV, the Do for the MBE grown material is found to be 
around 4 decades higher than our MOCVD material. This discrepancy could either be the 
result of different growth in vacancy concentrations on the group II sublattice for the two 
different grown methods or more likely the result of the different annealing regimes: in our 
study the samples were capped prior to annealing, in their study the samples were 
annealed uncapped in situ in the growth reactor.
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The higher temperature data (solid up triangles) are those of Martin [109] who 
performed a study of Zn-Cd interdiffusion using photoluminescence measurements and 
chemical etching on the annealed samples. His results, collected over a temperature range 
of 700 and 950°C, produced similar results to that which we have calculated. The 
interdiffusion coefficients obtained in his experiments for the Zn-Cd interdiffusion are 
approximately 1.2 decades greater than we typically measured in our work. We have used 
our Ea of 2.9 eV to fit a straight line through his data points and then determined the 
value of Do. While this line lies within the scatter for the data, it was found that the D0 
obtained for his diffusion data is about a factor of five above those we obtained. This 
differences can be explained by the variations found between different samples taken from 
different wafers [68]. It should be noted that his data set was collected under saturated 
metal vapour conditions, and our data set was obtained on samples which have been 
annealed with a Si3N4 cap. This can account for much of the scatter seen in the data. 
Despite disparity in experimental conditions, a least squares fit to his data, which covers a 
higher temperature range and includes our data, produces an Ea of 2.1 eV. Because of the 
small differences in the absolute values of D measured and the similarity in the data, it is 
suggested that all these diffusion results differs only through experimental uncertainty 
due to random error. Further studies of intermixing at wider temperature range are 
needed to clarify on this similarity.
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Figure 7-3 An Arrhenius plot of the composite data taken from our present and
previous studies, and also of the data obtained by Rosenauer e t  a l .  [1101 and Martin [109].
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7.5 Controversy on Activation Energy
One aspect of the discussion in this section has been the question of whether the 
available data in the physical literature on interdiffusion of the most common III-V 
materials is consistent with a single activation energy and hence a single mechanism.
Of all the technologically important III-V semiconductor structures, GaAs/AlGaAs 
is probably the most widely studied and the most frequently quoted III-V semiconductor 
system. However, despite an extensive research done on interdiffusion in these materials, 
there exists a tremendous amount of scatter in the information scattered in the literature 
on the key parameters necessary to characterize diffusion process. These parameters 
include the diffusion coefficients and more significantly the activation energy. The latter 
term has now been widely quoted in the literature with values ranging from 0.32 [157] to 
7.34 eV [43], together with prefactors which cover a range of some 21 orders of magnitude, 
as are reviewed in table 7-2, In many cases, this wide diversity of diffusion parameters 
have been interpreted by authors as evidence for a multiplicity of mechanisms for the 
diffusion process. However, it seems unlikely that so many diffusion mechanisms with 
such a widely varying range of activation energies would be observed. Hence it is 
important to investigate the role of experimental errors in these determinations.
Given that the exact mechanisms for the diffusion process is still a controversial 
subject the demand for experimental verification of the cause of this discrepancy has 
stimulated further research on the diffusion in GaAs/AlGaAs. Effects that might perturb 
the data include the surface conditions (i.e. anneals in arsenic overpressure [69,72,82,88] 
different dielectric encapsulant [72,81,158]), a range of doping concentrations and types 
[41,44,56,60], and ion implantation of a number of elements, e.g. [68,159], In order to study 
these various effects, a variety of techniques have been used.
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Table 7-2 Activation energies and prefactors, with their corresponding experimental
uncertainties, determined from the experimental data observed in the literature using a
least squares fitting routine.
Reference EA(eV) D o (cm V 1)
[157] 0.3 + 0.01 10-11.6*0.1
[74] 1.5 + 0.5 10 -10.4 *  1.9
[43] 1.7+ 0.1 I Q -8.2 ± 0 .5
[74] 2.3 ±0.3 I Q  -6.8 ±  1.3
[74] 2.4 ±0.5 I Q  -6.8 ±  2.3
[36] 2.8 ±0.5 I Q -3.7 ± 2 .0
[43] 2.9 ±0.2 I Q -4.4 ± 1 .0
[74] 3.0 ±0.2 I Q  -4.6 ±  0.9
[44] 3.1 ±0.4 I Q  -4.0 ±  1.8
[ 1 6 0 ] 3.6 ±0.2 1 0  -0.7 ±  0.7
[41] 3.6 ±0.3 I Q  -0.5 ±  1.5
[72] 3.8 ±0.1 I Q  -1.0 ±  0.8
[161] 4.0 ±0.1 I Q  1.8 ± 0 .2
[69] 4.0 ± 0.3 1 0 - 0 . 4  ± 1 .4
[70] 4.0 ± 0.5 I Q  1.8 ± 2 .1
[69] 4.5 ±0.1 I Q  1.5 ± 0 .5
[82] 4.5 ±0.1 1 0  1 5  ±  1.8
[72] 4.5 ± 0.5 I Q  2.9 ±  2.5
[82] 4.8 ± 0.2 I Q  5.0 ±  1.0
[38] 5.6 ±0.1 10 ™±0-5
[69] 6.2 ± 0.2 10 9.9 ±  0.9
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There are a wide range of parameter values for diffusion in the literature. Plotted 
on an Arrhenius diagram in figure 7-4 are the diffusion coefficients (dots) for Ga-Al 
interdiffusion collated from Refs. [36,38,56,58,68,70,72,74,82,84,157,158,161,162]. This 
graph includes data collected under a variety of annealing conditions, doping 
concentrations, etc. Also shown on this Arrhenius diagram are the various fits to each of 
those data sets which gave the wide range of activation energies quoted above. For each 
data set, the author’s fit is shown as a light solid line. In plotting the data we have taken 
the data to be perfect with no errors in either the measured diffusion coefficient or in the 
measurement temperature and then used a least squares fit to that data-set to obtain the 
activation energy together with its corresponding uncertainty.
The first thing that can be noted from table 7-2 is the large experimental 
uncertainties present in the quoted activation energies. These large uncertainties are 
solely a result of the small data sets taken over a limited temperature range and are likely 
to reflect the limited accuracy of the activation energy. Indeed, many of the measured 
activation energies are determined from small data-sets. It is not unusual for papers to 
present diffusion data measured at three or four temperatures over only a 100°C 
temperature range. A good example is in the work of Guido et al. [72], in which the 
measurements of activation energies have been made for samples annealed at merely four 
temperatures over a 75°C temperature range. While this small data set taken over a 
constricted temperature range can be well fitted by a least squares analysis, the value 
measured and its statistical uncertainty may not be reliable. The squares shown in figure
7-4 are those of our own data, giving an activation energy of 3.6 ± 0.2 eV, measured using 
photoluminescence over a 400°C temperature range between 750 and 1150°C. We observe 
that, even with data covering this range of temperatures, and irrespective of any 
additional experimental errors, we obtain an uncertainty of 6% in the measured value. The 
physical importance of measuring diffusion coefficients over as wide a temperature range 
as possible has been further shown in figure 7-4, and is discussed herein.
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Figure 7-4 An Arrhenius plot of our data for GaAs/AlGaAs interdiffusion (squares) and
much of the data from the literature (dots). Least squares fits to our data and to all the
other data sets are indicated by the solid line and the light lines, respectively.
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As we can see from figure 7-4, there appear to be two clusters of data points. The 
first cluster covers a temperature range of 650 to 1229°C, lying around the solid line we 
have drawn through our own data. If we fit all the data in this cluster we calculate an 
activation energy of 3.5 ±0.2 eV. This value is significantly different from the value of 6 
eV, obtained by Tan and Gosele [163], and which is widely quoted in the literature, 
although in later work they quoted an activation energy which is, within experimental 
uncertainty, the same as the value we quote here. The other relevant observation is that 
there is a clear second cluster of data points below our fitted solid line. Similarly, when we 
perform a least squares fit to this cluster of data we measure an Ea of 3.5 ± 0.2 eV.
From the analysis recounted above, it is obvious that by selecting samples of data 
sets from those available it is possible to measure a large array of Ea values. However, if 
all the data now available on GaAs/AlGaAs interdiffusion is looked at in it's entirety, the 
two clusters of data which include our data can be equally well fitted by a least squares fit 
to our data set and we obtain conclusively an activation energy of Ea = 3.4 ± 0.2 eV. It thus 
appears that unless one makes an arbitrary choice of a small subset of the data it is 
difficult to argue for anything other than a consensus activation energy value of -3.5 eV for 
GaAs/AlGaAs interdiffusion. This result suggests that all the data is consistent with a 
single activation energy process implying there is a common mechanism for the process.
In order to highlight the fact that the data can be grouped into two clusters with a 
single Ea but differing prefactor Do values, we have fitted a line through every data point 
using an activation energy of 3.5 eV and determined the corresponding D0 value this fit 
produces. These results are compared in figure 7-5 as a histogram, where the height of 
each column is the number of data points giving a ln(D0) value in a given range. Also 
plotted in this figure are two Gaussians which are a fit to the data obtained using a x2 
minimization routine [164]. From the histogram, it can be observed that these results fall 
into two distributions, one centred on a ln(D0) value of about -1.12 cm V 1, cr = 1.4, and the 
other centred around a ln(D0) value of about -4.6 cm V 1, a = 1.2.
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Figure 7-5 A histogram of the InGDo/cmV1) values for each of the data points plotted in 
figure 7-4 having been fitted by our Ea. The data points marked accordingly are from 
(a)[58,82], (b)[69], (c)[43,74,84], (d)[41,44], (e) this work, (f)[36], (g)[162], (h)[38], (i)[161], 
(j)[70] and (k)[39].
-4 -2
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To support the hypothesis that there is a single diffusion mechanism describing all 
the data in the literature, we will need now to account for the observed variations in the D0 
values. It has been observed in InGaAs/GaAs interdiffusion that under carefully controlled 
experiments [68] changes of a factor of four in Do diffusion coefficient were easily seen 
between two nominally identical wafers of quantum well material, which were grown 
sequentially in the same MBE reactor, capped side by side in a PECVD reactor with silicon 
nitride encapsulant and annealed simultaneously. This result is shown in figure 7-6. The 
fact that one slope is simply an offset of the other indicates that the activation energies for 
the diffusion process are comparable with each other and therefore suggests that the 
diffusion process is the same in each case with changes in diffusion coefficient giving the 
observed variations in prefactor. At that time, they attributed this finding to differences in 
substrate properties.
This factor alone could be enough to account for much of the random scatter seen in 
the data that leads to the discrepancy observed in the values of D0. Further, if this were 
coupled with the experimental variations one would expect to see between different groups 
i.e. differences such as furnace calibration, in the treatment of ramp rates, surface 
passivation (c.f. our earlier review and comment on the dependence of diffusion on the 
refractive index of a silicon nitride cap in sections 3.1.3.2 and 4.2, respectively), etc., then 
the spread in the data is to be expected.
In order to provide convincing evidence of the fact that the wide diversity of data is 
not due to diverse mechanisms but simply to experimental uncertainty, we will show here 
a method of explaining the observed variations in D0 between experiments. Diffusion is 
thermally activated, with a diffusion coefficient D(T) given by an Arrhenius expression of 
the form D(T) = Do exp(- Ea/1cT) cm V 1, Eq.(6-1), the parameters which are determined 
from an Arrhenius plot, are the prefactor D0 and the activation energy Ea. Figure 7-7 for 
example shows an Arrhenius plot of our own interdiffusion data collected for Si3N4 capped 
GaAs/AIGaAs materials (squares), and much of the GaAs/AIGaAs data from Hsieh et al. 
[69] for As overpressure anneals (triangles). The extension of this plot to infinite 
temperature required for the D0 clearly illustrates how small variations in the measured D 
can result in an -11 orders of magnitude variation in the measured values of D0.
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Figure 7-6 An Arrhenius plot of D  for two GaAs/InGaAs samples. Whilst the random
scatter around the least squares line is clearly visible it should be noted that the difference
in D  between two nominally grown samples is almost always constant at ~ a factor of 4.
1000/T (K'1)
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Figure 7.7 An Arrhenius plot of our GaAs-AlAs interdiffusion data (□), Ea = 3.6 eV,
and some data from Hsieh et a l  [69] (A), Ea -  3.6 eV,. This plot, extrapolated to 1000/T = 0,
shows that Do is subject to large error unless the Ea is very accurately determined.
1000/T (K'1)
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From this figure 7-7, it can be observed that while there is a small difference in the 
absolute values of D measured in the two experiments there is a large change in the E a  
obtained using a least squares fit and this produces an enormous change in the Do. In this 
case, the Da can only be determined to within about an order of magnitude because of the 
limited temperature range. Nevertheless many authors have attributed significance to 
variations of an order of magnitude or so in the prefactor. It is seen that if two data sets 
give different values for E a  as a result of random error, the resulting values of D0 are 
related by Do exp(ffy / kTg) cm V1, Eq.(7-1), where T0 is the characteristic temperature
at which the experimental fits, the straight lines in figure 7-7, intersect.
In figure 7-8 we plot the data from table 7-2 (collected under a wide range of 
experimental conditions) so as to determine if the widely varying determinations of E a  is 
due to the random error. Over the 22 decades of values of D0, it can be seen that the data 
all fall close to a straight line fit with a slope corresponding to To = 1210 ± 40 K. This is 
because these authors have performed their experiments at temperatures close to this T0 
value and they have all observed similar values of the diffusion coefficient D. Similarly the 
intercept at E a  = 0 give a O of ~6 x 10'17 cm2s"1 which is the value around which the 
measurements can be made. It is implausible to imagine any physical effect, except 
experimental error, which could account for the observed correlation between such diverse 
samples. Therefore, we conclude that this data which obeys Eq. (7-1) yields parameter 
values which differ only through experimental uncertainty due to random error, and which 
therefore must not be interpreted in terms of differing diffusion mechanisms such as a 
change from vacancy to interstitial controlled diffusion.
We turn now to the II-VI system, ZnSe-ZnCdSe. Figure 7-8 also shows the ZnSe- 
ZnCdSe interdiffusion data plotted according to Eq. (7-1). This plot includes our data and 
also data from Martin [109] and Rosenauer et al. [110]. It can be seen that the data all fits 
Eq. (7-1) and shows that all this data, too, differs only through experimental uncertainty 
due to random error, and again it must not be interpreted in terms of different physical 
mechanisms.
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Figure 7-8 The reported values of D 0 and E a  for GaAs-AlAs interdiffusion, given in
Table 7-2, plotted against each other (squares). Also shown (triangles) are ZnSe-CdSe
interdiffusion data from this work and some from Martin [109]and Rosenauer e t  a l .  [110].
E (eV)A
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It is worth now to consider the presence of the two clusters in the data, as given in 
figure 7-5 (histogram). As it appears we have only a single diffusion mechanism 
responsible for interdiffusion in GaAs-AlGaAs and as the D0 for that process is due to a 
non-equilibrium concentration of vacancies present in the material [90], it would appear 
that the two distributions observed in the histogram reflect two different vacancy 
concentrations in the samples used. From the review in section 3.1, part of the data in the 
lower Do distribution is from samples which were annealed under an extremely poor As 
environment which we have suggested might be expected to reduce the group III vacancy 
concentrations in those samples; whereas, all of the data in the higher Da distribution is 
from samples annealed in an arsenic overpressure ambient or under dielectric 
encapsulation.
Guido et al. [72] compared the Al-Ga interdiffusion under three different annealing 
conditions and claimed that the dielectric encapsulated samples gave activation energies of 
-3.8 eV whereas the As overpressure annealed samples had an activation energy of 4.5 eV. 
This difference was considered “significant”. If it was not within the experimental 
uncertainty value it would be physically very significant as it would be indicative of a 
change in the diffusion mechanism. However, when we perform a least squares fit to the 
authors' raw data to acquire the activation energies and their corresponding uncertainties, 
whilst we obtain the same activation energies as they quoted, uncertainties of ± 0.1 and ± 
0.5 eV, respectively, were found. Thus, it is statistically reasonable that the two values are 
comparable. Moreover, since Guido et al.’s experiments were undertaken over a limited 
temperature range (800 - 875°C), this would imply that these activation energies measured 
were less reliable than their statistical uncertainty would suggest. It is probable that while 
these differences are due to variation in the prefactor, the diffusion mechanism remains 
unchanged and there is no real difference in activation energy between these samples.
Whilst the As overpressure data [88] suggests that group III vacancies are 
responsible for group III interdiffusion this leads on to some discussion regarding their 
exact diffusion path, i.e. whether they diffuse via both group V and group III lattice sites 
(nearest neighbour hopping, nnh) or via second nearest neighbour hopping (2nnh) solely on 
the group III sites. The former mechanism would involve the generation of large quantities
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of anti-site defects, unless the diffusion proceeds through some kind of ring mechanism 
[165] and it was impossible for any diffusing atoms to stop their moving until they had 
completed their movement around the ring. The latter mechanism of 2nnh circumvents 
these difficulties but requires group III atoms to move around a group V atom in order for 
the vacancy to diffuse. Given the open lattice present in the III-V semiconductors this 
scenario is much more reasonable than the ring mechanisms needed for nnh. In the 
absence of more specific information, we cannot conclude on this point.
7.5.1 Conclusions
In conclusion, there is good evidence that the available literature data are 
consistent with our proposal of a single activation energy for interdiffusion in 
GaAs/AIGaAs and that interdiffusion coefficients could be enhanced without enhancing the 
activation energy. In all cases the diffusion coefficient is thermally activated with an 
energy -3.5 eV.
The reason for the apparent reported variations in activation energy is twofold. 
Firstly, much of the random scatter can be ascribed to the differences in the substrate 
materials. Secondly, the misrepresentation of small data sets is the other cause for the 
variations in the measured activation energy. Moreover, the evaluation of the diffusion 
parameters using a vast number of different techniques and with a range of surface 
conditions, are likely to account for the resulting experimental uncertainties in E a  that 
cause the massive variations in measured D0 values.
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions And Further Work
This thesis presents the results of a study of the thermal interdiffusion of both 
GaAs/AlGaAs and ZnSe/ZnCdSe single quantum well systems.
A method of sequential photoluminescence measurements between anneals has 
been developed that showed the principal diffusion obeys Fick’s law, and that the obtained 
diffusion coefficient is independent of time and concentration.
Experiments on the temperature calibration show that the plateau anneal 
temperature was held to an accuracy of ± 1°C over the entire range of temperatures 
studied. In addition, the influence of ramp-phase annealing on diffusion has been taken 
into account in our quantitative analysis. The time and temperature dependence of the 
measured diffusion coefficient on the ramp-phases are found to be sufficiently weak that 
contribute only within the experimental error.
The results of interdiffusion of ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum well structures show that 
there was an improvement in the optical quality of the samples following initial thermal 
treatment between anneal temperatures of 500 and 650°C. The initial enhancement in 
integrated intensity is found to be dependent on anneal time and temperature. We note 
that while the quality of the samples annealed at the low temperature of ~500°C is found 
to improve during the first few anneals, macroscopic intermixing is not observed. This 
phenomenon has been attributed to interface smoothing as a result of small scale local 
lateral diffusion. Four decades of interdiffusion coefficients have been measured over a 250 K 
temperature range for the interdiffusion process of this system. We show that the 
Arrhenius dependence of the Zn-Se interdiffusion for the three different compositions, 
(11%, 20% and 21%) is represented by a single activation energy of 2.9 ± 0.3 eV and that all 
this data differs only through experimental uncertainty due to random error. This is found 
to be independent of composition or strain. Overall, the interdiffusion coefficient, D, for the 
group II sublattice in this system can be described as D = 7.9 exp (-2.9 eV / kT) cm V 1.
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F o r  th e  G aA s/A IG aA s sy stem , w e p re se n t d a ta  on th e  in terd iffu sio n  over a  w ide 
te m p e ra tu re  ra n g e  o f  7 5 0  to  1150°C , and  o b ta in  an  activ a tio n  en erg y  and  ln [D 0/(cm 2s '1)] 
v a lu es  o f 3 .6  ±  0 .2  eV  and  -1 .5  ±  1 .6 , resp ectiv e ly . T h e se  d a ta  a re  com p ared  w ith  th o se  from  
th e  lite ra tu re  ta k e n  u nd er a  w ide ra n g e  o f  ex p e rim e n ta l cond itions. W e show  th a t  d esp ite  
th e  ra n g e  o f activ a tio n  en erg ies  quoted  in  th e  li te ra tu re  a ll th e  a v a ila b le  d a ta  ca n  in  
p ra ctice  be d escribed  u sin g  a  s in g le  a c tiv a tio n  en erg y , th e  p u b lish ed  d a ta  fa llin g  in to  two 
c lu sters : one for sam p les  a n n ea led  u n d er a  g a lliu m  rich  o v erp ressu re  and  a  second for A s 
r ich  or capped a n n e a ls . A lso , i t  h a s  b ee n  show n th a t  th e  in terd iffu sio n  coeffic ien ts could be 
en h an ced  w ith ou t e n h a n cin g  th e  a c tiv a tio n  en erg y . T h e  a p p a ren t rep orted  v a ria tio n s  in  
activ a tio n  en erg y  can  be a ttr ib u te d  to  e x p e rim e n ta l u n c e rta in ty  due to  ran d om  erro r, and  
n o t due to  d iverse m e ch an ism s. F u rth e rm o re , w e show  th a t  th is  re s u lt  can  b e  exp lain ed  by 
th e  d iffusion , in  a ll ca se s , b e in g  governed by a  s in g le  vacan cy -con tro lled  m ech an ism , 
involv ing  seco n d -n earest-n e ig h b o r hop p ing  (2n n h ), w h ere  th e  g a lliu m  v acan cy  
co n cen tra tio n  can  be effected  by th e  su rfa ce  cond itions. F ro m  th e se  re su lts  i t  is  n o t 
p o ssib le  to draw  an y  firm  con clu sion s a s  to th e  m icroscopic m odel b eh in d  th e  tra n sp o rt o f 
th e  v acan cy . M u ch  w ork  h a s  to  b e  done in  ord er to  c la rify  th is  im p o rta n t issu e . I t  is  
su gg ested  th a t  a  m u ch  m ore d eta iled  u n d e rsta n d in g  o f th e  ato m ic bond ing  is  needed  before 
th e  d iffusion  m e ch a n ism  can  b e  con clu siv ely  d eterm in ed .
W e observe th a t , th e  activ a tio n  en erg y  for th e  Z n C d Se sy ste m  is  o f  th e  sam e order 
as th a t  for th e  G aA s/A IG aA s sy stem . T h is  su g g ests  th a t  for tw o d iffere n t m a te r ia l sy stem s 
th e re  is  no evidence for a  ch an g e in  th e  d iffu sion  process. P h en om en olog ically , th e  
s im ila r ity  o f  th e  d a ta  for th e se  tw o sy ste m s su g g ests  th a t  a  com m on d iffusion  m ech an ism  
op erates and  th a t  th is  m odel co rre la tin g  w ith  group I I  v acan cy  fo rm atio n  is  ap p rop ria te  to 
e x p la in  th e  re su lts  p re sen ted  for Z n Se/Z n C d Se. In  ord er to  con firm  th is  i t  w ill be n e ce ssa ry  
to  p erform  exp e rim e n ts  on Z n S e-b ased  m a te r ia ls  s im ila r  to  th o se  w hich  h av e  b een  
perform ed on th e  G aA s-based  m a te r ia ls . T h e se  w ill allow  u s to  d eterm in e  p recise ly  th e  
co n cen tra tio n  o f p o in t d efects re sp o n sib le  for I I -V I  in terd iffu sio n  as a  fu n ctio n  o f 
te m p e ra tu re  as w ell a s  th e ir  d iffu siv ity .
F in a lly  w e n o te  th a t  th e  in terd iffu sio n  coeffic ien ts w e o b ta in  for th e  Z n C d Se sy ste m  
a re  arou nd  4 -5  d ecad es h ig h er  th a n  a re  ty p ica lly  observed for I I I -V  m a te r ia ls . G iven  th a t
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in terd iffu sion  is a lread y  found to  b e  a  s ig n ifica n t fa c to r  in  th e  grow th and p ro cessin g  o f II I-V  
devices, th e  effects o f in terd iffu sio n  in  th e  p ro cessin g  o f I I -V I  devices w ill n eed  to  be 
carefu lly  considered.
T h e se  re su lts  su g g est a  n u m b er o f fu r th e r  e x p e rim e n ts  th a t  could be perform ed to 
fu rth e r  c la rify  th e  p ro cesses  in v o lv in g  in  th e  in te rm ix in g  o f th e  h e te ro s tru c tu re s . S in ce  th e  
d eg ree o f accu racy  in  d eterm in in g  th e  a c tiv a tio n  en erg y  is  d ep en d en t o f  th e  ra n g e  o f 
te m p e ra tu re  over w h ich  th e  d iffu sion  co effic ien ts a re  m easu red , i t  is  su gg ested  th a t  th e  
te m p e ra tu re  ra n g e  can  s t i l l  b e  fu r th e r  in crea sed  p a rtic u la r ly  to low er te m p e ra tu re s  so th a t  
fu rth e r  d a ta  poin ts can  b e  o b ta in ed  to im prove th e  accu racy  o f th e  a c tiv a tio n  energy.
T h e  evolution  o f  th e  w ell sh ap ed  w ith  a n n e a l tim e can  a lso  be in v e stig a ted  by  
stu d y in g  th e  tr a n s it io n  b etw een  th e  u p p er h ig h er  en erg y  q u an tu m  lev els  in  th e  w ell. 
F u r th e r  w ork on ap p lying  th e  re fle c ta n ce  te ch n iq u e  is  su gg ested  so th a t  th e  n =  2 e lectro n  
to  h ea v y  h oles tra n s it io n  for a  n u m b er o f  sam p les  can  b e  m e a su re d  to ju s t ify  and  
com p lem en t th e  stu d y  o f  in terd iffu sio n . In  ad d ition , th e  stu d y  o f in terd iffu sio n  o f o th er 
Z n S e-b ased  m a te r ia ls , su ch  a s  Z n S e/Z n S S e  could b e  p u rsu ed  to  q u an tify  th e  in terd iffu sio n  
o f group V I su b la ttic e  and  a lso  to  in v e stig a te  th e  q u a lity  o f q u an tu m  w ells. E n h a n ce d  
d iffu sion  coeffic ien ts o b ta in ed  over a  w id er te m p e ra tu re  ra n g e  and  u sin g  o th er Z n S e-b ased  
m a te r ia ls  w ill th e n  allow  fu r th e r  in feren ce s  to  be m ad e in  th e se  sy stem s.
W h ile  th e  m e ch a n ism s re sp o n sib le  for d iffu sion  p rocess h av e  n o t b een  found, w e 
a n tic ip a te  th a t  a  fu ll a n a ly s is  o f d iffu sion  m u st in clu d e a  d eta iled  u n d e rstan d in g  o f th e  
m icroscop ic d iffusion  in  ord er to  g a in  in s ig h t in to  th e  d eta ils  o f  th e  d iffusion  m ech an ism s.
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